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BRIEF FOR APPELLEE.

That the Court may understand the situation of the

respondent in this case, it is proper to make this

preliminary statement:

The respondent, after over twenty-five years of

experiment and improvement in their preparations,

and after having received many thousands of testi-

monials from private individuals suffering from

Bright 's Disease and Diabetes, finally resolved to

reach the doctors of America and convince them

against their prejudices that there is a remedy for



those diseases which are kitting off about 150,000 of

our people every year.

To that end, involving several years of time and

many thousands of dollars of expense, we addressed

and mailed the offer below to the physicians listed in

the American Medical Directory, and not only once

but from four to five times, aiming to reach every

physician in America having Bright 's Disease or Dia-

betes himself or in his family with a practical demon-

stration of the fact that albumen and symptoms in

Bright 's Disease and sugar and symptoms in Diabetes

(the latter in patients over 45) are reducible by

internal treatment, viz.

:

"If there is a case of Blight's Disease or

Diabetes in your family showing two per cent or

more of albumen or sugar, in order to demon-

strate that wasting albumen and sugar are being

absorbed in Bright 's Disease and Diabetes, we

will, without charge, put in the express for you,

FOB Detroit, one-half dozen (two months

treatment) of the appropriate agent, formulae

and rationale herein, expecting m most cases in

which there is a reasonable prospect ot sixty days

of life that this half dozen will reduce the albu-

men (or sugar) over half, with physical improve-

ment beginning to show. If the usual die,

prescribed in these cases is being observed we

suggest it be continued without change so there

will be no uncertainty in your mind as to the

cause of the results."

We later widened the above offer by proffering a

free thirty day demonstration to every physician in

America treating a Diabetic patient over 45 years of

age. As follows

:



"Announcing Innocuous, Internal Treatment
that Reduces Sugar and Symptoms in Diabetes.

If this seems difficult to believe and you are
treating a Diabetic over 45 we tender you a free

demonstration.

Summary of results in several hundred cases

with ingredients and rationale mailed on request.

As Diabetic Gangrene is one of the most serious

aspects the first dozen reports are held to cases

that involved gangrene to show how definitely this

symptom also follows sugar assimilation.

Physicians are discontinuing injections at once;

capsules discontinued two months after sugar
disappears.

Important Diabetic practice is developing in

cities and physicians ' accounts even in small

towns are running over a hundred dollars each.

All inquiries will get the literature but, for

obvious reasons, a free demonstration will only

follow to those stating they are treating a Diabetic

over 45. We expect the demonstration alone to

reduce the sugar and symptoms 20% to 40%. Can
commence testing for decreasing sugar the second

week.
John J. Fulton Co.,

72 First St., San Francisco, Calif."

In response to the first offer above 762 physicians,

representing all schools and societies, asked for and

were served with a full 60 day course of the treatment.

From these we have had about 740 letters reporting

their results, several hundred of which will be found

summarized in the printed folders following.

To date something over 1700 physicians have asked

for and have been served with the free 30 day demon-

strations. From these we have received several hun-

dred letters giving their results.



In a word, to date over 2400 physicians (which

number is increasing daily), representing all schools

and societies, have asked for and have been served

with the free demonstrations and from these physi-

cians we have had something over a thousand letters,

overwhelmingly attesting the ability of these agents

to reduce albumen and symptoms in Bright 's Disease

and sugar and symptoms in Diabetes, the flat failures

(those reported as producing no benefit whatever)

never totalling as much as ten per cent.

And that the epitomes of these reports as printed

herewith might have due credence a great majority of

the epitomes were compared with the original letters

by the late Thos. S. Burnes, Notary Public and Com-

missioner of Deeds, and the transcriptions were cer-

tified by him as correct over his notarial seal, viz.

:

"I, Thomas S. Burnes, authorized by the State

of California to authenticate documents, have

compared figures above and those on the reverse

hereof to the double rule with the Physician's

reports and urinalyses and certify they are cor-

rectly transcribed 'and that the correspondence

shows the physicians are all unknown to affiant

and have no interest other than to record and

report results.

(Signed) Thomas S. Burnes,

( Seal) Notary Public.
'

'

The epitomes shown in Exhibit "A" will now be

understood.

There are about 800,000 people in the United States

who are suffering from either Bright 's Disease or

Diabetes.



The medical profession generally state that there

is no known remedy for these diseases.

" Insulin " is the remedial agent now prescribed

but it does not cure; it, at most, gives temporary

relief.

In this state of affairs it is not to be wondered at

that physicians who themselves have been sufferers

from these diseases would be willing to try any remedy

that gave any hope of relief to them. It was either

try it or get ready to die. Hundreds of them did try

the preparation and the results have been most grati-

fying.

Having been benefited themselves, naturally they

would wish to bring the same benefits to their patients

and the Company is now in receipt of a constant

stream of orders and reorders for their patients and

there are now on file hundreds and hundreds of letters

from these doctors stating the beneficial results to

their patients. From these letters the respondent

feels justified in putting on its labels the very modest

statement complained of by the Department of Agri-

culture.

Medical science shows a varied history. Beginning

in absolute ignorance it has slowly evolved a real

science, and in some fields of knowledge deserves the

admiration of the world ; but alongside of this progress

there still remains an astonishing amount of ignorance

and stupid prejudice which is highly detrimental to

the human race.

Nearly every new discovery in medical science has

met with the most violent opposition of the rank and



file of the profession; and many benefactors of the

human race have been literally hounded to an early

grave through the persecutions set on foot by the

"regular schools" of medicine.

The respondent has felt the "forked lightning of the

wrath" of this bigotry and prejudice and is still the

object of persecution by the "higher ups
1
' of the med-

ical associations, who simply close their eyes to the

truth and refuse to see the light.

So strong is this prejudice that the doctors who

have themselves been benefited by the use of respond-

ent's preparations and who are benefiting scores of

their patients therewith, are afraid to have their names

published for fear of persecutions by the officials of

their state and county medical societies.

But the number of physicians who are using the

preparations is increasing every week and in course

of time if the respondent can be allowed to keep on

with its good work, the number of those using them

will be so great as to compel the medical societies to

recognize the value of the same and to stop trying to

hamper and ruin respondent.

This case is one of four that are pending against

respondent at the present time. The respective U. S.

attorneys at Baltimore, Denver and Salt Lake have

very kindly consented to hold all proceedings in abey-

ance in their districts till this case is finally deter-

mined.

There is attached hereto and marked Exhibit "A"

a bunch of literature which is sent to doctors all over

the country who ask to have a free treatment.



A portion of this is a digest of several hundred

reports from physicians who have used, and are now

constantly using, respondent's products in their prac-

tice.

This brings us to the discussion of the question

before the Court, viz.: "Are the labels used by

respondent a violation of the Food and Drug Act?"

The particular "misbranding" which is attempted

to be charged in the libel is under the third subdi-

vision, which is:

"Third. If its package or label shall bear or con-

tain any statement, design or device regarding the

curative or therapeutic effect of such article or any

of the ingredients or substances contained therein,

WHICH IS FALSE AND FRAUDULENT."

It is charged that on the bottle label, marked "Rx
1," this language is used:

"We have received many letters from physicians

reporting in cases * * * of Bright 's disease and

albuminuria * * * nephritis * * * that the use of

this compound was attended with decrease in the

albumen in the urine, or improvement in the physical

condition of the patient, or both" * * *.

'The same wording is charged to be on the "wrap-

per" and also upon the "circular."

The identical language is then alleged to be on the

label, wrapper and circular used on what is termed

"Rx 2" in regard to diabetes and decrease in sugar.

Now, we ask, in what way is that statement "false

and fraudulent"? Does the government set forth
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anything at all to show that respondent has not re-

ceived many letters from physicians and that those

letters do not report that the use of the " compound'

'

is attended with decrease in albumen and sugar as the

case may be? We simply state the fact that we have

received the letters and then state the further fact

that those letters report certain results.

There is no attempt whatever to negative the truth

of those statements. The only basis upon which the

government predicates its case is a letter from C. V.

Marvin, Acting Secretary of Agriculture, which com-

munication is marked exhibit "A" and made a part

of the libel and in which the acting secretary states

his conclusion that there is a misbranding because, as

he thinks, "the articles contain no ingredient or com-

bination of ingredients capable of producing the effects

claimed.' ' (Bottom of p. 10 and top of p. 11, Apostles.)

How can the opinion of the acting secretary that

the compound has no therapeutic value negative the

fact that respondent has received many letters from

physicians which letters state certain results?

Before the government is entitled to seize and de-

stroy the property of respondent the latter must put

on its labels something that is in fact "false and

fraudulent."

The government must be in a position to show that

we have not received such letters and that they do

not contain the statements alleged.

There is no allegation in the libel which negatives

either one of these statements; and until the learned

United States Attorney is in a position to prove that



we have no such letters; and that they do not contain

the statements alleged, what right has he to ask that

we be put to the trouble and expense of a trial at a

great distance from home. San Francisco is the home

of respondent and if we had to go to Seattle, then to

Baltimore, then to Denver and then to Salt Lake to

make a separate defense; taking necessary witnesses

to these various places; even though we won every

case, we would still be the loser by thousands of dol-

lars. And that would not be the end, for the govern-

ment would still be in a position to make other seizures

all over the country and bring financial ruin to re-

spondent while carrying on its losing battle against

respondent.

Unless there be some real justification for it, the

Courts will not tolerate such a course of intolerable

persecution; and, to its credit be it said, the Depart-

ment of Justice is willing to abide the final decision

in this case for the determination of the actions begun

in other jurisdictions.

Now for the cases.

U. S. v. 95 Barrels of Vinegar, 265 U. S. 438 is not

in point.

That was a case in which the label stated the con-

tents of the bottle to be "Apple Cider Vinegar, made

from selected apples," when the fact was the vinegar

was made from dried apples and not from apple cider.

Of course the statement on the label was false and

misleading.

Bradley v. United States, 264 Fed. 79, is relied

upon by counsel to sustain government's contention.
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That was a mineral water case and the shipper put

on his label his own recommendation of the water for

"treatment" of nine different diseases.

That label in effect said to the public: "We recom-

mend this mineral water as a remedy for Bright'

s

Disease, Diabetes, Dropsy, etc., etc/'

The Court (p. 81) said:

"It seems to us that words, 'Recommended in

the treatment of Bright 's disease, etc., Direc-
tions' * * * could only mean that the use of the
water in the treatment of the diseases named
would effect a cure or alleviation of such
diseases."

But that is a different situation from the instant

case. The Pulton Co. makes no recommendation at

all, and makes no statement as to the therapeutic value

of its products. It states a simple fact that it has

received many letters from physicians reporting cer-

tain results following the use of its products.

The government cannot question the fact that we

have received those letters, nor can it question the

fact that those letters contain the statements set out

in the labels.

If that be true, then in no sense can the labels be

said to contain any statement that is "false and

fraudulent/

'

Suppose we put upon our labels these words: "We
have received one hundred letters from one hundred

physicians in the United States who report that they

have cured themselves of diabetes by using Fulton's

Compound,' ' and suppose those letters are all on file

in our office and actuallv contain the statement set
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out, would that be a " false and fraudulent" statement

on the part of Fulton and Co. ? "We think not. It is

a mere statement of fact—not false—not fraudulent.

The issue here is not the therapeutic value of the

Fulton's Compound out whether our labels speak the

truth.

The government has tendered no issue upon that

point, and until such issue is tendered respondent

should be let alone.

Suppose the respondent today receives a letter from

a physician, let us call him "Dr. X," in Denver, say-

ing he is suffering from diabetes and would like half

a dozen bottles of respondent's compound, and that

the bottles are shipped to him from San Francisco.

Suppose that six weeks thereafter "Dr. X" writes to

the respondent a letter in which he says: "I have used

your compound and am glad to say the sugar content

of the urine has been reduced from 4% to ^ of 1%
and I am feeling greatly improved."

Suppose respondent should put on its label at the

time of its next shipment these words:

"We have received a letter from 'Dr. X' of Denver

in which he says that the use of our compound in his

own case was followed by a reduction of the sugar

content in the urine 1 and general improvement in

health," would there be anything "false and fraudu-

lent" in that label? How could a statement by tin 4

Acting Secretary of Agriculture that in his opinion

Fulton's Compound had no therapeutic value raise

the issue as to the truth of the fact that the letter was
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received and contained the statement set out in the

label?

If we were forced to a trial upon the real issue

here, we can produce hundreds and hundreds of let-

ters from physicians from all parts of the country

attesting in the most unqualified manner the beneficial

effects of the use of our products. These letters and

reports may be inspected by the U. S. Attorney and

the Court if desired, but the names of the physicians

should not be published for the simple reason that it

would subject them to undue persecutions on the part

of certain officials in the medical societies who are still

so "tied to their idols" that they will not take the

trouble to investigate the matter.

Years ago ihe respondent offered to make a test

case by taking some of its compound into an adjoin-

ing state and shipping it to a druggist in San Fran-

cisco so the trial could be had here where witnesses

can be called at little expense, both laymen and phy-

sicians, but the offer was declined.

The learned counsel say in their brief the "words
are not actionable per se, yet they are in that middle

ground * * * and in such middle ground a jury

should be left to determine whether or not the words
used constitute a remedial or therapeutic claim on

this drug label" (p. 8 of brief).

It is respectfully submitted that our great govern-

ment is too big to be engaged in straining for techni-

cal, harsh and unreasonable constructions of its quasi

criminal statutes.
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The fair reading of our label will disclose no viola-

tion of the Food and Drug Act. At the most our label

declares that many physicians who have actually tried

our preparations report that certain beneficial results

followed. As opposed to that the government claims

that some chemist who has not tried the preparations

reports that there is no therapeutic value to be found

therein. The government makes no statement that

any physician who has used and tried the preparations

reports that there is no therapeutic value therein.

Even if there were such diversity of opinion among

doctors that would not be a "misbranding" because

the statement on the label must be both "false and

fraudulent," and under the decisions where it is a

dispute among doctors the courts will not decide which

party is right.

In M'Lean Medicine Co. v. V. $., 253 Fed. page 696,

we find this language:

"The testimony of physicians as to their indi-

vidual opinions of the efficacy of the preparation
would have been properly rejected if there had
been disclosed a difference of medical opinion on
the subject, as a conviction could not properly
rest upon a claim of fraudulent statements, when
they were based upon mere matters of opinion on
such debatable subjects (italics ours) citing,

among others, the case of School of Magnetic
Healing v. McAnnulty, 187 IJ. S. 94 (47 L. Ed.
90)."

This latter case contains a beautiful discussion of

the whole question of "opinions" in medical matters.

On page 94 of 47 L. Ed. we find this language

:

"There is no exact standard of absolute truth

by which to prove the assertion false and a fraud.
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We mean by that to say that the claim of com-
plainants cannot be the subject of proof as of an
ordinary fact; it cannot be proved as a fact to

be a fraud, or false pretense or promise, nor can

it properly be said that those who assume to heal

bodily ills or infirmities by a resort to this method
of cure are guilty of obtaining money under false

pretenses, such as are intended in the statutes,

which evidently do not assume to deal with mere
matters of opinion uj^on subjects which are not

capable of proof as to their falsity. We may not

believe in the efficacy of the treatment to the

extent claimed by complainants, and we may have
no sympathy with them in such claims, and yet

their effectiveness is but matter of opinion in any
court."

In the case of Kar-Ru Chemical Co\ v. U. S., 264

Fed. 921—a case tried in the Southern Division of the

Western District of Washington before Judge Cush-

man and appealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals,

Ninth Circuit, the instructions given by Judge Cush-

man are approved, and on page 928 we find the fol-

lowing language

:

"The law requires that the government must
prove beyond a reasonable doubt, not only that
the statements upon the labels are false, but also

that the statements are fraudulent. The state-

ments may be false and not fraudulent. To be
considered fraudulent within the meaning of the
law requires that the defendant should either

know that the remedy which he offers to the pub-
lic is of no curative value or that he represents to

be of curative value recklessly and without car-

ing whether it would cure or whether it did not,

for the purpose of defrauding his customers and
getting their money for an article which he knew
in fact, or ought to have known, was of no value.

If you find from the evidence that the defendant
honestly believed, and had reasonable ground to
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believe, that his remedy was of curative value,

then your verdict must be not guilty, no matter

if in fact the remedies were worthless from a med-
ical point of view/'

"These instructions were in accordance with the

law as declared by the Supreme Court in seven

cases of Eckman's" Alterative v. U. S., 239 (citing

cases), where the court excluded the field where
there might be differences of opinion between

schools and practitioners, and explained the

words '

false' and 'fraudulent' to conform to such

exclusions.
'

'

7 Gases, etc. v. U. S., 239 U. S. 510: Also L. R.

A. 1916D, 164.

On page 169 of the last volume cited we find this

language

:

'

' Congress deliberately excluded the field where
there are honest differences of opinion between
schools and practitioners. Cong. Rec. 62d. Cong.
2d Sess. vol. 48, pt. 12, Appx. p. 675. It was,
plainly, to leave no doubt upon this point that the

words 'false and fraudulent' were used. This
phrase must be taken with its accepted legal mean-
ing, and thus it must be found that the statement
contained in the package was put there to accom-
pany the goods with actual intent to deceive,—an
intent which mav be derived from the facts and
circumstances, but which must be established."

In U. S. v. Natura Co., 250 Fed. 925, the lamented

Judge Dooliug says

:

"The defendant is charged with a violation of
the Food and Drug Act in misbranding a certain
article of medicine sold by it and known as
'Akoz.' To fall within the statute the package or
label must bear or contain some statement, design
or device regarding the curative or therapeutic
effect of the article, or some ingredient or sub-
stance contained therein, which is false and
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fraudulent. No purpose could be served here in

reviewing* the testimony. It may be said in a

general way that the testimony of the government
was chiefly ' expert' testimony; that is to say, tes-

timony of skilled persons as to the possible effect

of the' use of Akoz. None of them had ever ex-

perimented with it, or tried it either on themselves

or others nor had any of them ever had the

opportunity to observe any results from its use.

The testimony for the defendant was by wit-

nesses, physicians and others who had used the

medicine themselves or had observed its effect on

others, and all testified to its beneficial effects."

Judgment of "not guilty" was entered.

Judge Trippet in the case of U. S. v. Tuberclodde

Co., 252 Fed. 938, disucsses very fully the differences

of opinion among physicians themselves and the differ-

ent schools of medicine. On page 941 he says

:

' 'What do these people do that were going to

buy this formula and sell this medicine? They
get physicians to examine patients that have been
treated with it. I think they had four physicians
to investigate it, and these physicians advised
them that it was a remedy for tuberculosis. Aside
from that they bring three physicians here who
say they have prescribed this stuff to patients and
that it has proven itself by experience to be a
remedy. The government doctors never pre-

scribed it to a person, while one of the witnesses
for the defense testified that he had treated 3000
patients with it with good results. Do not these

people representing defendant have a right to act

upon that? Can anybody say they wilfully falsi-

fied anything in the face of that testimony? We
all know from our own observations that doctors
disagree. I have heard them disagree in making
sworn statements in this court many a time.

Schools of physicians disagree. One school thinks
that the other school does not know anything, and
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that they are practicing fraud and deception. Can
it be fairly said that a man is practicing a fraud

when lie acts upon the advice of a physician, al-

though other physicians disagree with him'? Have
we come to such a pass that fraud can be attri-

buted to a man when he accepts the advice of a

doctor, or several doctors; notwithstanding that

other physicians may disagree with those whose
advice he accepts?"

How stands it with the respondent?

It sends a bona fide offer of a free demonstration

to every physician in the United States who suffers

from Brights' disease or Diabetes. Hundreds of them

accepted the offer and ever since have become regu-

lar purchasers of respondent's preparations.

They volunteer the information that reduction of

albumen in Brights' disease and of sugar in Diabetes

follows the use of said preparations.

How cam the government claim that those state-

ments are false and how cam it claim that when we

say on our labels that we have these letters, by the

hundreds, making these statements, wTe are guilty of

a misbranding?

It is the undoubted law that one is entitled to rest

upon statements of physicians in reference to any

given remedy; and if he does so he is not to be pros-

ecuted as a criminal or to have his goods seized and

destroyed because some other doctor, or set of doctors,

may not agree with the doctors whose statements he

relies upon.

The respondent is dealing only with physicians

whose names are listed among the duly licensed una!
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accredited physicians of the United States. Hundreds

and hundreds of them have used respondent 's remedies

and, after so using them, report certain results fol-

lowing such use. Respondent puts on its labels a

small part of what these reports state. The truth of

the statements on the labels cannot be doubted or

questioned. They are not false, but true. They are

not fraudulent but, on the contrary, announce one of

the most tremendous facts vital to humanity; viz.:

That the physicians of America have had called to

their attention a remedy for Brights' disease and

Diabetes and that thousands of them have, by actual

use thereof, demonstrated the remarkable efficacy of

respondent's remedies in those diseases.

It is respectfully submitted that the judgment of

the District Court should be affirmed.

Dated, San Francisco,

Mav 11, 1929,

A. P. Black,

Attorney for Appellee.

Howe & Graham,

Of Counsel.



Diabetes Mellitus
Summary of Results Reported by Physicians in Several Hundred Cases

July, 1928

&M<t/}:

Announcing an innocuous herbal agent, absolutely devoid of dangerous

reactions, that does not have to be continued indefinitely and which so

decisively reduces sugar and symptoms in patients of 45 and over that for

over four years we supplied it to Physicians on a refund basis if the case did

not make the usual response to the first treatment, the requests for refund

actually being less than five per cent.

And in order to give the Medical Profession a practical demonstration

we inaugurated the most comprehensive and convincing program we could
conceive of, viz., we tried to reach every Physician in America having Diabetes

himself or in his family. Circular letters offering the demonstrations were
accordingly mailed to the 145,000 Physicians listed in the American Medical
Directory. This looked like inviting disaster, for it seemed reasonable to

assume that no Physician having Diabetes himself or in his family would
send 1000 to 3000 miles lor further measures who had not already exhausted
the local prescription counters, and that therefore the only response would
be from cases that had resisted treatment ana as a rule would look im
possible. It was under these difficult conditions that the offers went forward.
Four hundred and sixty-two Physicians asked for the demonstration, some
involving gangrene and some reporting they had tried nearly everything else

without results. All were served. From these we have had 454 reports,

Connecticut ft
Diabetes, female. ''If it proves good in

her case will use it in my practice."
"Have" had some of the best men in the

country on her case. They all gave a very
poor prognosis. Also had some of the best
men at Yale look her over."

4 mos. later
— "Enclosed find complete

report." (Tests about_6 days apart.)
1st Test
2nd Test . . .

3rd Test . . .

4th Test . . .

6th Test . . .

6th Test
7th Test
8Ui Test

0.83%,
0.38%
0.56%
0.25%
0.24%
0.33%
0.15%
0.28%

9th Test. . . . 0.08%
10th Test. . . . 0.13%
11th Test. . . . 0.33%
12th Test. . . . 0.25%
13th Test 0.28%
14th Test. . . . 0.11%
15th Test 0.17%
16th Test. . . . normal

sh
50 days later—-Dr. reported final test—still

He ordered a further sup-
is the only thing for Dia-

3 mos. later— "Patient got out of the
treatment, and is not so well. Duplicate as
soon as possible."

San Francisco
Diabetes Mellitus—Arizona Physicians had

fought the disease for years. It developed to

the gangrenous stage which took the patient
to Los Angeles. Failure followed there also
and he came to consult physicians here.
Both feet were black. The toes were slough-
ing, the bones protruding, and so offensive
the physicians could hardly stay in. the room.
It was the opinion of the House Surgeon

in the Hospital where the physician placed
the. patient that one of the legs would have to

be amputated .above the knee. The physician
decided Ao try to save both legs and put bim
on the IHabetic agent to render the urine free

This phys
unbeliever,"
poor patient
siriug to h
convince, the
urging patie
and gave it

ter is- the i

asked' you £

cia

Indiana f
i, who admitted he was "an

. The case proved obstinate. De-
lp this unfortunate as well as
Doctor we sent the second lut

ice. We did not hear for months
up. The following delayed let-

lteresting and gratifying denoue-

ne ago, in a half-hearted way, I

or some of your treatment for a

pati 1,11V Y,,u

I turned it

over to the patient. She waj in a bad way
and knew it herself, and took it religiously.

At first she felt better, but there was very
little lessening of sugar output. You and she
believed in it and she took a second lot you
were kind enough to send. This morning I

examined another specimen of urine from her
and hiot the slightest sign of sugar, and she
feels better than she has for years. Of
course, she followed your diet list to the let-

ter—.has eaten gluten bread all this while. I

am more eager to send vou this report be-

cause I have been so indifferent about it my-
self. I had not even examined her urine for

months until her daughter brought the sam-
ple, saying her mother was so much better.

epn ted thi

this P. M. and shall rtainly
Medical Society

in other

Missouri fft
I have been bothered with Diabetes for

over a year. S.G. 1030; Sug. 4%.
1st Report—Still some Sugar but in small-

er quantities—sometimes none at all—head-
aches better and think 1 am gaining in

strength.
West Virginia fff

Dr. writes— "I am a Diabetic, 52. By
strict diet am holding sugar to 2%."

First Report— "Improving. Check for re-

order.' -

Second Report—"Am so much improved
am almost well but am afraid to quit the

treatment vet. Am enclosing check for one
dozen more."

Pennsylvania fff
Dr writes— "I am 62, have had Diabetes 4

years'. S. G. 1030, sugar 2%%. Please
send."

First Report—"Must say I am improved.
Spec. grav. lowered and amount of sugar les-

Diabeti
Massachusetts ff
Female. Has been

treatment. Age 48, 1

It eli: ited
when the gangrenous slough ceased to spread
and a well-defined line of demarcation was
developed. The dead tissue was removed
daily and after cleansing with stimulating an-
tiseptic lotions "the parts were packed with
sterilized gauze saturated with Bovinine.
(This physician reports at times the direct
application of raw lean steak getting fine

appropriation and stimulation.)
The protruding bones were cut a number

of times. The response was slow but the date
this was written both feet were healing show-
ing healthy stumps just below the instep. The
Doctor favored us with radiograph of the
abuve case. It will be seen the right foot has
healed and the left is beginning to cover, as
follows?

Final Report—60 days
have healed and the patient
pital. Sugar and Sympton

San Francis
The Phv vho spot ed the

Bright'

s

and has treated a large number of cases re-

porting that among them he has successfully
treated more than a dozen case of Diabetes
that had developed gangrene. To show that
tne above experience is not rare we quote the
two cases following sported by the same phy-

Pat
had b
finally

slougl:

Sutter
called
medint

Hospital
G. 1034,

Sug. 3.3%.
Six months later—"Some time ago I wrote

you for your treatment for Diabetes Mellitus.

Patient "was in a serious condition tho she

had had treatment at a Boston hospital under
a good specialist. She took the treatment
nd diet as directed and for the past month

on repeated tests both by myself and attend-

ing physician we are unable to find even a

trace of sugar. (The Doctor closes with ref-

erence to five cases, one of which appears
critical that he is ordering for.)

Illinois t
"Diabetes, age 48. S. G. 1035, Sug. 3.8%.

Urgent '

'

66 days later. "Am greatly surprised. In

two weeks sugar dropped to 0.4% which I

could hardly believe but was more astonished

on patient's last visit. I could not even find

a trace of sugar and was surprised to learn

t>n bid ?->"<> to work, the first time in 6

months. Will have other cases on it soon."

President of a local Corpor
•eated for years and gangren
loped. A foot and ankle were
nd the gangrene was approaching
hen the case fell into his hands,
ken to St. Winifred Hospital on
eet. Consulting Surgeons were
It was the opinion that an im-

. eratinn would be fatal. Patient
put on the Diabetic agent. Sugar grad-

ually responded and on its disappe
physician in the presence of the
Surgeons amputated the leg above
Confirming the "

nd healed and
the patient was

had

onsulting

ugar the

out He
the afte

alth tv,

) an apoplectic stroke.
San Francisco

Reported by the Physician.
P.)- ith Diabete

Patient (Mr.
'Hie toes

Spe

sloughing with gangrene. Had be
nent in one of the large Hospitals,
ific Gravity was 1040 altho there
little sugar. The gangrenous con-

dition was so serious that the physician felt

quite uncertain as to the outcome but be
put the patient on the Diabetic agent which
he aided with pancreatin and a reconstructive
tonic. The feet were dark and cold. He put
them in hot water to expand the arteries and

cleansed the
toe ith pe ng thegreno

with gauze soaked in beef's blood. He did

not get an early reaction and erysipelas set

epitomes of over 200 of which have been crowded into this recapitulation.

It will be seen they overwhelmingly attest the ability of this agent (for

rationale see fourth page) to reduce sugar and symptoms in Diabetes, over'

80% announcing the usual results.

These letters and reports contain such a vital message that we had

the accuracy of the transcriptions of the first hundred epitomes officially

certified and deposited the reports and entire correspondence, involving

over 1200 letters, in Wells Fargo's Safe Deposit Vaults in this city for a;

permanent record of the results herein reported.

We felt a hundred demonstrations in Diabetes would be sufficient but

did not suspend till the number was approaching 500. Results per hundred

are results per thousand and are now simply cumulative.

We only invited reports during the demonstration, anticipating that af.te|J

the reaction had started and the sugar waste was seen to be decreasing and

symptoms softening Physicians would continue thereafter as necessary, hence;

most of the reports only cover the first month or so. As to character ariji,

permanence of results see fourth page. ,.<,.,

From over 400 reports, less than one-fifth of which state there were nc
results, we select the following as of particular interest. In those marked'

ttt the Physician is the patient, tt a member of his family, t a patient.

(Exp,eked the fifty per cent

icthyol with benzoin and in due course con-

trolled this symptom. About three weeks
thereafter the gangrene ceased spreading. In

due course the sugar was eliminated, the spec-

ific gravity was reduced to the normal, and
the wounds healed, leaving the great and
small toe with nothing between. At last

advices, two years later, this patient was at-

tending to his business.

Illinois f
The following case of Diabetic Gangrene

in extremis ("patient a prominent retired

official") is reported by a physician (Ma-
jor, Med. Corps, U. S. A.), who got such per-

sonal results that he decided to resort to this

agent at what appears to have been a critical

moment. Twenty days later came the

—

First Report— "Diabetes, age 60. Three
weeks ago was in semi coma. Had lost 60
lbs. in weight, pulse so rapid and irregular

could not count it, Sug. 5%, S. G. 1038. many
small localized skin areas of gangrene and 2

on right foot 1x2 inches with infection. These
were dressed with moist alkaline depleting so-

lution and your Rx with cardiac Rx given in-

ternally. Result: Sugar gone; urine neutral;

skin healing rapidly; infection cleared up;
mind clear, and he is feeling almost normal.
Sounds foolish as a 3 weeks' result."

Second Report— "As to that very serious
Diabetic ease he lost nuch of the covering of

the lower, end of the Tibia inside the ankle.
As soon as the gangre le showed a line of de-
marcation I removed the gangrenous tissue
keeping the ankle in

the first day that the ivound was bacteria free

started ox blood dress ings to encourage heal-

ing. The foot is nea rly healed and the pa-
tient is beginning to get around and will go
to his country home for the summer. Have
heeu giving a subcu aneous injection every
other day of 1% grs. Sodium cacodylate. 1

see no reason why he cannot live on for many

Missouri -J-f-i-

abetic Gangrene—Age 46. "An

ill stop before I lose
Suear H%. Polyuria

st 100 pounds.
bed trying to

. S.G 1030
rst i ormal
foot entire

way

—

all far

Am s ending

60 days later
— "Sugar

Polyuria greatly reduced. Tb
Strength improving. GangrenouE
ly well. Improvement in every
in advance of my expectations,
for another course."

Vermont f
Diabetic Gangrene. "Expect to amputate

First Report—30 days after beginning the
treatment it had not halted the gangrene and
leg was amputated above the knee. "Patient

ition. Has not felt
allowing a little breac
r three-tenths of on
inue to use it as 1

,'ote—One of the

v'ell for years.
baked potato.

,r cent. Shall
as results are

nost

igar 8.1<^
Without

is symptot

does
if it takes several months.

Chicago f
ian sends for the treatme
age 67, with gangrene, S.

further of the
nth late
ps 50%, S. G.

Shall continue to use in Diabetes
Give price in quantity lots."

Missouri t
Male—age 63. Diabetes of 5 years'

ing: gangrenous ulcers on toe and lee
30 davs later—S. G. and polvu:

thirst less: has gained 10 lbs.
Gangrene and physical condition imprc
Am well pleased.

Illinois ft
Diabetes. Female, age 46. Mother di

diabete

redu

d of

1st Report—"Symptoms better."
30 days later— "S. G. 1020. no trace of

sugar whatever and feeling better. The first

20 davs she half wav followed the diet. The
second 20 days no restrictions as I wanted to
test the virtues of the treatment. I find to-
day a perfectly normal urine. How about

continuing." (Experience suggests conti:

ance for 2 to 3 months, last month on half
doses.—J. J. F. Co.) (The Dr. followed
with orders for four patients:) ':*

Michigan + /,",.'

"Diabetes with gangrene of both fee^t'.'

Sug. 3.5%. F» jale age 52. My treatment,
gets no results.

First Report—"The 2nd and 5th toes of
right foot had sloughed off and foot iu bad
condition when treatment began. Sloughing,
has now ceased. Foot, in good condition.,,

Wound of amputation has healed. Patient. is.

beginning to put foot on the floor and is,

feeling much better every way. Sugar at, this,

date 1.9%. No opiates or other medicatdo.nl
required.
.60 days later—Dr., wri

WCak but gaining right :

':',the foot, is now healed'-'

following photo showing th

'patient stiUt

Let us here add to the tender to Physicians
that we will send a 60 day courso of the.
Diabetic Agent to every Physician receiving,
this issue who is treating a charity case of
Diabetic Gangrene.—J. J. F. Co.

Massachusetts tf
Patient, a member of the Doctor's family—S. G. 1035 Diabetes with gangrene—toe

amputated due to Diabetic condition—wound,
does not heal. First Report—Sugar reduced.'
thirst gone, with very decided physical im-
provement; the gangrenous toe amputated 6
weeks ago has not healed but I think it has
started." Sugar index to date is

—

:>
At start S. G. 1035 Sugar 3% ,,i

14 ds. later " " 1027 " 1V4% )

14 ds. later " " 1017 " 1%
Second Report—"No Sugar for 15 days an*

toe all healed except an area about the size-!

of a split pea. Patient is now within 6 lbs.
of normal weight and is about his daily work.
I used the beef juice dressing with good:
results."

This physician reports having given part
of the treatment to another patient who was
also gangrenous and in an extreme condition.
The sugar was reduced over half the first two'
weeks but patient suddenly succumbed. The
Doctor adds he did not diet properly nor
follow instructions and he believed he became
septic from the gangrenous toe.

Newark, N. J. f
"Diabetic Gangrene, female with Gangrene

of left foot. S. G. 1040; Sugar 5%, alb. 1%.
Great thirst, heavy loss in weight, very

certainly doing v,

ment."
40 days later-

thirst gone; gain
putated. Marked

Month later—

"

doing finely—able

'The pati,

none"S. G. 1020; S
i weight 35 lbs.
mprovement. '

'

'he gangrenous Diabetic
:o walk on the foot."

Indiana f
"I have several cases of Diabetes under

treatment. Would like to try it out." We
sent treatment for his most critical case, "a
poor woman, 59, with gangrenous Diabetes

i

Sugar heavy, perforating ulcers on feet, one
entire heel having sloughed off."

30 days later—Sug. decreased, general eon
dition improved. Gangrene has been checked
and all but two of the places have healed but
I don't want to be too sanguine yet. Check

treatment for another case "heavy
ith

Philadelphia
Pbvsieian's mother. 71

'eight, with gangrene.

ft
I. sug. 4.17<?i I

Have amputate.!



v.

toes and dry gangrene now threatens both
legs. Has suffered terribly fur two years.

40 days later
— "Will send laboratory re-

ports soon. It is wonderful. Had 1 known
of it sooner would have saved all this suffer-
ing and two toes. You can take my word for
it I will never treat a case of Diabetes in the
future without it. 1 will swear by it now."

Kentucky }•

Female—Diabetes with gangrene. (Criti-

cal).
40 days later

— "Laboratory report today
shows great reduction in Sugar (trace) and
the gangrenous area is healing fast, one that
the Surgeons and myself agreed amputation
was the only show for life but the patient
was not physically able to stand it."

Indiana -r

Dr. writes "I have 2 Diabetics, heavy with
sugar (over 6%) excessive polyuria and
thirst, heavy loss in weight, very weak."

First Keport—Sugar i educed 50% iu one
case and nearly 60% in the other. Polyuria
halved in both cases; thirst, scarcely none
now iu one case and much improved in the
other. Both are much stronger and have
gained in weight 5 and 30 lbs. respectively

—

greatly improved.
We wrote asking if he did not mean 3 in-

stead of 30 lbs. gain in weight in case two.
The Dr. replied "1 mean to say he has
gained 30 lbs., not 3. Never saw such im-
provement."

Third Report—Thirst is virtually gone; less

urine, and seldom have to get up at night;
sugar much less; S.G. 1026 and 28 respec-
tively.

Fourth Report—Case 1 improvement con-
tinues, patient 2 is at work.

Alabama ++
This Physician put two cases of Diabetes

on this agent (due to the results obtained in

a ease in his family). Two months later he
reported as follows—"One case of Diabetes
ele The othe
obdurate. The sugar disappeared but is now
back, due, as I have good reason to believe,

to the patient and not the treatment. Have
him again on the treatment." (Patient
stopped too soon. Treatment and diet should
be continued 2 to 3 months after sugar and
symptoms disappear).

Iowa +
Your records will show you sent me Mi doz.

of the Diabetic agent. I divided it between
two patients.

(One)—Mrs. S . Sugar 2.83%; thirst

is gone; elimination nearly normal in quan-
tity; gain in weight 11 pounds. Two exam-
inations by highly competent pathologists now
show no trace of sugar.

(Two) — Judge . Excretion was 126
ounces; sugar 4%. On the 30th day urinaly-

sis showed 1.4%; total urine 74 ounces; gain
in weight 2 pounds.

Minnesota +
'•The first case, male (56) has gained 15

pounds; sugar reduced to a trace. Codeine
and the usual routine had failed.

Second case—female (50) was in a bad
way—high sugar; frequent urination; great

losi of weight. All cardinal symptoms are
abating. Has gained 8 lbs. and prognosis

fav able

In both casi

one discontinu
obtained and
Check herein

Florida -f-

(Diabetes) it acted fin

lmprov-

Michigan 1

Physician, State Med Exr. for large Fra-
ternal organization, orders for two cases Dia-

betes.
60 davs later

— "Believe both
ing. Duplicate with bill."

40 days later
—"Have started the third

Diabetic case and now on the third unit with
decided improvement. The two old patients

continue to improve. Rush duplicates for all

three. Check herein."

Chicago -r

Female, age 50, s. g. 1035, sugar 3%.
60 days later

— "S. t). 1025, sugar a trace,

polyuria and thirst reduced, strength im-

pioved. Very satisfactory results."

Chicago f+
Diabetes, age 55, S. G. 1032. Sug. 4%

with skin eruptions. Thirst and urine exces-

sive (2 gallons.)
30 davs later

— "S. G. 1025, Sug. 2%,
urine reduced one-half. Thirst less, skin
eruptions have cleared, strength improving
and general appearance much better. This
is wonderful and I believe it will save my
patient's life. Have started another case and
it is improving."

Minnesota -ri-

"Sugar 8%. Anxious to try your treat-

ment.
First Report—"Patient on the fourth week

of your treatment and is much improved. The
sugar is down to 5% and she feels much
better all around. One of the first things she
noticed was a marked improvement in her
dizziness and also that her eye sight is much
better. Can now thread her own needle,

something she could nn do three months ago.

Am much intersted. Quote in doz. lots.

Michigan -|"$*

Female. Sugar 2%%. eye sight failing.
First report— "Sugar 2%. clinical symptoms
are improved." 2nd Kenort

—

c "£rar l^, w,

—

Patient steadily improving, altho yet quite
Veak.

Brooklyn, N. Y. +f
Physician writes his sister, age 50, has a

critical case of Diabetes. Sugar 3*6%, Poly-
uria 112 oz., excessive thirst, constant head-
aches, loss in weight 28 pounds, great weak-
ness and geueral lassitude. Patient has suf-
fered four years. Have tried uearly the
whole Pharmacopeia being also a Ph. G.

26 days later
— "1 cannot express my sin-

cere gratification at the results. They are
astounding and if the progress keeps up as
we hope, she says she can never repay you.
Polyuria was the worst feature, 112 ounces,
xou can see how gratifying the results have
ueeii. Polyuria '.8 now 58 ounces, the sugar
less than half, tl'irst gradually lessened,
strength is improved and headaches disap-
pearing. 1 have told a number of my coi-

nages and they are astonished as they all

said no possible hope."
Due to the critical condition of the patient

and the fact that the usual means had been
exhausted we wrote the Doctor we wanted to

tin eh; the ug
further demonstration to his colleagues who
doubtless still believed there was no hope
and we sent another 60 day course to that
end.

60 days later
—"Specific Gravity is now

1022; Sugar—trace; thirst negligible. Has
gained eleven pounds. You speak of it as
nothing unusual. I beg to differ. After all

that has been tried without result it is aston-
ishing. She does not know what to make of
it and continually asks for assurances on
my part that it will last." (To comfort her
we cited two cases to the Doctor, one of
which was in a critical condition, in which
sugar and symptoms were eliminated in 1901.
Both were active at last advices nearly 20
years later. In both sugar reappeared, in
one several times, but was eliminated by a
short return to the treatment.)

Kansas +
Patient, age 62, has been operated on for

Diabetic cataract. Sug. 5% with thirst and
losing weight. Referred to me for treat-

Furty-two days later
—"Sugar has disap-

peared, thirst ditto, strength much better, eye
healing and can see. Physical changes im-
proved." "The result is marvelous, better
than I hoped for." "The Dr. reorders clos-

ing— "I want it at hand after this."

Chicago ft
Female, 59, has been suffering with Dia-

betes for years. S. G. 1033; sugar 4% with
a trace of albumen. Able to be up but at

times not so well.

50 days later—Am pleased to report that

the albumen has entirely disappeared, sugar
is now 1%, specific gravity 1020 and she is

greatly improved in her general health altho

she has not followed the diet scheme as close-

ly as she should. Am well pleased and trust

the results will be permanent."

Texas -H"f-

Dr. (Company Surgeon St. L. & S. W. R.
R. Co.) writes— "1 am 60 and have had Dia-
betes 3 years. Weight has dropped 200 to

155 lbs. A Kansas City specialist said mine
was one of the worst cases he ever saw. If

you think your treatment will benefit me I

would appreciate it if you will send it."

First keport—'"S. G. 1022, no sugar.
Neuritis is almost gone and strength improv-
ing every day. Am stronger than at any time
for the last three years.

Mississippi +f
Physician Dist. Surg. 111. Central R. R. Co.

writes for a patient (a relative) age 60.
"Acute Diabetes."

40 days later
— "Cannot give the % of

sugar at the start ercept to sav it was heavy.
To my surprise and great joy last two exam-
inations show no sugar at all. Your pre-
paration has proved its value."

Indiana -f-

Diabetes Mellitus 10 to 15 vrs. standing;
Sug. 2y2 % with alb. now showing at times;
dim vision; much neurits. Have tried Chlo.
Gold, Artj , Trypsogen, Jambul, etc., etc.

First Report— "Sugar lessened and patient
feeling so much better I allowed him a trip

to Illinois,"

New Jersey •$•

"Please send for a case of Diabetes. Other
methods do not prove very encouraging."

First Report—"Arrived 2 broken. Gave
the rest and he is improving. Duplicate with
bill."

"Secnnl Report— "There was not much
decrease in sugar till the 6th week. Since
then there has been a marked change. Last
test s. g. 1020, sugar just a trace. Marked
improvement in general condition. Am
pleased with the results, and will use it in

New York -r-r-r

"Patient. myself, age 54. Sugar 3% and
upwards, persistent, complication—severe car-
buncles. Having heard from a brother phy-
sician of the efficacy of your treatment would
like to try it out."

40 days later—"Just a line to say it is
working out nicely. Sugar has almost dis-
appeared..'

30 days later— "Apparently well, still on
the treatment but in reduced iusage. Per-
mit me to thank you and congratulate you
on your treatment."

Vermont
-J-

Sugar "rather plenty in spite of a fairlT
restricted diet. First Report— "practically
sugar free." "Tts nctinn ha* plensed me
and shall try it further." (This physician
has important official status in his State.)

West Virginia +
This physician put 4 Diabetics on tho

Diabetic agent.
40 days later—First advices on the four

Airs. H— , age 55. "Very anemic, had
given up in despair when she came to me."
Sugar drops 0U%, polyuria and thirst great-
ly reduced, pain has disappeared, marked im-
provement aud patient again doing hex own
housework,

Airs. 'J'—, age 52. Sugar 3% drops to a
trace, polyuria much less, burning relieved
and patient much stronger, pains almost gone.

Airs. D,— age 44. Sugar aud polyuria re-
duced over half, patient's strength much im-
proved, burning about relieved.

Airs. B— , age 47. Sugar has disappeared,
burning and thirst relieved, polyuria about
normal and strength much improved.

"1 am delighted with the results so far. It
is bringing me business. Only one thing
wrong—you are so far away. I have two
more cases impatiently waiting last order."

Brooklyn, N. Y. ff-j-
Was in Med. Corps, U. S. A. and discharged

as permanently and totally disabled due to
Diabetes. Thru strict diet no sugar in urine
for over a year but symptoms and sugar in
blood persist. My condition does not indi-
cate any promise. The prognosis looks bad.
If you can give me even a little assistance it

will be a tremendous help.
50 ds later—Am much stronger, and better

vitality, gain in weight 5 lbs. (had lost 70),
indican greatly reduced but blood sugar has
risen a bit.

30 ds later. Am nearly out of capsules
and would like to continue, apparently bene-
fitted but blood sugar is a trifle higher. Send
capsules with bill.

14 ds later— "There is now a decline in
the blood sugar of %%. Each %% reduc-
tion makes it possible for 10 to 15 grams
more carbo-hydr in my diet so you can see
even a small improvement lends to a very
great alleviation in symptoms and diet. Al-
so, I am well assured that my improvement in
general strength is real and not a temporary
symptom."

Illinois +f+
This Physician ordered for his own case of

Diabetes, "loaded with sugar", and a pa-
tient (Mrs. O. ) Diabetes 4 yTS. standing,
Sug. 1% to 4%, of whom he writes "it is
hard to get her to diet."

First report 30 ds later—Dr. reports sugar
has dropped half dn his own case and poly-
uria less. As to the case of Mrs. O. he writes
she is away but reports feeling some better.

Pennsylvania +
This physician sent for the Diabetic agent

for a case under the age limit of our offer
(45). However, we sent it expecting it at
any rate to reduce sugar in most cases. He
later reported, "no very perceptible change."
We asked him to select a case above 45 and
we would send a second course to show him
he could get results. He accepted and we
sent the second order.
We now have the following report:

—

"Beg to say that I used it on two other
cases of Diabetes. They both reported good
results and have ordered more. Both showed
marked sugar content so there is no doubt
about the diagnoses."

Nebraska -ri"r

This physician writes: "Have carried
sugar for four years—now one per cent.
Dieting continually—am 40 years old."

60 days later—"Feel fine, am sugar-free
today — still on the treatment. Many
tha

Indiana i*i"F

Diabetes, 4 yrs' standing. Age 49. Sugar
10.7%. My brother, age 51 (address herein)
also has Diabetes. Send him a treatment
C. O. D. and say I prescribed it.

First Report—"Have been away and un-
able to diet. Before leaving had started the
treatment and in that short time it gave some
results as the thirst and frequent urination
both reduced, hence feel confident on return
I will get benefit."

Fort Worth, Texas ff

f

"As Physicians report some marvelous re-
sults from your treatment, I am anxious to
try it. My own case, several vears' dura-
tion, 53, sug. 2%, S.G. 1030 to 1035. Loss
in weight, weakness, norvousness," etc.

70 days later— "Sug. none, S. G. in nor-
mal range. Am increasing in weight, am
stronger, and feel better in every way. Won-
derfully improved."

Missouri ff-J-

I am a Diabetic myself (age 48) and wish
to avail myself of vour offer.

First Report—Sugar test is light, only oc-
casional. Am feeling fine and am much en-
couraged since commencing your treatment.
Can now use a liberal slice of bread at each
meal without showing sugar. Spec. Grav.
around 1018.

New York -f-j-

Diab., Sug. 6 to 10%, age 66, duration
four years.

30 days later—"Good results to report,
s.g.. 1020, sugar not even a trace, feeling
much improved."

South Carolina tf
Diabetes, in my family, age 45, S. G. 1040,

suFar 5%, marked polyuria, excessive thirst,

40 ds. later
—"S. G. is 1028, sugar a trace,

Polyuria nil, thirst moderate, strength im
proved, 10 lbs. gain in weight. General
condition improved."

Pennsylvania -t--f"|*

This physician was himself a Diabetic and
two years ago was on injections, 15 M.
three times a day before meals. He wrote,
"I want to get away from them." He
asked for our literature and changed to this
treatment. He became sugar free and pre-
scribed it for patients with similar results
and that they are not few may be known
from this fact—up to the date this was
written he had prescribed nearly $500.00
worth of the Diabetic capsules. He states
that he "stops injections on starting this
treatment" and to the question as to what
percentage of failures he had had in pa-
tients over 45 whom he has put on this
treatment he replied, ' 'I have not had any
that adhere to diet."

New York
This New York Physician was evidently

not quite ready to believe he could transfer
Diabetics from injections to mild, internal
treatment and reduce sugar and symptoms for
on his first order he wrote "I would be glad
to prove your statements true."

50 days later came his re-order, closing
"I am treating three cases with remarkable
results."
A month later the Doctor's third order

reported the practical recovery of all three
and a fourth case beginning to respond. He
added that two of the patients had been on
injections for three years.

California •{•{••$•

A California physician, who has prescribed
several hundred dollars worth of the Diabetic
capsules, in answer to a question writes,
' 'I discontinue injections on beginning with
your Rx. Still getting splendid results."

California ft
Physician closes his eighteenth order, "It

sure does the work." (His first patient on
this treatment was his own daughter.)

New York ++•}•
Doctor writes, "I have used your Rx with

good results in several cases. Send me your
latest literature."

Iowa •{••{••)•

With his ninth order this physician writes,
"My cases are doing nicely,"

Illinois +•{•+
With his thirteenth order the doctor writes,

"Having good success. Hurry."
Illinois -f-fi-

With his rush order for his fifteenth
treatment this physician writes, "Have two
cases now and both are almost sugar free
in less than two months."

Pennsylvania +f+
This physician closes his order for his

ninetieth nine-day prescription as follows:
"I am getting remarkable results." (He
is in an interior town and patients are
evidently going to him from a wide range.)

Illinois -frff
This physician got such results from his

first treatments that he writes he is thinking
of limiting his practice to Diabetes and
asks "Can I be sure of quick service?"

Pennsylvania -j"f"{-
With an order for one dozen more of the

nine-day prescriptions this physician writes,
' Have a number of Diabetic patients. Have
tried your Rx on them and it worked like
a charm." Forty days later—Doctor dupli-
cates his order, closing, "It is ideal."

Mississippi -}•

Diabetes—S. G. 1040; Sugar 5%; polyu-
ria excessive; great thirst; marked weakness;
with cough and expectoration suggesting T. B
Has lost 30 lbs.

46 days later— S. G. 1016; sugar at times
none; polyuria normal; thirst relieved;
strength improved; cough relieved; gain in
weight 5 lbs. Marked improvement—has
gone to work.

Texas ftf
Patient—Physician, age 40 confined to bed

in P. & S. Hospital. Sug. 6%. Polyuria,
3600 to 4000 c.c, great thirst, less in weight
75 lbs., very weak, swelling feet, neuritis,
considerable loss of eye sight. Consulting
Physician adds—"Has been to some of the
best men in the U. S. without improvement."

30 days later—"Sugar none, urine 1200
to 2000 c.c. Thirst none, has gained 4 lbs.
in wt., strength improving, eye sight better."

California ++f
Am 50 and have had Diabetes 3 yrs. When

I diet carefully as I am doing now S. G. is
1030, sugar 3%. At times when practice
overworks me it runs as high as 1040 and
8% sugar. (Unusual thirst, polyuria and
loss in weight of 15 lbs. last 2 mos.)

30 days later—S. G. 1022; Sugar, a trace.
Polyuria and thirst gone. Strength improv-
ing.

Illinois -f-

This physician reports close attention to
results in .hree cases of Diabetes on this
treatment. "The first one a ten year range
up to 1030 S. G. is normal and pa'tient feels
he has recovered. The other two are dragging
down both sugar and albumen to a trace.
It is remarkable."

Michigan ttt
First Report—Sugar 8%.
Second Report—.Much better—will prescribe.

Ohio *ri-4-
S. G. 1033. Sugar 117,,. Polyuria, extreme

thi etc
2nd Report— "S. G. 1028. Sugar 5%

—

Thirst and polyuria much less, other symp-
tomo modifying—and on same diet."

3rd Report—Got out of the treatment and
found thirst and polyuria returning,
f n return *o this agent is' again improving.



Iowa +
This physician sent for a trial order fur

"a Diabetic that nothing had helped."
Three uios. later

— "please duplicate—am
well pleased and wish to go on."

New York f -j-

Sugar 6% with Pruritis Vulva. Have had
her on Diabetic diet with local treatment
"with very little improvement."

First Report—On receipt of your prepara-
tion placed her on same at once .with Phenol,
Menthol, etc., for the Pruritis. There was
general improvement. The sugar promptly
decreased to 3% and the Pruritis cleared up.

Virginia -f-f

Physician writes tur treatment for patient
40 years of age with Diabetes; S. G. 1030;
Sugar 2%%.

First Keport, "Am glad to report gratify-
ing results. Sugar has been reduced from
2^fe to 1 per cent and improvement continu-
ing in every way,

Indiana t
A failure that a little more patience would

probably have averted, and the interesting se-

quel is reported by an Indiana Physician.
Patient—age 56—sugar 4 per cent. The

Diabetic agent reduced the Specific Gravity
from 103J tu 10-iU the hrst week. But, as
the patient grew weaker it was discontinued.
It commonly requires "J to 4 weeks for ema-
ciation to begin to modify, hence, more pa-
tience was required tha-n was shown here.
The first week's drop in Speci6c Gravity
(1032 to normal) was & very much earlier
response than usual and showed that the
Bugar absorption was under way. We wrote1

the Doctor accordingly and advised if the pa-
tient still objected that he give the remain-
der to the first poor Diabetic that came his
way.

Sequel—5 months later:
—"I gave the bal-

ance of the treatment too a poor woman age
58 suffering with Diabetes. It is doing her
so much good that if not too expensive I

will buy one-half dozen and present it to her.
Please quote." (Donated.)

Salt Lake City f
Diabetes—Sugar 5%.
60 days later—Patient improving—check

for another supply.
50 days later—Steady improvement—check

for another supply.

Missouri +f
Sent a course to thiB physician for a case

in his family, age 48. sugar 3%.
First Report— "Improving—sugar 1 y% %.

(With order for another case.)
Second Report—The two cases of Diabetes

have improved so much they do not need my
services. (The Dr. encloses order for 2 more
cases.)

Florida ++f
My own case—both sugar and alb.—sev-

eral years duration.
30 days later—"Am feeling much better.

No sugar for 10 days altho I am eating some
carbohydrates. Polyuria has decreased and
the thirst has disappeared. Only a trace of
alb. at times.

Illinois +t
Doctor writes—"Have a case of Glycosuria

on which I would like to try your treatment."
(Urinalysis enclosed shows Sugar 6%.)

1st Report—Sugar trace only, patient im-
proving.

Illinois f++
Dr., 43, writes

—"Sug. 3%, a symptomatic
case.

'

'

1st Report—"On treatment a week. No

'Sug. drops one-third, s.g.

Month later
—"Sug., trace to 1%%, s. g.

1015 to 1025. C. O. D. another course."

Buffalo, N. Y. ff
Dr. writes—"I have Diabetes in my fami-

ly."
90 days later

— "Patient has taken the half
doz. with the most gratifying results. Send
one doz. more, 6 for above and 6 for a pa-
tient.,'

San Francisco *t**M*

Diabetes Mellitus, sug. 5%.
Report—"The treatment reduced the spec.

?rav. and sugar in the cases treated in my
practice as well as in my own case and I

do not hesitate to say it should be classified

with the medicines in the Materia Medica as
worthy of trial and consideration. I consider
it has been a great factor in the longevity of

my life. In my own case with the gradual
reduction of the sugar the nhysical symp-
toms correspondingly diminished."

South Dakota irf 1^
So. Dak. Physician, "age 46, sug. 2^,%.

resting in Southern California."
First Report—"Must admit I began with

little faith. However as I gradually tried
one forbidden food after the other without a
reaction to Fehling's test my doubts were
overcome. T guess its up to me to admit
your Rx is actually a Diabetic medicine.
Will prescribe it in S. D. on my return."
(In our experience the return to mixed diet

was two months too soon.)

Nebraska
Physician writes—"Am treating several

cases with your Rx with excellent results."
Referring to one, he writes— "he was ren-

dered sugar-free (he third month. On ad-
vice of a kind (?) relative he drifted to a
sure-cure Doctor. He came back 2 weeks ago
worse than ever and willing to get down to

business again."

Oregon +
"I used your Rx in a case of Diabetes,

urinalysis at start showing 3.5%. In 2
months not a trace."

change.'
Month late

New York i"f-+
A case that failed when apparently well in

hand illustrates the necessity for persistence
in diet and watchful control, and is presented
due to the careful record that was kept. Tho
patient (former President of the State Board
of Medical Kxaniiuers of the State of New
York) was at the end of a long struggle with
Diabetes and went to San Diego in an effort
to prolong life. Was so weak only went out
in the park occasionally on the arm of a
relative.

Response in both sugar and symptoms was
very slow but so definite that the sixth month
to a day after his hrst letter the Doctor came
to San Francisco and called in person. He
was in fine vigor and stated that he intended
to return to practice. The sugar index to
that date, as shown by the Wasserman re-
ports about three weeks apart, was as follows:

Sug. 5.50% S. G. 1027
3.60% 1022
5.00% 1033
3.20% 1020
3.00% 1018
2.68% 1018
1.58% 1010
1.08% " not stated
0.97% " 1011

We asked the cause of the sudden increase
sug. aiad spec. grav. the third month. The

r. stated that due to weakness a specialistD]
advised milk and egg-nog and he consumed
3 qts. daily. But he had to abandon it when
the sugar immediately decreased.

Later—The Doctor's consulting Physician
(a relative) called to say that be was feeling
so well he came to San Francisco a^nd pro-
bably took too many liberties with the diet
for on his return acidosis immediately set in
with a fatal termination. (The patient was
in his 74th year).
The attending Physician stated that the

sugar and symptoms had so definitely res-
ponded to the treatment that it had resulted
in a decision to go East and specialize in
Diabetes.

Illinois f
This Physician ordered for two cases Dia-

betes. With his third order he reports—"I
am getting splendid results. Both cases, fe-

males, were practically invalids and are now
up and doing as much work as ever, and gain-
ing in flesh. Both specimens normal s.g.,

three pints in 24 hrs. But on standing a few
hours test gets a slight trace of sugar. Hence
check for two more treatments."

North Dakota ++
Physician writes from a Hospital of which

he is in charge, eta tine that a brother and
sister have inherited Diabetes, one of 5 years
and the other of 12 years development.

60 days later—Both report progress with
reorder in each case.

Later—The Doctor reports both improved
and orders for a new case closing. "I know
of nothing better than your treatment."

niinois i"f"i*
Physician writes—"Am 64 and been afflict-

ith Diabetes two years.'

'

50 day:
toms. If I conti
well satisfied."

3 wks, later

—

and feeling bettei

'Impr
to do

free
late

'Am sugar free, s. g. 1020
in every way. How soon

mal diet." (Ans. below.)
Am eating fruit, still sugar
class. Check herewith for

f Diabetes that

nth half

Colorado
Dr. wrote "I have a c

does not respond to the
80 days later he wrote—"The

i

up. I was out of town and pal
of medicine and sugar returned,
on the treatment again and th
cleared up. C.O.D. another co
is it safe to stop?" (Ans—

f

three mos. after sug. and sympto
appeared, taking the last

doses.)
California +++

"Two years ago I used your Rx and was
so favorably impressed that I now wish to
try it in my own case (Diabetes). Where
is nearest supply?"

40 days later— ' 'Am greatly encouraged,
no sugar for 10 days, itchinc has ceased, am
sleeping better, less nervous, and gaining
strength and a little in wt. My Diabetic
cases will get your Rx."

Texas ft
Diabetes—Patient member of Doctor's fam-

ily 48 years old.
First Report— "Urine reduced 20 per cent—sugar decreasing S. G. 1025. weight has

increased 4 pounds. D aplic;ite wi th bill.

Yours fratermilly and gra tefully,"

Colorad
"I have used both preiiirat ions wi th good

results. . . . Pracitica llv ill ha* e been
helped. What I wan t tc 1 kn<iw is whether
they lose efficEicy after prr long'>d use.' ' ( We
have known 01

! cases i hirh the on! v effect
seemed to be amelio rati. n of svmptoms in
which it was taken off ind on fnr
vears with co ntimied ults. In n typical
case the rennrt wis ' •r>i nnt feel n,>nrlv so
well without i t.—The full,)wing from an Ore-

agent for the last
I cured him it has

mfortable

F'<i nhvsician ilsn n"<"v

father has used the Dii
10 vrs. and while it has
pniontred his life and made
altho he does not live right."

Iowa -r-r+
"T am sending you draft for reorder. T

am out and hope you will push it along. Am
ji'st throuKh the fourth week and have a spec-
ific gravity 1020 with trace of sugar. Had
1030 s. g. one month ago with abundant
sugar.

Illinois fft
Physician writes—"Am 52 and have Diab.

myself.'

'

60 days later— "I am greatly improved. I
tried several things the past 6 yrs but nothing
gave immediate and positive results like your
treatment. S. g. 1035 is now 1028. Blood
pressure 180 is now 140, oedema of ankles has
disappeared. Was getting up three times a
nignt, not at all now. Am much stronger.
(The Dr. writes for two more treatments, one
for self and one for a patient).

Florida tf +
Have a patient, prominent, would like to

help if possible. Is refractory, S. G. 1032,
sug. 4% albumen, neuritis, etc.

Jiontu later—S. G. 1026, sug. trace only,
Polyuria a third less, neuritis not so bad.

20 days later—Last 2 exs. show no sugar.
Have just put another case on it.

Detroit •}•)•

Diabetes—wife, 57, s. g. 1032, with sugar.
60 days later—Gave your Ex with the

result that ere the half dozen were exhausted
the urine had become normal from a 3% of
sugar.

Missouri +
1 have a boy 23. S.G. 1032, sug. 2%.

Check herein for treatment.
We wrote that recoveries were so few in

young cases of Diabetes we were returning
his cneck, but were sending him a 30 day
treatment gratis, and if he got a favorable
reaction he could then reorder.

2 months later
— "Results have been good.

Cneck herein for 60 day course."
2 mouths later— check for another 60 day

course, no report.
2 months later—check for another 60 day

course, no report.
3 mouths later—check for another 60 day

course, closing, "How long would you con-
tinue after patient is sugar free?"

California -j-ff
Physician writes, am 45, passing 80 ounces,

Sugar 2%.
30 days later. "Am improving but not as

fast as I could wish. I gave one box to a
patient. Her progress is marvelous and I
wish to place her on full treatment. Check
herein for same."

60 days later—-"Am improving splendidly—no sugar for 2 weeks. Check herein for
another course. Am also advising it for a
patient in Canada."

Connecticut +•(+
Dr writes—Have had Diab. 15 yrs. Have

exhausted abt all ordinary forms of treatment.
Sug. 5.%

40 ds later—Sug. still 5% but urine and
thirst are decreasing.

40 ds later—I write you with much satis-
faction. Must say with surprise there is
striking improvement—less urine, sug. has
dropped from 5% to between 1 and 2% and
feeling more vigorous mentally and physi-
cally. Check herein for reorder.

Texas +++
Diabetes—My own ease, age 52, polyuria,

thirst, etc.

45 ds later—S. G. has dropped from 1030
to 1018; polyuria and thirsf have disap-
peared, strength improved. Check for repeat.

50 ds later—Still improving. Check for
repeat.

3rd report—Am still losing weight, check
for repeat.

4th report—am not losing weight now like
I was. Am putting another patient on the
treatment—male, age 86 years. Check for
repeat.

Pittsburgh i**f"f*

Dr. writes—"Forward two courses, check
herein. Want it for myself. Last year it
cleared me up entirely but now I find it re-
turning." (Previous correspondence showed
12% of sugar with loss of weight predominat-
ing when starting the treatment.)

Missouri
-J-

Diabetic, age 45. Glycosuria 3 yrs. Noth-
ing that he has taken would lessen the sugar.

60 ds later—Sugar has dropped 25%, cor-
responding decrease in s. g., patient has
gained 8 lbs. in weight.

Kansas +++
Physician, age 45, with sugar, Dyspnoea

and oedema.
34 days lster— "Sugar of 2% has dis-

appeared; S. G. 1021; thirst normal; gain in
weight 5 lbs.; strength improved; bloating
has disappeared: appetite normal."

Indiana +++
First Report—Sugar 12.8%
Second " " 9.5%
Third " " 6.2%
Fourth " " 4.2% proved."
Fifth " " 2.5%—"Am 75% im-

Indiana •{••)•+

First Report—Sugar 5%
Second " "4%
Third " " 3%—with good results.

Illinois fft
First Report—Sugar 4.0%
Second " " 3.5%
Third " " 1.5%
Fourth " " .4%—CrampB less, less

thirst, and gaining strength.
"Have two patients on the treatment. One

is definitely improved: the other not much

—

does not diet."

Illinois +f+
First Report—Sugar 3.2%
Second " " .5%
Third " " none

(Patient's age 30 years. Again regret to
say we have but little confidence as to perma-
nence in young caBes.—J. J. P. Co.)

Texas +++
First Report—Sugar averaging 8%
3 months later—"Due to critical illness in

family, 1 made no tests and the Diabetia
Agent was only taken when I was nearly past
going." Dr. closes, "Will say that only by
taking it have I been able to stay at my

Oregon i*i-+
First Report—S. G. 1036 Sugar 3%
Seoond " No reduction—discouraged.

The date of the second report showed the
Doctor had beeu out of the Diabetic Agent
several weeks and had had time to lose
ground. We sent another 60 day course urg-
ing patience. Within 30 days thereafter he
had recovered lost ground and sugar absorp-
tion was under way as will now be seen by
the 3rd, 4th and 5th reports as follows:
Third Report S. G. 1030 Sugar 1%%—Change

for better.
Fourth Report—Sugar not stated— ' 'Am very
much improved. Will prescribe."

Fifth Report—'Sugar not stated.—"My con-
dition is gradualy improving far beyond
my expectations. Have prescribed it in
another case with good results."

New York •$••}

Female, age 45.
First Report—Sugar 6% "constant, with

great emaciation and pains in extremities.
Have a large practice and if it helps her
shall be happy to prescribe."
Four weeks later—Sugar none. "Marked

improvement. '

'

Chicago +f
Diabetes; Female.

First Report—Sugar 6%
Second " " 3%
Third " " 2%
Final " " none

Washington +
This physician Sends for a course of the

Diabetic agent due to the following previous
experience. "I advised your treatment in
two cases of Diabetes in children with favor-
able results. One, age 12, is doing well and
seldom shows sugar. The other, 8 years, will
show no sugar so long as treatment is con-
tinued but it reappears at once when stopped.
The last case was under the care of a spe-
cialist for mouths with no relief." (As
stated elsewhere, regret to say we have little
hope for permanent results in young cases.

—

J. J. F, Co.)
First report on new case—no benefit.

Chicago
-f"f-

Age 54. "Sugar 6.8% laboratory analvsis.
Have tried everything I know to get the sugar
down." 30 days later "Sugar 1.4% and on
same diet. Am much elated."

Later—Patient under severe mental strain,
sugar up to 6%. Later—Sugar drops to 4%.

Later—"Sugar 2% shall have no hesitaney
in prescribing. It is proving all you claimed."

California +
Dr. writes he has three cases on the Dia-

betic agent, one in the gangrenous stage.
Only the first had taken it long enough to re-
port on as follows: "Sugar of 6% dropped a
third the first 19 days."

Chicago +ft
First Report—Sugar 3%
Second " " 2%
Third " "1%

Ohio •{•+

Female, Sugar 3%.
2 months later—-Sugar nil

—"On the same
diet."

Indiana -j-f
Diabetes, Male. Usual treatment had failed.

First Report—Sugar 6%
Final " " none—much improved.

New York -}*•(•

Diabetes, Female.
First Urinalysis—Sugar 4.1%
Second " " 2.7%
Third " " 2.1%
Fourth " " 1.9%

"Quote prices for my druggist."

Missouri ++$•
Physician (conducting his own Sanatorium

had 5y2% of sugar and tried the Allen treat-
ment for 18 months.
First Report—S. G. 1035 Sugar 5.5%
Second " " 1028 " 3.0%
Third " " 1020 " Free—"Am

doing my share of practice and feeling
fine."

Fourth Report—"Have been sugar free SO
days. I have also a patient on the treat-

Fifth Report— "I am fine and my patient
is doing well."

Illinois +
Diabetes, 10 years' duration "Thirst at

times frightful."
First Report—S. G. 1028—Sugar ' ot stated.
Second " " 1026 " 1%

—

virst less."
Third " " 1022 ' 1%

—

"Much better." (As the leg -ramps were
obstinate, we sent another 60 lay course..

Fourth Report—60 days later— "S. G. sta-
tionery at normal. Not a trace of sugar
The benefit is remarkable."

New York +$*+
1st Report Quant. 6 pts., Sug. 3.4%
2nd " " 5 " " 2.5%
3rd " " 4 " " 1.42%

"Much improved. Believe in 2 months will
be sugar free. Will positively prescribe."

Indiana +++
Diabetes. 3 yrs., age 44, sug. 19%. First

report— "no results," no details. Getting na
further advices we reported it in these col-

umns as a failure. Later the Dr. wrote hi
had taken the third half doz. "Was very
much improved, much stronger and attending



Co practice as be/ore, and he asked for n 60
day course for another case, ''a Diabetic for
years.

'

' We now have the results in the
jatter case—as follows

—

Indiana ff
Patient referred to above.

1st Report—S. G. 1034 Sugar 10.30%
2nd " " 1027 *' 6.25%
8rd " '* trace—"I

tested daily for 6 mornings, showing trace
twice only. Not only is the sugar gone but
she looks, feels and acts different, in fact,

says she is well. It has worked wonders
in her case."

Des Moines irff
tlrst Report—Sugar 2% (meat."
Second " " 1%—"with improve-
Third " '* tracer

—"will prescribe.'*

Texas f
Grav. 1032 Sugar 5.9%

1028 " 3.4%

—

veil. Patient has moved. Sor-
it see it through."
—"Tliis Physician sent the un-

used capsules to another Diabetic in same
State, with directions to continue if beneficial.
He doubtless got the usual results for order
for continuance of the treatment followed.

Indiana f
Diabetes—Spec. Grav. 1035 Sugar 3 %
2nd Report " 1032 " 2ys%
3rd " " 1028 " 2 %
4th " " none

Illinois -;-

This Physician ordered for two cases Dia-
betes. With his third order he reports— "I
am getting splendid results. Both cases fe-

st Report—Spe

"And do
ry I cou

moles, were practioaJly invalids and are now
up and doing as much work as ever, and
gaining in flesh. Both specimens normal
s.g., three pints in 24 hours. Both on stand-
ing a few hours Haines test gets a slight
trace of sugar. Hence check for two more
treatments.'

'

Washington
e 1906. Am
that will be

Diab. s

"Treatme:
any case.'

'

First Test—S. G,
Second " "

a 62. Sugar 12%>.
nefit me will benefit

1040
1024

Third " " 1020—"to my great sur-
prise—'have been times (due to flu) when
I had to eat anything I could get." (This
Dr. is Surgeon of the R. R. Co. and- local
HeaJth Officer.)

Final—Improving rapidly—urine cut in half.

Iowa ff
Diabetes, female—"Have been treating her

with but little improvement."
1st Report—Sugar 6.0%
2nd " " 4.6%— "is much better."
3rd " " 1.1%
4th " " 0.3%—"At the beginning

of the treatment patient had much pain and
swelling of lower extremities with general
weakness, all of which have about disap-
peared. Is stronger, feels much better."

Iowa f-ff
Diab. S. G. 1034. Sugar 5%.

First Report—"No therapeutic effect." We
urged patience.

Second Report— "Last 6 weeks am greatly
benefitted. Sugar 1%, cramps have disap-
peared and am much stronger. Everything
looks favorable."

Iowa -{

The American Medical Register reports the
Doctor making this report as Prof, of L'y-
giene and -Demonstrator of Rectal Surgery in
an Eastern Medical College— "I have used
the Diabetic Agent in two cases in my
practice with practically complete results as
far as I am able to discover and have recom-
mended it to fellow-practitioners who have
also been successful."

Texas fff
"Diabetes S. G. 1044 Sugar very heavy."
First Report "S. G. falls to 1028."
Second Report—Improved—'send another.

Ohio
"Am using your Diabetic Rx with success

and satisfaction. Have cured several and
benefited all. Would like to specialize in
stomach and kidney but can't get away from
general practice.'

'

Georgia
"Have used your Rx very satisfactorily

both personally and in my practice but have
to send to Atlanta. Can't I get it direct?"

New York •$•

"As to my Diab. patient—4th week no
sugar—S. G. 1020—24 hr. quantity 3%
pints. How long would you continue it?"—
(Fully 2 mos.—J. J. F. Co.)

Illinois f
Diab. "Both sugar and albumen went to

a trace and patient began to gain from the
alarming muscle shrinkage. Feeling well
enough to avoid

.
expense she went without

treatment over a month. . . The test now
shows sugar in abundance, S. G. 1030. Am
putting her on it again, order enclosed."

'

Later-—As to • oaai lis aet. 60) that
I think is cured Di lb I will make assur-
ance doubly surf with another course— ->

please duplicate list bill.

Pennsylvania ++
Male, age 55. Sugar 12%, extreme thirst,

pain, polyuria and suppurating toes.
60 days later—"has improved wonderfully.

Sug. 2%, toes have healed, no pain, slight
polyuria.'

'

Michigan tff
Dr. writes :

' 'I have been a sufferer from
Diabetes for 6 years. Sugar 2 to 8%. Have
been treated by physicians from New York
to Chicago without benefit tho they were
friends anxious to help me. If you have any-
thing that will bring relief nlease send. If
I should derive any benefit you will hear."

30 davs later
—"Furnish Detroit address

so I may order. I wish to continue." (No
details as to the reaction.)

California
"The patient from Taft went back feeling

fine, pain gone, urine cleared up. Tests
proved normal. Another put on the Diabetic
Rx was in today, all traces of sugar gone.
The treatment seems to be great on results
but hard on dogmas."

Chicago ff
Age 48. sug. 3%.
First Report—"It has been a very great

help. Check herein for duplicate."

Illinois *f"r

Dr .writes from a Hospital—"The House
Physician is having remarkable results with
your Rx in some of our patients. Please
send me a course of same for a relative, age
48, sug. 5.9%.

Ingredients and Rationale
Other than the fact that the combined infusions are innocuous, the ingredients as explained below

will mean practically nothing even to the experienced therapeutist for the reason that few of the items
are used for the catalogued characteristics ot the alcoholic extracts as outlined in the Pharmacopeia.

The Diabetic agent combines the desirable principles of Chimaphila, Eupatorium, Pareira, Taraxa-
cum, Uva Ursi, Juglans, Lappa, Inula, Eriodictyon and Zea Mais. To overcome any tendency to bowel
astringency a little senna is added. With the above are incorporated potassi nitras and sodii boras, one
grain of each to the dose.

The taste is disguised with licorice. Five per cent of alcohol with a small quantity of calcium
sulphite prevents fermentation.

The results of the late John J. Fulton's researches may be presented as based on three fundamental
propositions, viz:

(a) The renal filters (the kidneys) are only functioning properly when the diffusion of substances through
the secreting renal cells is normally restricted.

(b) The molecules of the phosphates, urea, etc., etc., that should be eliminated with the renal waste

(c) The andid sugar found in the elimin
etained to nourish the systen

rrom tnese considerations arose the belief that in health the waste ot albumen molecules
was prevented by reason of their relatively large size and hence when found escaping with the urates and
phosphates through the renal filter that it was evidence of weakness or lack of restrictive power in the
secretive renal cells enfeebled by abuse or disease. And as a corollary of that view the postulate was
unavoidable that if an agent could be developed that would sufficiently restore the tonus and re-establish the
contractility of the relaxed or degenerating renal cells so as to oppose the escape of the large albumen mole-

:iple must necessarily have a corresponding effect to restrain wasting sugar molecules
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And as under the postulate formulated above, (that the escape of the large albumen and sugar mole-
cules was in health prevented by reason of the relatively large dimensions of those molecules), it was
obvious that if the contractility of debilitated renal secreting cells could be sufficiently restored to oppose
wasting albumen, it must correspondingly oppose sugar waste, experiments in Diabetes soon followed and
with a slight increase in the strength of the active principle, sugar was found to decrease apparently in the
same manner that the original compound prevents the escape of albumen in Bright's Disease. (Literature
on the r rsults in Albuminuria will be mailed on request.)

However, there are some difficulties in trying to make the above theory and postulate cover all the
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Again, the very decided aphrodisiac effects following the use of this preparation was a new factor.
Its action is so definite in this respect that it has been given for this purpose alone with good results. It

is not difficult to understand how the assimilation of sugar that has been running to waste may act to
augment nutrition and thus act as an indirect aphrodisiac in a constitution weakened by Diabetes, but its

aphrodisiac effects have been noted in cases having no history or suggestion of Diabetes.
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followed thereafter by moderating physical symptoms. As explained above, this is frequently reversed.
the patient beginning to feel better with some modification in one or more of the symptoms before the
sugar shows much response.

From the innocuous character of the preparation and its motive, it is apparent that painful or
troublesome symptoms may be treated just as if it was not being given. And '

there is constipation or hepatic sluggishness, it is well to keep the liver and bowels c
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As to Patients on Serum Injections
We wrote three Physicians of large experience with this treatment asking when they discontinued the

injections. All replied they had stopped them on starting with this agent. In none of their cases has there
been any untoward effects reported following the substitution. On the contrary, one Physician who ha,
prescribed over $700.00 worth of this treatment wrote that in patients over 45 who held to the diet he had
not had any failures.
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CabU /Iddren - FULTCOMP

JOHN J. FULTON CO.
88 First Street

San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Doctor:

As requested, we hand you epitomes of several hundred reports,
the results of a demonstration to the Physicians of America having Diabetes
themselves or in their families. See fourth page for Rationale and Ingredients.

It is so revolutionary and so hard to believe these results can
be had through mild, innocuous, internal treatment that we are sending you by
same mail, with our compliments, l/4 Dozen Boxes (27 days' treatment) of the

Diabetic Capsules, and if the patient is over 45 and will help with the diet
and you have the usual experience, you can begin to look for the sugar and
specific gravity to start down, in most cases, between the 10th and 15th days,
followed shortly thereafter by decreasing polyuria, thirst, etc.

Kindly hold the 27 day treatment to one patient for it may happen
that the sugar and spec. grav. will not begin definitely diminishing until between
the 15th and 20th days. Again, cases often begin to respond as early as the 10th
day.

The administration is simple (2 Capsules t.i.d.- p.c), given alone
if patient is merely on diet. Any troublesome symptoms may be treated just as if
it was not being given.

As most of the so-called gluten breads have to have 20 to 30 per
cent starch to hold together, we suggest substitution of the bran muffins (see
brown card herein) for the item of bread in the diet. These are inexpensive, can
be made at home, are very palatable and contain practically no starch, and, in
our opinion, will aid you to get the desired results.

The treatment is divided into six nine-day prescriptions to keep
the patient in close touch with the Physician, thus assuring attention to diet
and detail that make for the best results. These Capsules are not stocked but
are mailed to Physicians at $6.30 per 54 day course. As it is impractical to open
small accounts throughout the United States (we know of no State in which this
agent is not being prescribed) in ordering kindly enclose check, or, if desired,
pay the postman. While two treatments often eliminate the sugar (frequently the
first accomplishes this result) we have found it best to continue the treatment
for two months after sugar and symptoms disappear, giving the last month in half
doses.

A diet list is enclosed in each box of the capsules.

Counselling patience and anticipating the usual response,

Yours very truly,
JOHN J. FULTON COMPANY.
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SOME FURTHER REPORTS - THE FIRST THREE CASES IN COMA

TEXAS
Patient, 68, for whom I ordered this treatment, was in coma one week before I gave
it to him. I brought him out with Insulin injections and put him on your Rx.

Sugar has reduced from 5.50$ to less than 3$ and I want him to continue. He
allowed himself to get entirely out. Check herein for another course. Later -

with check for re-order the doctor writes "not sugar free but is in every respect
mich better." (This patient does not treat his doctor fairly. Although in the
crises of coma at one time (usually the end) he does not take the treatment with
sufficient continuity to completely eliminate the sugar and, in our opinion, will
be in his physician's hands again in due course.) (J.J.F.Co.)

KENTUCKY
Find check for Diabetic treatment. "Have patient, 59, getting worse. Wish I had
it today. Rush."
Four months later - "My first order I am quite sure robbed the grave of my 59 yr.

Diabetic of 15 yrs. standing. The treatment relieved her of every symptom, im-

pending coma to sugar free, S.G. normal. After she got able to do all her house-
work I lost track of her but now she needs more. Duplicate at once. Am thoroughl
convinced as to the value of this agent in Diabetes." (Another case of patient
stopping treatment too soon - J.J.F.Co.)

CALIFORNIA
This physician, specializing in Kidney cases, reported the following in person:
"Patient, female, 35, in deep coma in the finale of Diabetes. Attending physician
felt the situation was hopeless when I was called in consultation. I gave
saturated solution of Sodium Bicarbonate by injection into the veins and thru the

Murphy drip and injected a heart stimulant. Patient rallied and I put her on your
Rx, with steady improvement". At date of report (a month later) patient making
fine progress and physician anticipated her recovery.

INDIANA
"My patient, female, 59, is doing so well I want her to continue. Her S. G, has
beon reduced to 1024 and at times she is sugar free; polyuria, thirst, etc,

wonderfully improved. Have another case I want to put on it, hence check herein
for two more treatments, •thers are watching the progress of my cases and I am
sure will want it soon."

WI SCONSIN
Physician divided first course between two patients. (l) age 65, seven years stand-
ing, S.G. 1035, much sugar, with pruritis and swelling limbs. (2) Age 63, S.G, 1034,
strong sugar. 40 days later - "Both are improving - duplicate last order."

PENNSYLVANIA
This physician closes his second order - "I used the first course on a man, 48, who
has had Diabetes for years. Sugar disappeared the fourth week but I want to con-
tinue for a while yet."

WASHINGTON
50 days ago you sent me a course for a Diabetic 73 years old. "It has done
wonders for him. Check herein for another treatment. Rush - am in a great hurry."

PENNSYLVANIA
60 days after his first order Dr. writes - "Herein check for two more Diabetic
treatments. My patient shows improvement. Want first patient to continue and am
starting another case on it. "

ILLINOIS
Doctor orders one Diabetic treatment rush.
2 months later - Dr. reorders, closing - "I have used the first treatment and sugar
has disappeared. I want to continue."
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DIABETIC GANGRENE

Diabetic gangrene has been considered a particularly hopeless aspect but
reports like the following will show how definitely this sympt om also is respond:'-

CALIFORNIA
Physician reports a critical case of Diabetic gangrene sent to him from Ariz.

Toes were sloughing and bones protruding. Consulting physician felt one leg would
have to be amputated above the knee. Response was slow but about the 90th day the
physician reported both feet had hoaled, sugar and symptoms negative.

CALIFORNIA
Another reported by same physician. One foot had but two toes left and the

physician felt uncertain as to the outcome. Response was very slow but about a

month later the gangrene ceased spreading; later, the sugar was eliminated,
wounds healed and at last advices patient was attending to his business.

PENNSYLVANIA
Physician's mother, 72; Sugar 4.17 per cent, with gangrene.

"Have amputated two toes and dry gangrene now threatens both legs."
40 ds. later - "it is wonderful. Had I known it sooner, would have saved

all this suffering and two toes. Take my word for it, I will never treat a case

of Diabetes in the future without it. Will send you the laboratory reports later."

MISSOURI
Physician ("in bed") writes: "I am the patient. Sugar 8 per cent. Have

lost 100 lbs., toe-nails have come off with gangrene."
60 ds. later - "Sugar, trace; gangrenous foot entirely healed; improvement

in every way and far bevond my expectations."
ILLINOIS

Physician reports Diabetic, 60, was in semi coma. Sugar 5 per cent;

gangrenous area on right foot.
60 ds. later - "Foot is nearly healed and patient is beginning to get around.

I see no reason why he can not live on many years."

MICHIGAN
Physician reports Diabetic with gangrene of both feet; Sugar 3-g- per cent;

two toes sloughed off. "My treatment gets no results."
60 ds. later - "Foot is now well* Patient gaining right along."

„ . .
NEW JERSEY

Physician reports female, with gangrene of left foot. Sugar 5 per cent;
spec. grav. 1040. Toe amputated.

Month later - "My gangrenous Diabetic is doing finely, now able to walk."

Doctor writes - "Check herein f2r*54 day treatment for patient, age 60,with Diabetic gangrene."

fnY< ^J^'^H " °r
;
re "orders

' reporting: "Patient had an ulcer on left footfor 3 yrs. and three ulcers on right foot for 6 mos
.

, a piece of bone an inch Ion*
sloughing behind the small toe. All ulcers healed, patient still on treatment."

KENTUCKY
Physician re-oorts case Diabetes with gangrene so critical "the surgeons and

myself agreed amputation was the only show for life but the patient was ndt able
to stand it."

40 ds. later - "Laboratory report today shows great reduction in sugar (trfc .)

and the gangrenous area is healing fast."

INDIANA
Physician reports female; 59; heavy sugar; perforating ulcers on feet, one

entire heel having sloughed off.
40 ds. later - "Sugar less, general improvement, gangrene checked - all but

two of the places have healed. Check for "another case."
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AS TO PATIENTS OK INJECTIONS,

The development of glandular injections, now so generally used, was a

valuable contribution to Medical Science and in cases of Acidosis and Diabetic

Coma the reaction is frequently marvelous and almost immediate. But after

the disappearance of this symptom and the cases run on into years there is a

constant and growing desire in both physicians and patients to dispense with

the infections and physicians are now successfully substituting this treatment

which not only reduces sugar but does not have to be continued indefinitely.

(About two months after sugar and symptoms disappear.)

In answer to inquiries from physicians who contemplate prescribing this

agent with a view of discontinuing infections as to what the best practice is,

let us present the following extracts from letters from three physicians who

have had large experience with this treatment, viz:

Dr. S. - whose practice involves an unusual number of Diabetics

(has had over 800 of the 9 day prescriptions) writes, "I stop

the injections upon starting this treatment." To the question

"What percentage of failures have you had in patients over 45

you have put on this treatment?" he replied - "I have not had

any that adhered to diet."
Dr. H - who has gotten such gratifying results he acticipated
specializing in Diabetes, writes, "As to patients on injections

I discontinue them at once."
Dr. D - who has had over 400 of the 9 day prescriptions, writes,
"I discontinue serum injections on beginning with your Rx. Still
getting splendid results,"
Wisconsin physician reports case of Mrs. B. Had lost 30 lbs, in 50 days,

Condition deplorable. "I put her on injections three times a day. On receipt
of the capsules I discontinued the injections and gave two capsules three times
a day." Sugar 7 gms. per 100 C.C. of urine. Twenty days later was sugar free,
gaining flesh and delighted. Order to continue.

An Oregon physician wrote "I have a Diabetic on injections. Want some-
thing can be given by mouth." The Doctor's next letter reports. "Sugar dis-
appeared the third week, patient feeling fine*" Now have another. Order for
both.

A New York physician's reports on his first four cases, two of which had
been on injections for several years: He divided his first order between three
patients. His second order reported all three as getting "remarkable results."
His next order reported all three had yielded and he was permitting them to
widen their diets (in our judgement over a month too soon. J .J.F.CO.) and con-
tained his first report on a new case transferred from injections.

A Texas physician reported fine results in what appears to have been a
case in extremis. "Patient, 68, was in coma one week. I brought him out with

• Insulin and put him on your Rx. Sugar reduced 50$. " With a later re-order the
doctor wrote, "Not sugar free but is in every respect much better-"

And a California physician who has successfully treated many Diabetics
with this agent has stated to the writer that he has also given it and the in-
jections to the same patient, decreasing the injections as S,G. and sugar
diminished. The v/riter feels the- procedure outlined by the physicians quoted
above is not only simpler, more direct and more practical but some of the var-
iations in the diets patients on injections it times require would, in our opin-
ion, largely nullify the corrective tendencies of this treatment.





TRANSFERS FROM INJECTIONS AND OBSERVATIONS THEREON

PENNSYLVANIA,

"

This Physician, himself a Diabetic and on injections, writes, "I took 15 M. t. i. d.

before meals. About one year ago I started on your capsules and followed closely

your diet. I am sugar free and a number of other patients I treated with them. I

think they are the best thing known for Diabetes at this time. I stop injections

on putting Diabetics on this treatment."

iowa

The Doctor writes, "Am 51. Have had Diabetes 2 years. Am on injections. If you

have something that will get away from injections I would like to try it. The

usual 30 day demonstration was forwarded.
Report - "I am 50% better sinoe taking the treatment*"

KANSAS
"Have a female Diabetic; on injections 2 years; is now totally blind. Would like

to relieve her of the injections." We sent the usual 30 day demonstration. Report-

"She is doing as well or better than on injections. Sugar has reduced". 60 days

later - "Is on 2nd installment, doing fine without injections and is delighted."

MISSOURI
"I am treating three cases over 45. Would like to try something besides the needle

if I can get results." Report on his 30 day demonstration - "Sugar has practioally

disappeared. Better in every way."
FLORIDA

"I have a patient to whom I have been giving injections for some time but does not

respond as I would like; is very emaciated." We sent the usual 30 day demonstration*

Report - The Doctor does not give the sugar decrease, merely reporting that "The

treatment has done all you said it would and I am very much pleased,"

TEXAS
"Am treating a Diabetic, age 49. Has taken many injections." Report on 30 day

demonstration. "She is 50% better than she has been for four years."

WISCONSIN
Dr. reports case Mrs. B - 70 grs. sugar to 100 c.c« of urine with distressing symp-

toms. Had her under injections three times a day until the demonstration was re-

ceived. Discontinued the injections and instead gave two of the capsules three

times a day. Twenty days later urine showed entire absence of sugar. "Patient

gaining flesh and delighted."

OREGON
Diabetic age 75. Doctor writes, "I have him on injections. Want something that

can be given by mouth." Sent 30 day demonstration. Report - "Sugar disappeared

in less than three weeks, patient feeling fine."

NEW YORK
Among this Physician's cases were three Diabetics, "two of which had been on in-

jections for years." In due course, following the demonstration and an additional

order, he reported all three as getting "remarkable results." And on a later order

reported all three had yielded and he was widening their diets.

In cases transferred from injections it is important to bear in mind that

such patients at times have had to have such things as orange juice, chocolate, etc.

to overcome unpleasant reactions and some feel they can continue same with this

treatment, but such liberties largely nullify its results. Hence, to get satisfact-

ory results, the diet with this preparation and the substitution of the starchless

bran muffins for bread are strongly urged.





SOME INTERESTING LATER REPORTS

CALIFORNIA
This Physician reports recovery in another case of Diabetic gangrene. Case

P-n. Leg so involved his first Physician urged amputation. Rx -was given

with daily cleansing of the gangrene areas. This Physician had previously
reported recovery in case of P-h. Toes were sloughing. Two had disappeared.
So serious the outlook was uncertain. Patient was discharged the 5th month.

MICHIGAN
With his 3d order, this Physician writes - "I wish to express my appreciation.
I have used your Rx in two very severe cases of Diabetes. They are both sugar
free now and feeling fine. 11

PENNSYLVANIA
A reorder from this Physician closes - "Had two cases Diabetes on your treatment
a year ago. Made a success in both cases. But now, one comes back. Maybe

she did not continue long enough. (Altho the treatment is advised 2 to 3 mos.

after sugar and symptoms disappear, last month in half doses, too many stop at

once on getting comfortable.) (J.J.F. Co.)

IOWA
Doctor's first order - female 56. 40 ds. later "Patient is responding. You
will hear from me again." 60 ds. later - "Doing fine, wt 164 lbs s.g. 1018."

Later - The Dr. closes his 6th order - "It certainly eliminates sugar under
careful diet in short order."

NEW YORK* STATE
Two months after the first order the Doctor ordered for his second Diabetic
closing - "My first case has made wonderful progress. In fact I consider her
cured."

NEW YORK STATE
"In 1924 you sent me treatment for a very stubborn case with both sugar and
albumen. The patient (chief of Police) had lost 40 lbs. He is to all appear-
ances cured. I now have another stubborn case - send C.O.D."

VIRGINIA
Physician writes - "I treated a man (64) with your Rx who had been given up.
Treated him four months. He is now sugar freej leg pains gone and he is able
to put in a full day' s work on his farm. Quote in quantity lots and send
literature to my brother Dr.-*."

CALIFORNIA
Doctor writes - Two years ago I took your Diabetic treatment and got well.
But a severe attack of abdominal Flu has caused a return of the Diabetic
symptoms. Check herein for reorder.

OHIO
Another Physician who divided his first treatment between two patients. 35 day3
later - "The female patient is doing nicely. Itching of the vulva all gone,

feels well and some days shows no sugar. The male patient is gaining in
weight, feels better and is at work (watchman) but sugar has not reduced much
hence am sending for more,"

PENNSYLVAN IA
Doctor's first order closes - "I hope we will get results as your literature
leads us to believe." 63 days later patient (probably member Drs family)
writes on the Doctors orders to rush another course, "greotly benefited and do

not want to be without it."

OHIO
With a reorder this Physician, former President of his State Medical Board,
writes - "I have used your Rx in several cases (Diabetes) with good results.
Send at once."

ILLINOIS
With his check for his twelfth order for the Diabetic treatment this Doctor
reports - Am having good success - hurry it on.





How Some Physicians are. Pr-escribing

We crowd the accounts of 12 Physicians into this page, Six in Cities and
Six in Towns, to accent a most important fact, viz. - the consistent character of
^ne response to this treatment, the figures testifying as nothing else can that
Physicians are not only getting results hut the same results over and over.

There are about 20,000 annual deaths in the U.S. from Diabetes. Assuming
six years of life for each there are about 120,000 cases, (about one for each 1000
of population) less than one case annually for each of the 150,000 Physicians. It
will thus be seen the Physicians below are getting Diabetic practice out of all
proportion to the average, which means Physicians using this treatment, both in
Cities and Towns, are getting results that are sending patients from a wide range.
After you have put one or two in comfort with mild internal treatment that does not
h^ve to be continued indefinitely you will begin to have calls from other Diabetics
as the following orders prove ;-

ILL
(pop 1200)

Sep $6.30
Nov

Apl
Jun
Aug
Nov
Sep

Jan
Jul
Nov
Jan
Men
Apl

6.30
12.60
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30

12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
6.30
6.30

$113.40

ORE
(pop 3000)

Jul $6.30
Sep
Nov
Dec
Feb

Mch
Mch
Apl
Jul
Oct
Jan
Apl
May

12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
6.30

12.60
6.30

12.60
6.30

$138.60

WEST VA
(pop 1100)

Mch $12.60
12.60May

Jun
Jul
Aug
Oct
Dec
Jan
Apl
Jun
Sep
Dec
Feb
Sep
'(*)

25.20
25.20
25.20
12.60
18.90
18.90
12.60
18.90
18.90
25.20
37.80
18.90
31.50

$315.00

TEXAS
(pop 3000)

Aug $6 . 30
Sep
Dec
Dec
Feb
Feb
Apl
Jun
Aug
Nov
Dec
May
Oct

6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30

12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60

$126.00

PENN
(pop 1000)

Mch $6.30
May
Aug
Jun
Jul
Dec
Feb

Apl
Aug
Dec
Feb
Apl
May
Aug
(*)

12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
13.60
12.60
12.60
63.00

$233.00

CALIF
(pop 1600)

Jan $6.30
Mch

Jul
Sep
Nov
Jan
May
Aug
May
Jul
Sep
Oct
Feb
Mch

6.30
6.30

12.60
12.60
6.30
6.30

13.60
6.30

12.60
12.60
6.30

12.60
6.30
6.30

$132.30

1ALIF
Nov $6.30
Jan.

Mch
Jtag

Nov
Apl
Sep
Mch
Apl
Jun
Sep
Jan
Mar
May
Oct
Nov
Jan
Mch
Apl
Jun

(*$

12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
18.90
18,90
25.20
18.90
37.40
18.90
18.90
25.20
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60

126.00
$447.10

NEW
Oct
Dec
Feb
Mch
May
Jul
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mch
Apl
Apl
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

(»)

YORK
$12.60
12.60
6.30
6.30

12.60
12.60
12.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
138.60
$378.00

MICH
Sep $6.30

WIS

Nov
Dec
Feb
Apl
Jun
Aug
Nov
Jan
Apl
Jul
Dec
Apl
Jul
Feb
Jun
Jan
Aug
Jan
Mch
Jul

12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
13.60
13.60
35.30
25.30
35.30
35.30
50.40
50.40
50.40
50.40
50.40
13.60
13.60
13.60

$507.70

Sep

Dec
Dec
May
May
May
Aug
Oct
Jan
Jun
Aug
Sep
Nov
Jan
Feb
Feb
Mch
Jun
Sep

Nov

(•)

$6.30
6,30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30

13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
37.80
37.80

307.90
$415.80

NEW YORK
Jan $6 . 30

PENN
Oct $6.30

Mch
May
Dec
Jan
Feb
May
Aug
Nov
Dec
Jan
Mch
Apl
Jun
Jul
Sep

Nov
Jan
Mch
May
<*)

IP. 60
12.60
13.60
12.60
31.50
25.20
25.20
25.20
25.20
25.20
25.20
50.40
25.20
50.40
50.40
50.40
50.40
50.40
50.40

301 . 60

$919.00

Dec
Jan
Mch
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

Oct
Dec
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Sep

Jan
Apl
Jul
Aug
<•)

6.30
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
13.60
12.60
12.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.60
12.60
12.60
12.60
12.60

113.40
$352.80

(*) No room to itemize.
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Important Diabetic Practice in a City of 7000.

Physicians do not have to be in large cities to develop important Diabetic-

practice as the following orders from a physician in an Eastern city of 7000

population prove. Note the steady increase in the size of his orders:

$ 6.30 $25.20 $50.40
12.60 25.20 50.40
12.60 25.20 50.40

12.60 25.20 50.40

12.60 50.40 50.40

31.50 25.20 50.40

25.20 50,40 50.40
25.20 50.40 $763.60

On the estimated basis of one case of Diabetes per thousand of population
there should be about ten cases of Diabetes in his city and environs, to be divided
between fifteen local physicians. Ho one of them, likely, had more than two or

three. At the average physicians' requirements in the use of this treatment the

first four orders should have more than met this physician's wants for his share of

the local cases, which means that he has already prescribed over $600.00 worth of

the Capsules for patients from a distance. And it is easily explained - when
Diabetics learn there is a physician who is giving patients relief (reported by
physicians all over the country) under INTERNAL TREATMENT TEAT IS PAINLESS, HAS NO
DANGEROUS REACTIONS and DOES NOT HAVE TO BE CONTINUED INDEFINITELY, the mere men-
tion of the physician's name and location makes a hundred mile visit no obstacle
to patients on starvation diets, needle injections, etc. without hope of cessation
or relief.

If this physician had been told he was going to buy $1000.00 worth of the

Diabetic Capsules he would probably have said something more forcible than elegant,
but he has already had over $700.00 worth and that, too, in a city in which there
were, probably, not a dozen Diabetics.

He was a diabetic himself and was taking serum injections three times a day.

He stopped the injections and put himself on this treatment and became sugar free
and put patients on it with same results. And from the sudden development of his
Diabetic practice it appears patients all over his part of the State are learning
what he is doing and are profiting by it for his Diabetic practice has broken
local limitations and is invading a wide range.

And in a West Virginia town of but 1100, in which there would ordinarily be
but one Diabetic, one of the two local physicians was treating two cases without
any thought of other practice in this direction. He ordered for both. Both re-
sponded and then Diabetics began to flow to him from the outside and he has had
over $300.00 worth of the Diabetic Capsules.

A Penn. Physician, whose account is also running to hundreds, and who also
writes, "I cut off injections at once on giving the Capsules 11 has gotten such re-
sults he has thought seriously about specializing in Diabetes. Location is no
object when patients on starvation diets, painful injections, etc. learn you put
them in comfort with mild, internal treatment. Physicians who have learned how
u3finitely they can now control sugar and symptOTiS are attracting Diabetic practice
out of all proportion to the limitations of their environments and Physicians of
all Schools are awaking to the new field of practice this situation is developing.

(An important consideration is that as this treatment has no dangerous reac-
tions and is in capsules and mailable, in simple Diabetes Meilitus without gangrene
or acidosis after the first personal visit by patients from a distance the doctor
can finish many cases by mail.)





There are Towns in which one Phys ician is treat ing

several times as many Diabetics as the lo cal popu-

lation represents* For instance

IN THIS TOWN OF 2400

at one case of Diabetes per thousand of population there should be approximately

three cases, in this instance to be divided between the four local Physicians -

less than one each. On the estimated basis of $8.00 to $10,00 prescribed per

case this Physician's wants would ordinarily be limited to a comparatively few •

dollars but here are his orders to the date this was written:-

6.30 12.60 12.60 12.60

6.30 12.60 12.60 12.60

12.60 12.60 12.60 12.60

12.60 12.60 12.60 12.60

12.60 12.60 12.60 37.80

12.60 12.60 12.60 37.80
12.60 12.60 12.60 $378.00

It will be seen lie has probably treated something over 40 cases, many times the
number of cases the population represents, meaning, as we have shown over and

over, that Physicians using this treatment, whether in Cities or Villages, are

attracting Diabetic practice out of all proportion to their environments. And
here is another in the same category:

IN THIS TOWN OF 1100

in which there is ordinarily but one case, the Physician happened to have two
Diabetics under his care. He sent for a demonstrating quantity and put both on
it. Both responded and Diabetics from elsewhere were attracted, as his orders
to date attest, viz:

12.60 25.20 12.60 37.80
12.60 12.60 18.90 18.90
25.20 18.90 18.90 31*50
25.20 18.90 25.20 $315.00

At an average requirement of $8.00 to $10.00 per case, it will be seen he has
probably treated something like 30 cases, ten to twenty times as much Diabetic
practice as a town of 1100 would ordinarily support.

AND IN THIS TOWN OF 1000

the local Physician, who is closely following the above experiences, wrote on
one of his recent orders - "I have built up a clientele in Diabetes," The idea
of building up "a clientele in Diabetes" in a town of 1000 seems ridiculous but
we are using his own words and his orders and checks being matters of record
are unimpeachable. His orders to date follow:

6.30 12.60 12.60 12.60
12.60 12.60 12.60 12.60
12.60 12.60 12.60 12.60
12.60 12.60 12.60 12.60
12.60 12.60 12.60 ( *)25.20

$258.30
And such experiences are not limited to small towns. In an interior City of less
than 10,000, ordinarily involving probably ten cases to be divided among the
dozen local Physicians, one of them has already prescribed over $900.00 worth of
this treatment and his cases are probably orowding the hundred mark.

(*) No room to itemize.





What Physicians in Small Towns are Doing.

Based on mortality reports there is probably one case of Diabetes per 1000
of population and the physician in a town of 1000 to 2000 is likely to say
"There are no Diabetics here." And that is commonly true. Hence, the demand for
this treatment from physicians in small places puzzled us at first but experience
disclosed that most of the cases treated are not local but are drawn from other
places. The treatment of Diabetes has been more or less hopeless. But after the

jhysician has put one or two local cases in comfort his Diabetic practice widens

to adjoining towns, as is proved by accounts like the following:

•

For instance, here is a little town in Missouri $6.3Q 12.60 $ 6.30
having but 200 people. It does not look like there would 12.60 12.60 6.30
be a single case there but here are this doctor's orders;- 12.60 12.60

12.60 12.60 $107.10

And we would not expect a case in this Iowa town of $6.30 12.60 6.30
350 but the local physician has prescribed as follows;- 6.30 12.60 12.60

12.60 12.60
6.30 12.60 $100.80

In this Calif, town of 1600 the physician put a member $6.30 12.60 12.60
of his family on it, got the usual results, then prescribed 12.60 12.60 12.60
as follows;- 12.60 12.60 12.60

12.60 12.60 $132.30

In this N.Y. town of 1600 where we would expect but $6.30 12.60 12.60
two cases the physician has prescribed to date;- 12.60 12.60 12.60

12.60 12.60 12.60
12.60 12.60 $132.30

This town in Penna. is not in Druggists' Directory, $6.30 12.60 12.60
apparently not sufficient business to justify a drug 12.60 12.60 12.60
store, but the local physician has prescribed;- 6.30 12.60 12.60

6.30 12.60
12.60 $132.30

In this town of 1100 that ought ordinarily show but $12.60 12.60 25.20
one case of Diabetes the local physician's orders show he 12.60 18.90 25.20
is treating many from other places, viz;- 25.20 18.90 37.80

25.20 12.60 25.20
25.20 18.90 $296.10

Note how the size of this physician's orders increased $6.30 18.90 37.80
in this Penn. city of 4000;- 6.30 37.80 37.80

12.60 37.80 $195.30

Here is another Penna. city in which the physician's $6.30 12.60 25.20
account is itemized to show how his Diabetic practice 12.60 18.90 25.20
developed;- 12.60 18.90 25.20

12.60 18.90 $189.00

In this town of 2200 in 111. the doctor who writes $12.60 12.60 6.30
"Am having good success" has prescribed;- 12.60 12.60 6.30

12.60 6.30
12.60 6.30 $100.80

None of these accounts could possibly be true if the physicians were not
actually giving the patients the relief they are reporting from all over the
country.





Reports on 50
A
Cases of Diabetes

Epitomizing the results Physicians are reporting under the thirty-day trial treatments of UVURSIN capsules we
are now demonstrating to the Physicians of America.

We expect the demonstrations to reduce sugar and symptoms 20 to 40% but it will be noted that the reports

often record the complete disappearance of the sugar during the demonstrations, results extremely gratifying to both

Physicians and patients.

If half the reports are true (we have hundreds) the reduction of sugar in Diabetes by internal treatment is now
an established fact—a fact vital to every Physician treating Diabetes, as evidenced by epitomes of the results in fifty^cases,

viz.:

—

PENNA. — Sugar disappeared fourth week of the demonstration.

— "Complete loss of sugar" third week of demonstration.

— Sugar (heavy) lessening 14th day, sugar free 20th day of demonstration.

— Sugar 6%, was less than 1% the 21st day of demonstration.

— Sugar disappeared during demonstration, patient feeling better every way.

—Diabetic gangrene, semi coma. Sugar disappeared 3rd week, general improvement.

— Excessive thirst, polyuria and sugar disappeared during demonstration.

— "Have finished 30-day demonstration and am sugar free."

— Sugar drops 60% first 30 days (30 days later sugar free).

— Sugar 6.4% became "fractional" (40 days later sugar free).

—Sugar four plus disappeared during the demonstration.

— Sugar quickly disappeared
—

"Should be known to all the world."

— Demonstration not quite concluded—"Practically sugar free."

—No sugar last test, much better in every way.

—Sugar free first time in years and feels better than for years.

— Case transferred from injections, sugar disappeared during demonstration.

— Case transferred from injections, sugar disappeared first 21 days.

—Diabetic gangrene
—

"nearly sugar free, feet better."— "Fifty per cent better than for four years."

—Diabetic gangrene, sugar persistent. Sugar free the 20th day.

— 16th day sugar reduced to trace, condition continually improving.

—"No sugar present after first week." "Fine."

— Transferred from injections
—

"It is all you said for it."

— Sugar (quite heavy) disappeared during demonstration.

— Sugar (and albumen) disappeared during demonstration. Much improved.

— Sugar reduced more than half and feeling much better.

CALIF.

MAINE
N. Y.

MO.
ILL.

MASS.
CONN.
IOWA
N. Y.

MO.
MO.
KANS.
KANS.
NEBR.
WIS.
ORE.
TEXAS
TEXAS
ILL.

OHIO
MO.
FLA.

N. Y.

ILL.

OHIO
PENNA. —Diabetic gangrene—sugar disappeared during demonstration.

CALIF. —No sugar after the 20th day of the treatment.

IOWA — Case transferred from injections; 50% better.

FLOR. — "Intractable case;" Sugar disappeared 15th day, gaining weight.

N. Y. —-"Sugar came down from 4% to negative" during the demonstration.

IOWA —Transferred from injections
—

"Loaded with sugar"
—

"Practically none the 19th day.
1

FLOR. —Diabetic, "very emaciated." "It did all you said it would."

GA. — Charity case
—

"It worked such wonders will pay for it myself."

MO. — My third order and good results in all so far.

IND. —"They are doing the work and act so quickly," etc.

N. J.
— "I want to continue your wonderful capsules."

PENNA. — "I am delighted. Check enclosed to continue."

OHIO — "My wife's foot has healed. Sugar free."

MO. — Sugar 3.45 with gangrene. "So improved that . .
."

PENNA. — "No failures when the diet is held." (Has had over 20 cases.)

PENNA. —Diabetic gangrene—Sugar free; check to continue.

ILL. — Sugar free about the 15th day with improvement.

N. J. — Sugar 11 grs. pr. fl. oz. dropped to trace 20th day.

TEXAS —"My patient is improving rapidly."

WIS. — "Patient in bad shape." "Now feels much better."

KANS. — Sugar free 3rd week "and has remained so."

ILL. — "On the treatment two weeks and much better."

*MO. — Sugar 8% with gangrene—Sugar trace, gangrene healed.

*N. J. — Sugar 5% with gangrene. Doing finely; can now walk.

*KY. — "Critical." "Sugar trace, gangrene area healing rapidly,"

*IND. —Sugar heavy; heel sloughed off. "General improvement. Gangrene checked."

Above reports were written on cash orders to continue treatment.

*Cases required 60 to 90 days treatment.

3dress UVURSIN. ee first st. , san Francisco





Charts illustrating reports made by Physicians in 24 eases of DIABETES to show comparatively the num-

ber of days that elapsed between the beginning of the treatment and the elimination of the sugar.
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O This sign in upper right hand corners designates cases in which the patient was a member of the Physician's family.
OO In cases bearing this sign the Physician himself was the patient.

The bottom line in each block means complete elimination of the sugar, or so attenuated it was referred to as a trace.
In cases requiring over sixty days to eliminate the sugar it is our belief that in most of these cases deviation from the diet

was the deterring factor.





SOME 30 DAY RESULTS

While a majority of the reports recording elimination of sugar show the
average time was 60 to 70 days we present the following, taken from some late
reports, to show how quickly some cases respond when the diet is strictly
observed. In these cases particularly the treatment should be continued one
to two months after sugar and symptoms disappear, the last month in half doses.

WISCONSIN - On the 16th I was called to see Mrs. B. (Diabetic) age 57;
fleshy, had lost 30 lbs. last two months. Was very weak, nervous, mouth dry,
tongue heavily coated and like sand-paperj was really in a frightful condition.
Urinalysis showed 70 grams sugar to 100 cc. of urine. Had her under injections
three times a day until I received your capsules. At this time urinalysis showed
7 grams of sugar per 100 cc, of urine. I discontinued the injections and in its
stead gave the patient two of the capsules three times a day. At this, date

(20 days later) urine shows entire absence of sugar. Patient i:; looking fine,
has gained some flesh, feels well and is delighted and I am enclosing check for
another supply.

OREGON - Dr. writes - "I have a Diabetic seventy-five years of age* I have
him on injections. Want something that can be given by mouth,," The Doctor's
next letter reports "The sugar disappeared in less than three weeks, patient
feeling fine. Have another case. Check herein for two treatments."

CALIFORNIA - This Physician, reporting on his first case, writes "The patient
has been doing well - no sugar since the first of the month." (The 20th day of
the treatment.)

CALIFORNIA - This Physician also reported "complete loss of the sugar" the
third week of the treatment.

PENNSYLVANIA - This Physician reports the sugar disappearance the fourth
week of the treatment.

IOWA - Cac3 1: Sugar drops 60$ first 30 days. 30 days later sugar free.
Case 2: Sugar started downward first 10 days.

MAINE - Sugar (heavy) noticeably lessened 14th day. Sugar free the 20th day.
ILLINOIS - Diabetic Gangrene in extremis reported by Major, Med. Corps, U.S.A.,

who got such results personally that he decided to resort to this agent at what
appears to have been a critical moment. Twenty days later came the first report.

'Patient, age 60, three weeks ago was in semi coma. Had lost 60 lbs. in
weight, pulse so rapid and irregular could hardly count it; sugar 5%; S.G. 1038;
many small localized skin areas of gangrene and two on right foot 1x2 inches
with infection. These were dressed with moist alkaline depleting solution and
your Rx with cardiac Rx given internally. Result: sugar gone; urine neutral;
skin healing rapidly; infection cleared up; mind clear, and he is feeling almost
normal. Sounds foolish as a 3 weeks 1 result."

Second report - (a month later) "As to that very serious Diabetic case, he
lost much of the covering of the lower end of the tibia inside the ankle. As
soon as the gangrene showed a line of demarkation I removed the gangrenous tissue,
keeping the ankle in a moist dressing and on the first day that the wound was
bacteria free started ox blood dressings to encourage healing. Tho foot is near-
ly healed and the patient is beginning to get around and will go to his country
home for the summer. Have been giving a subcutaneous injection every other day
of lg- grs. Sodium Cacodylate. I see no reason why he cannot live on for many
years."

This treatment is giving Physicians a distinct advantage over those whose
resources are limited to old measures.





MORE 30 DAY REPORTS

As said elsewhere, the reports often show 60 to 70 days were re-

quired to eliminate sugar but here are some more 30 day reports

that show how quickly some cases respond when the diet is strict-

ly held. But the treatment should be continued one to two months

after sugar disappears to prevent early return*

MISSOURI - Physician writes, "I am treating three cases over 45 • Would like

to try something besides the needle if I can get results." We sent 30 day de-

monstration for one case*

Report - "Sugar has practically disappeared. In fact, last five days there has

been no sugar, x x x Patient feels better in every way. Find draft enclosed

for 54 days treatment. Get this to me at once."
MISSOURI - Dr. writes, "I have two cases of Diabetes in men over 45. Send

your free demonstration." Thirty day course was sent.

Report - "I am more than pleased with the treatment; my patient was sugar 4 plus

and in five days he was sugar free. Send 54 day treatment. Check enclosed."

FLORIDA - Dr. writes, "I have a patient over 45 to whom I have been giving

injections for some time, but does not respond as I would like, is very emaciated.

I would like to try your treatment." We sent a 30 day demonstration.
Report - "The treatment you sent me has done all you said it would and I am very
much pleased. Am enclosing check for the 54 day course. Send out at very earl-
iest convenience."

GEORGIA - Dr. writes, "How about a free demonstration for a case over 50 with
Diabetic Gangrene, woman, unable to pay for medical attention." Was sent the
usual 30 day demonstration.
Report - "Send by mail collect 54 day treatment. It is a charity case but your
free treatment has worked such -/renders I am going to pay for it myself."

KANSAS .- Dr. reports a Diabetic over 70 he has been treating about 9 years.
Sent 30 day demonstration.
Report - "About 6 weeks ago she collapsed; heart action bad, mitral murmur, broken
compensation, difficult breathing, general weakness, sugar plenty. I put her to
bed. On receipt of capsules, prescribed them with my treatment for the general
symptoms. She is much better in every way. No sugar last test. Check enclosed
for the 54 day treatment."

NEBRASKA - "Am treating a woman age 52 with lots of sugar, and a few others,
but want to demonstrate on this one." Sent 30 day demonstration.
Report - The oapsules were given with VERY good results. Is sugar free for first
time in years and says she feels better than she has for years* Enclosed is check
for which send the Diabetic Capsules."

TEXAS - "I have Diabetic on my list, 63. Has had suppuration of several toes.
Have him on protein diet and injections. Would like to receive a trial of your
capsules." Sent 30 day course.
Report - 60 days later - "Find check for another supply. Patient wasnearlysugar
free, feet better. Used up the sample course. Now has much sugar and feet worse.
Get the capsules out at first opportunity." (Another illustration that it is poor
policy to drop the treatment the first month even if sugar and symptoms seem to
have disappeared.)

TEXAS - "Am treating Diabetic age 49. Has taken many injections. Would like
a trial," Sent 30 day demonstration.
Report - "She is 50$ better than she has been for 4 years, Thanks, Find check
for 54 days treatment. Please rush as we are almost out."





SOME RECENT ORDERS - AND 'THY .

ILLINOIS

This Physician wires, "Am treating a Diabetic aged 70. Has gangrene of toe, sugar

persistent. Send literature and demonstration via air mail." Vfe sent the usual

30 day demonstration.
Report - "Received the demonstration and gave the patient two of the three pack-

ages of capsules. She is sugar free. (20th day-J.J.F.Co.) Enclosed find check

for full course for another Diabetic. Am very grateful to you for sending the

demonstration. Looking forward to more orders in the future."
OHIO

Dr. writes, "My wife, 52, is suffering from Diabetes, is much opposed to the hypo

and dreads the injections. If your capsules are as claimed we will be glad to

give them a trial." 30 day dem. was sent.

30 days later Dr. writes, "She began using the capsules on the first and the fourth
day began to show improvement. The 16th day a slight trace of sugar, her condi-

tion continually improving. We now feel with the aid of the capsules and diet that

in a few weeks we are going to have wonderful results." Enclosed check to continue.

INDIANA
Dr. writes - "I am treating a Diabetic age 52. Please send the treatment at once

as this is a good case for such a trial. Let me hear by return mail." The usual
30 day demonstration went forward.
2 weeks later - "Find check herein for a treatment for another patient."
30 days later - "Find check enclosed for another treatment. They are doing the
work - coming from all sides. This treatment acts so promptly I am getting inter-
ested." k

ILLINOIS
Dr. writes, "I am treating a Diabetic 47 years of age. I would like to have you
send a trial supply and your literature. Please rush."
24 days later - "Thanks for the sample you sent me. Am quite pleased with the re-
sults I am getting. Am enclosing check for another order and will order more as
soon as these are gone. Rush",

PENNSYLVANIA
Dr. writes, "I am treating five cases of Diabetes all over 45 years old. Would
like to know all about your capsules." We sent the literature and 30 day demon-
stration for one patient.
20 days later Dr. wrote - "I am delighted with the Diabetic treatment and am en-
closing check for a half doz. boxes of the Diabetic capsules."

INDIANA
With his first order for Diabetic treatment this Physician writes.
"This is for myself. I am with the Hospital."
8 mos. later came his second order as follows: "Find check enclosed for another
course of the Diabetic treatment. I ordered a treatment in November which result-
ed in an apparent cure but about 30 days ago I went on a vacation and ate every-
thing in sight and some of the symptoms have returned and I think I should take
another course."
(In half a dozen places in our literature we advise against dropping the treatment
immediately upon abatement of sugar and symptoms. J.J.F. Co.)

NEW JERSEY
Physician writes, "I have a case of Diabetes over 45 (myself)."
We sent the usual 30 day demonstration.
6 mos. later - "Send another course of your wonderful Capsules. I got some good
results in my own case and I want to continue. " Another case in which sugar and
symptoms were probably practically eliminated by the demonstration and the treat-
ment dropped.)





How Long Should The Treatment he Continued.

In patients over 45 who live to the diet and instructions the usual ex-
perience records the sugar and specific gravity beginning to decrease the 10th
to 20th days and shortly thereafter (frequently before), the polyuria, thirst,
pruritis or emaciation, as the case may be, beginning to diminish. (Frequently
this is reversed, the patient beginning to feel better before sugar shows much
response.

)

While two treatments (of jl dz . each) often eliminate the sugar (frequently
the first half dozen accomplishes this result), from a study of the accounts and
correspondence with physicians in nearly all the States who are prescribing this
treatment, it appears that many patients lose fear and discontinue as soon as
they are comfortable. The day this was written we received a Penna. Physician's
order for his ninth treatment with the statement that his last patient, a
hospital case, was again doing her own work and wanted to discontinue although
she had not finished the first course. These cases are often back in the
physician's hands, frequently in a few months, "as bad as ever." Experience
shews that the best preparation against recurring sugar and symptoms is to con-
tinue the treatment in the first instance for two to three months after the
physician records the complete disappearance of sugar and symptoms, taking the
last month in half doses.

In this connection, it gives us pleasure to say that in patients who were
under the influence of the treatment two to three months after the elimination
of the sugar and symptoms, recurring symptoms in a number of cases, years there-
after, were reported as yielding to brief recourse of two to three weeks of the

treatment. The death in this City recently of a capitalist in whose case the

sugar was eliminated in the first instance over twenty years ago is a case in

point. Patient was at his office daily up to the day of his passing, which was
caused by cardiac asthma. Several times during the twenty years short courses
of the Diabetic agent were resorted to to control recurring symptoms.

In a similar case reported from Montana the sugar was eliminated 16 years
ago. Patient at 75 was still living in July, 1927. "Sweets in the diet caused
sugar to return several times but return to the diet with his let-up on the
sweets restored the usual condition of health."

As a contrast to the above two local cases in both of which the sugar
was eliminated over 10 years ago report no return of sugar up to date.

In cases involving gangrene, while the sugar, polyuria, etc. appear to

respond as usual, the gangrenous lesions frequently do not begin to show signs
of response until the sugar is nearly nil. Hence patience is very necessary
when this symptom is in evidence. (Some helpful suggestions as to the local
treatment of this symptom will be found among the reports on the first page of

the brochure herein.
In all cases painful or troublesome symptoms may be prescribed for .just

as if this agent was not being given. Where the patient is merely on diet
the treatment is usually given alone. If there is constipation or hepatic
sluggishness it is well to keep the liver and bowels comfortably functioning.
Si gar Xs may comnence the 10th to 14th days with the expectation, in most cases,
that the sugar and specific gravity are beginning to show the first signs of

modification .





SOME "UP TO THE MINUTE" REPORTS .

KANSAS
"Have female Diabetic; on injections 2 years; is now totally blind. Would like

to relieve her of the injections." Sent 30 day demonstration. Report - "She is

doing as well or better than on injections. Sugar has reduced. Check herein to

continue."

MISSOURI
Physician asks demonstration to get away from injections.
Report - "Sugar has practically disappeared" and he orders for another case. He

closes a later order thus - "I believe this is my third order and good results in

all cases."
IOWA

Dr. writes, "Am 51. Have had Diabetes 2 years. Am on injections. If you have
something that will get away from injections I would like to try it." Sent 30
day demonstration.
Report - "I am 50% better since taking the treatment," Enclosed check for another
course.

FLORIDA
"I gave the trial treatment to a very intractable case of Diabetes with very
gratifying results. Gain in weight and sugar free after about the 14th day.

Duplicate quickly. I have several cases of Diabetes under my care."

MISSOURI
Dr. who is himself a Diabetic asks for demonstration. He wrote, "I am intensely
interested and will oo-operate with you to the uttermost if results warrant."
In his report ., 23 days later, he stated the sugar which "had been running for 2
years" had disappeared. He writes to order for a patient and does not disguise
his surprise, closing "Should be known to all the world,"

IDAHO
"I am unable to find a trace of sugar. This is the second case I olaim to have
cured with your treatment." "I know of no case cured with injections."

NEW YORK
Patient showed "improvement first week." "Sugar disappeared during the demonstra-
tion. Five weeks later still free and I am widening the diet," "This was a

chronic case of years standing."
PENNSYLVANIA

Dr. writes, "I received the trial treatment for Diabetes and had most wonderful
results. Check herein for a treatment."

MISSISSIPPI
Dr. writes on his order for another treatment, "It did my sister, who is a

Diabetic, more good than anything I have been able to get hold of."

CHICAGO
"The trial treatment worked like a charm. Enclosed is check for 54 day course. 1'

CHICAGO
Female 44, case of 7 years standing, sugar 2*7 r

/£. Sugar and albumen disappeared dur-
ing the demonstration* Condition much improved. S.G. 1019, Order to continue.

PENNSYLVANIA
The demonstration reduced the sugar 50 per cent.

' WASHINGTON
Dr. writes, "Several years ago I suffered a severe attaok of glycosuria. Your treat-
ment took care of my troubles. This A.M. I discovered it was returning. Send treat-
ment air-mail C.O.D."



•
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JOHN J. FULTON CO.

88 First Street

San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Doctor:
Physicians are reporting favorable reactions in

Diabetes in over four-fifths of the cases, as will be seen
from the current literature herewith.

The administration is simple. Where patient is
merely on diet this treatment is given alone, although it may
be aided by symptomatic treatment for painful or troublesome
objective symptoms. And in all cases in which there is con-
stipation or hepatic sluggishness it is well to keep the liver
and bowels comfortably functioning.

If the patient is over 45 and lives to the diet and
instructions and takes the treatment faithfully, you will
not have the common experience if you do not between the 10th
and 20th days find the sugar and specific gravity beginning to
decrease, and shortly thereafter (frequently before) note that
the polyuria, thirst, pruritis or emaciation as the case may
be is beginning to diminish. (Frequently this is reversed,
the patient beginning to feel better before sugar shows much
response)

.

While two treatments often eliminate sugar (fre-
quently the first accomplishes this result) it cannot be too
strongly impressed that experience shows it is important to
continue the treatment one to two months after sugar and
symptoms disappear, taking the last month in half doses.

These capsules are not stocked, but are sent by
parcel post, prepaid at $6.30 per half dozen (54 days treat-
ment). You will find it intensely gratifying to get results
in cases that "have gone the rounds" and did not get a
reaction till they reached you.

Yours very truly,
JOHN J. FULTON CO.

An interesting feature of the correspondence is the increasing number of physicians who put
two patients on the treatment and in due course reported both as responding, for instance

:

IOWA
"I divided the Diabetic agent between two patients—case one, Mrs. S— sugar was 2.83%, thirst is gone,

elimination nearly normal in quantity, gain in weight 11 pounds. Two examinations by highly competent
pathologists now show no trace of sugar.

Case two, Judge . Excretion was 126 ounces, sugar 4 per cent. On the thirtieth day total
urine was 74 ounces, sugar 1.4%, gain in weight 2 pounds.

ILLINOIS
This Physician ordered for two cases Diabetes. With his third order he reports—"I am getting splen-

did results. Both cases (females) were practically invalids and are now up doing as much work as ever
and gaining in flesh. But on standing a few hours test gets a slight trace of sugar, hence check for two
more treatments."

NEW YORK
Physician divided his first treatment between three patients. A little over 30 days later he re-ordered

stating that all were getting fine results. 40 days thereafter his third order reported the practical recov-
ery of all three and that he was starting a new patient. Two of the patients had been on injections for
several years.

WEST VIRGINIA
This physician put 4 Diabetics on this agent.
40 days later—First advices on the four cases as follows:
Mrs. H— , age 55. "Very anemic, had given up in despair when she came to me." Sugar drops 80%,

polyuria and thirst greatly reduced, pain has disappeared, marked improvement and patient again doing
her own house work.

Mrs. T— , age 52. Sugar 3% drops to a trace, polyuria much less, burning relieved and patient much
stronger, pains almost gone.

Mrs. D—, age 44. Sugar and polyuria reduced over half, patient's strength much improved.
Mrs. B— , age 47. Sugar has disappeared, polyuria abeut normal and strength much improved.
"I am delighted with the results so far. It is bringing me business. Only one thing wrong—you are

so far away. I have two more cases impatiently waiting last order."
OVER



ILLINOIS
Dr. writes with 3rd order, "Having: very good results—three cases under treatment. The first is sugar

free, s.g. 1020."
MICHIGAN

Dr. writes—"I have three cases of Diabetes and am prescribing the Diabetic Agen't. Must say I am
getting very good results."

MINNESOTA
The first case male (56) has gained 15 pounds, sugar reduced to a trace. Codein, etc., had failed.

Second case— (50) was in a bad way—high sugar, frequent urination, great loss of weight. All car-
dinal symptoms are abating. Has gained 8 pounds and prognosis now favorable.

INDIANA
Dr. writes, "I have two Diabetics, heavy with sugar (over 6 per cent) excessive polyuria and thirst,

heavy loss in weight and very weak."
First Report—Sugar reduced 50 per cent in one case and nearly 60 per cent In the other, polyuria

half in both cases, thirst scarcely any in one case and much improved in the other. Both are much
stronger and have gained in weight five and thirty pounds respectively— great improvement. We wrote
asking if he did not mean three instead of thirty pounds gained in case two. The Doctor replied "I mean
to say he has gained thirty pounds, not three—great improvement."

Third Report—thirst virtually gone, less polyuria, sugar much less S. G. 1026 and 1028 respectively.

Fourth Report—Case one improvement continues, patient two is at work.

NORTH DAKOTA
Physician writes from a Hospital of which he is in charge, stating that a brother and sister have

inherited Diabetes, one of 5 years and the other of 12 years development.
60 days later—both report progress with reorder in each case.

Later—The Doctor reports both improved and orders for a new case.

CALIFORNIA
Patient (Physician age 45) passing 2 ^ quarts with varying sugar, usual weakness, etc.

24 days later
—"I am improving but not as fast as I wish. Sugar now steady at a trace. I loaned one

of the units to a patient of mine. Her progress has been marvelous, so wish to place her on a full treat-
ment—check for same herein."

MISSOURI
Sent the treatment to this physician for a case of Diabetes in his family. He got such results he promptly

ordered for another patient.

Second Report—The two cases of Diabetes have improved so much they are out of my hands. (The
Dr. enclosed orders for 2 more patients).

MICHIGAN
Physician, State Med. Ex'r. for large Fraternal Organization, reports—"Have started the third Diabetic

case and now on the third unit with decided improvement. The two old patients continue to improve.
Rush duplicates for all three."

IOWA
Physician holding a chair in the faculty of an Eastern Medical College in a letter asking a question

c l0Sea—"i have used the Diabetic preparation in two cases in my practice with practically complete results

and have recommended it to fellow practitioners who have also (been successful."

CALIFORNIA
The patient from Taft went back feeling fine, pain gone, urine cleared up. Tests proved normal.

Another put on the Diabetic Rx was in today; all traces of sugar gone.

FLORIDA
"In both cases (Diahetes) it acted fine—yet one discontinued as soon as good results were obtained

and now I hear is as bad as ever. Check herein for another course, rush."

MISSOURI
Both physician and parent under treatment for Diabetes. He got such results in his own case that

he prescribed it for his parent, later reporting the disappearance of the sugar with corresponding physical
improvement.

OHIO
"Am using your Diabetic Rx with success and satisfaction. Have cured several and benefited all.

Would like to specialize in stomach and kidney but can't get away from general practice."

ILLINOIS
Diab.—"Both sugar and albumen went to a trace and patient began to gain from the alarming muscle

shrinkage. Feeling well enough to avoid expense she went without treatment over a month. . . . The
test now shows sugar in abundance, S. G. 1030. Am putting her on it again, order enclosed."

Later—As to the case (male ae't. 60) that I think is cured of Diabetes, will make assurance doubly
sure with another course—so duplicate last bill.

COLORADO
"I have used your preparation with good results. . . . Practically all have been helped. What

I want to know is whether they lose efficacy after prolonged use." (We have known of cases in which the

only effect seemed to be amelioration of symptoms in which it was taken off and on for several years with
continued results. In a typical case the report was "Do not feel nearly so well without it."—The follow-
ing from an Oregan physician also answers above—"My own father has used the Diab. Rx for the last

10 yrs- and while it has not cured him it has prolonged his life and made him comfortable altho he does
not live right."

NEW YORK
Army Surgeon age 45. "Discharged as permanently and totally disabled by Diabetes Mellitus."
Later the Dr. reported sugar decreasing and stronger in every way with complete disappearance of the

Neuritis. But feeling that the improvement was due to the Allen diet he stopped the treatment and con-
tinued the diet. Exactly one week later he wrote1

—"I commenced to feel badly again with reappearance of

the Neuritis." This caused the Dr. to decide his improvement was due to the treatment as he writes with
his reorder. He adds "have also prescribed quite successfully."

CALIFORNIA
My son 12 has Diab. s.g. 1040. "I understand Diab. in children is hard to manage."
20 days later—"No change."
20 days later

—"S. G. has dropped to 1030. I put another Diabetic on it and he is improving. Check
herein for further treatment for both." (Again regret to say we have small confidence as to the perma
nence of the improvement shown in cases of children or very young patients.—J. J. F. Co.)



It will be seen the folder summarizing results is so crowded with reports

there is no more room and it is impractical to enlarge it as it already contains

more matter than Physicians have time to read. Hence, we are unable to present

even epitomes of the Professional reports that are accumulating. For instance,

the following will show the very interesting character of reports arriving after
the close of the demonstration.

ILLINOIS
Doctor writes - "I am one of the physicians who ,gave your treatment a try-

out several years ago and have been practically immune until recently. There is

now a severe recurrance, s.g. 1030 up every hour at night. Where is the nearest

point to obtain another course?"
(Our record shows that in 1918 the Dootor eliminated the sugar and symptoms

in his own case and shortly thereafter put another Diabetic on the treatment with
like results.)

Later - "''When I last wrote you I was struggling with a spec. grav. that

would not budge and a sugar content that was annoying. When half through with
the second course it came to normalcy and I have been fine since."

ILLINOIS
Doctor writes, "I have had Diabetes over three years. Send 54 day treatment".
First report - Dr. in reordering wrote he was drinking "large quantities of

railk," As the improvement was slow he discontinued the milk (milk is prohibited-
J.J.F.Co.) and then got "very gratifying results" and now states "am very much
encouraged."

Second report - "The result is very gratifying. My tolerance for carbo-
hydrates has greatly increased - so much so that I got no sugar reaction except
once last eight days and then it disappeared in three hours. Check herein for
Treatment for two relatives both of whom have large quantities of sugar."

ILLINOIS
Dr. writes, "Am 64, have had Diabetes 2 yrs.
1st report - Improvement in all symptoms.
2nd report - This morning am sugar free, s.g. 1020. Better in every way.
3rd report 2 months later - Progressing nicely. Am indulging some starch

and canned fruit without any evidence of sugar. No thirst or polyuria, s.g. 102'",

Check for reorder.

ILLINOIS
Dr. wrote previously he had three cases on the treatment with good results.
A rush reorder closes, "I have a case of 20 years standing, just finishing

the third Rx; sugar content reduced to about one per cent and gaining in every
way. Greatly pleased and so am I."

TEXAS
C.O.D., rush, for a patient with Diabetes needing the treatment badly.
2 months later - Patient doing nicely. Sugar disappeared 20th day. Poly-

uria reduced half* C.O.D. another course.
IOWA

Doctor writes - "Check herein for 54 day treatment for patient, age 60, with
Diabetic Gangrene.

Later - Dr, reorders reporting - "Patient had an ulcer on left foot for 3

yrs., and three ulcers on right foot for 6 mos., a piece of bone an inch long
sloughing behind the small toe. All ulcers healed, patient still on treatment."

KANSAS
"Send C.O.D. 54 day treatment for Diabetes."
Report - "Send another. My patient is sugar free today but I think I had

better give him another treatment." (it is important to continue the treatment
1 to 2 mos. after sugar and symptoms have disappeared, the last month in half
doses.

)
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Epitomizing the results obtained by Physicians
throughout the United States in BRIGHT'S
DISEASE under a new approach. Issued by
JNO. J. FULTON CO., 88 First Stret, San
Francisco. Calif.

Renal Digest
January, 1929

Announcing a revolutionary innocuous herbal agent that so decisively re-

duces albumen and symptoms in Bright's Disease, that to give the Medical

Profession a practical demonstration we inaugurated the most comprehensive

and convincing program we could conceive of, viz.: we tried to reach every

Physician in America having Bright's Disease himself or in his family. Pro-

posals offering the demonstration were mailed to the Physicians listed in the

American Medical Directory.

It seemed reasonable to assume that no Physician having Bright's Disease

himself or in his family would send several thousand miles for further meas-
ures, who had not already exhausted the local prescription counters, and that

therefore the only response would be from cases that were chronic or had
resisted treatment, and as a rule would seem impossible. It was under these

difficult conditions that the offers, over 140,000, went forward.

The impossible cannot happen even once, hence we felt a hundred demon-
strations in Bright's Disease would be sufficient, but did not suspend till nearly

three times that number had applied. To be accurate two hundred and ninety-

eight Physicians asked for the demonstration, many reporting the chronic

form, some reporting dropsy, others that convulsions were in evidence, and
some advising that they had tried nearly everything else without results.

All were served. From these we have had nearly 300 reports. Some
withheld their results, and again others sent several reports recording the

progressive stages. It will be seen that they overwhelmingly attest the ability

of this agent (for Rationale see fourth page) to reduce albumen and symptoms
in Bright's Disease, over four-fifth's reporting the usual response to the treat-

ment. Under such adverse conditions, the vital fact that four-fifth's of the

reports could show favorable reactions seemed so improbable that we had the

accuracy of the epitomes of the first hundred officially certified and deposited

the original reports and the entire correspondence, involving hundreds of let-

ters, in Wells Fargo's Safe Deposit Vaults in this City, as a permanent
record of the results herein reported. Results per hundred are results per

thousand, and are now simply cumulative.

We only invited reports during the demonstration, anticipating that after

the reaction had started, and the albuminous waste was seen to be decreasing

and symptoms softening, Physicians would continue thereafter as necessary.

Hence many of the reports only cover the first month or so. As to character

and permanence of results see fourth page for some cases in which albumen
and symptoms were eliminated from five to twenty years ago, the patients still

being about and active at last advices.

And we call particular attention to the fact that both acute and chronic

forms were reported as yielding, the term "chronic" apparently being no longer

a bar where there is a fair heart and recuperative power. And what is also im-
pressive is the fact that a number of the recoveries reported were in cases so

extreme that tapping was required. One writer of National reputation goes
back nearly 30 years to find a case of Bright's Disease in which recovery was
reported after tapping. In view of this fact the writer asked a Specialist in

Renal diseases, who had reported a number of recoveries in which he had to

tap from two to twenty times, if he had ever seen a patient recover after tapp-
ing under any other treatment. He replied that he had not.

From nearly 300 reports, less than one-fifth of which state there were no
results, we select the following as of particular interest. In those marked
ttt the Physician was the patient, tf a member of his family, t a patient.

Vice Pres. State Med. Assn. fff
Age 03, Nephritis, S. G. 1010, large quan-

tities pale urine. Duration several years.

Virility almost nil. Polyuria interfering with
rest.

45 days later
—"S. G. today is 1020 and

for two nights now have had to get up but
once. Not only feel better, but the virility

is now all that could be reasonably asked.
When our State Med. Assn. meets I shall tell

them in a paper that will be heard over this

State.
30 days later

—"Am holding my own in all

respects including virility. Have had my
druggist stock it and am prescribing it with
marked success.''

Later— "Still improving. Am prescribing
with gratifying results. Am preparing to

specialize in Kidney with the Comp. for the

sheet anchor.'

'

Later— "S. G. now 1025, no thirst or other
of the symptoms, virility what it should be.

You may give my name to any Dr. who wishes
to write.'

'

Illinois fff
Physician, age 50, Major, Medical Corps,

U. S. A. Chronic Interstitial Nephritis.
First Report—"The alb. has decreased be-

fore, but have found it but twice since be-

ginning your treatment. . . It seems to be
very soothing to the genito urinary tract.

The blood pressure which was 187 systolic

2 months ago is now 160. I would like to

see the casts disappear." (We are sending
another 60-day course to that end.)

Second Report—"I found fruit acids

brought back large traces of albumen. I

turned to canned fruits with an alkaline

water. The Compound then produced imme-
diate results and there is now no albumen;
pus and blood cells are less; casts are de-

creasing and am feeling much better. I am
prescribing.'

'

Third Report—"Am continuing to make
satisfactory progress. Albumen is rarely
found now.

Ohio ff
Physician writes, "It has been a pleasure

to use your treatment in a number of cases
with most gratifying results. Among my
cases my father-in-law owes his life (acute
Bright's Dis.) to your preparation, and I am
glad to express my very great satisfaction.'

'

New Jersey f
A Physician in a small place in New Jer-

sey wrote for a demonstration, patient 28, alb.

4%, s. g. 1005. With his order for the third
treatment he wrote, "Albumen has dropped
75%. All symptoms have disappeared. Rx
1 is wonderful and I will always use it. You
will hear from me again."
We have since heard from him so often

that our books show he has prescribed over
150 nine-day units, thus showing the impor-
tant part it is playing in his practice. We
would judge he is more or less specializing in

kidney complaints.
West Virginia ff

Dr. writes—"My wife 3 yrs. ago had
Chronic Nephritis carrying 40% alb. After
taking one doz. of Rx 1 the alb. entirely dis-

appeared and she regained perfectly well
until last week when headache set in, and
upon examination found considerable alb.

again so started her on it at once. Send
half doz. by express."

Ohio fff
Doctor writes "Am 50 and have had al-

buminuria 3 years. Alb. 4% and eyesight
getting bad. If as represented will be de-

lighted to use it."
40 ds later—"No urinalysis yet but I am

feeling much better."
30 ds later—Alb. cut in half. Was hurt

in auto accident and did not take it while in

bed. Have only part of treatment left. Please
favor me again. Will send detailed report
later.

Missouri •}••$•

Age 23, albumen 9.2%, spec. grav. 1006,
casts numerous, oedema, 19 months dura-
tion.

One month later the Doctor noted "marked
improvement in patient's general condition"
and. in due course reported following albu-

AlbumenInitial
2nd Test
3rd Test
4th Test
5th Test
6th Test
7th Test
Final Test

The Doctor w
the first month

9.2%
5.5%
2.8%>
1.4%
1.0%
0.6%
0.5%
none

aent'te that the in

s out of all proportion to

the albumen and that the rapid decline in the
albumen thereafter was especially interesting.
"The only other treatment was Blauds Pills
one t. i. d. with regulated diet."

Final Report, 30 days later
—"Today there

is not a trace of albumen and the condition
of the patient has gone along with the im-
provement in the percentage. I consider this
a perfectly marvelous recovery. Your pre-
paration is head and shoulders above anything
I have ever seen. I want to thank yon for
your cooperation in furnishing a thorough
clinical demonstration . and I shall lose no
opportunity to cite this case to my col-

leagues.' '

Later— "Since reporting the last case of
Nephritis I have had another remarkable re-
duction under Oomp. One. Will report this
and some other cases in the future. Send
literature to Dr. S—. I was showing him
some of my case histories and he is much
interes'ed.

Minnesota +•$••$•

Dr. writes—my own case—Two diagnoses
(1) Diab. Insipidus (2) Interstitial Nephritis.
S. G. as low as 1000 at times, both hyaline
and granular casts. No alb., no sug. (On
the theory of Nephritis we wrote we believed
he would get results under Rx One.)

There was an unusually quick response the
Dr. reporting that following the first unit he
began sleeping better and the s. g. was im-
proved.

Second Report—Gradual improvement in
every way. S. G. at times reaching 1020 to
1022. Fine vigor.

Third Report—"Last tests negative in
every wav,' * the Dr. writing that he was
prescribing.

Pittsburg -J*

Dr. reports on a case of "sub-acute Nephri-
tis." "Female age 32. Employed the usual
Materia M*edica and as a last resort gave
Comp. Albumen has left, uric headaches
and nervous symptoms have disappeared. Has
gained 30 lbs., and is living comfortably. Am
anxious to use it further and am writing for
prices."

California *i*

Dr. writes—"Two years ago I had a case
of Cardio Vascular Renal disease in which I

used the Rx for Bright's Disease. Tho I
lost my case from Influenza I was so favor-
ably impressed by its good work that now I

wish to try it in my own case. What is the
nearest point to me where it can be had."

Arkansas +fi-
Surgeon writes, "Have been suffering with

acute Bright's for nearly a year, lately some
blood and sugar. Am on saltless and sugar
free diet.'

'

35 days later—Alb. drops three-fourths,
casts have disappeared, ureamic and general
conditions improved except blood in urine is

still present. About out of the treatment,
anxious to continue.

Massachusetts f

+

' 'I have a boy ( 19 ) seriously ill with
acute Nephritis. Alb. 55% ( bulk). Drop-
sical distention very excessive. Am wonder-
ing if your treatment will help."

30 days later
— "I believe he is improv-

ing. Albumen reduced about 5%. Oedema
is lessening, but is still great. Patient is in

a very serious condition but I feel a little

encouragement.'

'

20 days later—"The
ning to show improvemt
an encouraging nature."

30 days later—"I am happy to be able to

say the patient is doing wonderfully well.
Until three weeks ago improvement was small,

but since then a wondrous change has come
about and I am firmly convinced that ultimate
recovery is not too much to be hoped for.

Later I will give more of the real facts."
90 days later—"I want to thank you for

the most unexpected and thoroly satisfactory
results. His was the most desperate case of
acute Nephritis I ever came in contact with
that recovered. In bed 8 months, albumen
55%, casts of all descriptions, total 24 hours
urine 1 to 2 ounces, oedema frightful. All
efforts were of no avail. In desperation I

answered your circular, altho, I did not have
the slightest faith, but I have quite the con-

trary feeling now. Patient is now working,
strong, good flesh, and feels perfectly well,

urine 50 to 55 ounces. The daily routine
now is a diet of good living, with the Com-
pound ( 1 ) in an effort to get rid of the
remaining 1%% of albumen. The micros-
cope now shows nothing pathological."

West Virginia •}

Female—age 57—'Bright's Disease (con-

tracted kidney) alb. 6 gms. per liter with
casts and some blood, violent headaches, mus-
cular twitchings.

First Retport—-"Alb. reduced one-third,
pain less, muscular twitchings about gone."

Second Report—Alb. 4 grms. pr liter but
sugar is now showing.

Third Report—Alb. 1% gTms., sugar in-

creasing altho she seems better and stronger.
Fourth Report—Alb. 1 grm.—sug. con-

tinues to increase.
Fifthi Report—Considerable improvement

since last report. Sugar that was abundant
has disappeared. Alb. 1 grm. pus and blood
none. S.G. 1020. General health good and
sleeping well.

Texas ff
Doctor writes: "My wife has a bad case

of Bright's, advanced stage, albumen 20 to

25%, advanced oedema of entire body, most
every form of treatment has failed."

This brief statement made the case look
critical to us, our feeling being that oedema
covering entire bodv often indicates extremis,
and we wrote a month later as to the results.
Receiving no report we feared he had not
received it in time to get a reaction. How-
ever some months later the Doctor re-ordered
and reported ac follows:

"I used the Compound in her case with
the greatest satisfaction and gratifying re-

sults. The albumen disappeared and the
case cleared up. She fully recovered her
usual health."

Arkansas ^f ?•

I am the patient, age 58, alb. % of 1%,
blood pressure 175, some vertigo.

60 ds later—Decrease in alb. 75% and 20
points drop in blood pressure.

60 ds later—"I am very glad to state I

am better than when I wrote you last. Have
gained 5 lbs. Send another course, C.O.D."

Wisconsin ff •?

Am suffering with Chronic Bright's S. G.
1010, alb. 5%.

First Report—"Albumen has decreased
over half and I feel quite a bit better. Have
ordered a further suDnl^ "

South Dakota f
Bright's. Kxtreme case; nearly moribund;

age 70; albumen at times nearly solid, casts,
urine scant, dropsy extreme (bowels and
legs.)

30 ds later—"Improvement slight but still

hope.'

'

30 ds later—'"Patient slowing gaining.
50 ds later—"Dropsy is nearly gone. Was

bedfast for a long time but is walking freely
about the house. No abnormal urine con-
stituents, good eoler and quantity about nor-
mal. Blood pressure at one time 200 is
nearly normal, and in all he is in fair shape.
He was almost moribund when put on this
treatment. The patient, a highly respected
citizen, (had been the rounds, 6 or 7 doc-
tors,) is more grateful than I can tell you.
Still on Comp. 1 with 4 Anasarcine tablets
dadly and a morning saline."

Ohio f
Physician wired to San Francisco, sug-

gesting urgency. Alb. 3%, marked oedema,
intermittent heart.

40 days later—"S. G. 1018, Alb. none,
Oedema none, heart quite regular. Cleared
up rapidly, on your treatment. Will use it

Alabama fff
The Doctor wired to San Francisco for

Comp One due to the following— "About one-
half of my urine coagulates on heat and acid
test.'

'

First Report—"I have been on the treat-

ment for a month and albumen has disap-
peared. How long do you advise continu-
ance?" Ans.—from two to three mos., last
month on half doses.

But the Dr. suspended. Later he wroto
"the alb. returned when I stopped. C. O. D.
% dozen."

Later—Dr.'s wife writes he passed away
before the order arrived. Consulting physi-
cian confirms cause as apoplexy due to

Chronic Bright's.

Missouri +
A St. Louis Physician prescribed the Renal

Agent for a brother Physician w>th albu-
minuric Retinitis, age 58, alb. V2 of 1%, S.G.
1014, Hyaline casts, expressing the hope
that it would do more for the patient "than
the treatment he has been taking."

35 days later—"S. G. 1018, alb. trace,
casts none, gaining in weight."

30 days later—Improvement continues; du-
plicate.

Massachusetts *J-f

Dr.'s son. 18 yrs. old, alb. 1^%, 7 yrs.
standing, during some acute attacks urine
solid in the glass. Some dropsy. If it helps
you'll hear from me often. Fifth week—con-
ditions improving, marked decrease in alb.

(half) and still decreasing. This is the only
thing I have ever found that decreased the
alb. and am encouraged. Dup. with bill.

New York -f-^*

Female— "Bright's S. G. 1004. Alb. 2%,
Casts, etc. If successful will use in all my
cases.'

'

1 mo. later—We asked for report writing
"if you are getting the usual results you
should now find the albumen decreasing."

Reply— "Getting the usual results. C.O.D.
1 doz."

West Virginia f }•

Male—Albumen 5%.
40 days later—At the end of the first half

of the treatment—"The patient has gained
5 lbs., and aiburaen has reduced to a mere
trace. I feel sure when he has taken v*e
balance he will be free from the disease I

thank you and will prescribe."
West Virginia ff

Female?—Bright's 4 yrs., S. G. 1003, Alii.

4%. general dropsy—unable to relieve her.
First report—Am pleased to report marked

• prnvpment—S. G. 1014, Alb. 2 per cent.



ii wJio controlled
wn case (Chronic
vera! patients on

iih alb. and

Kentucky

Reported by a physit

critical symptoms in bis

Bright' s) and now has
the treatment.

1—-A farmer, 68, low
"passing almost pure bio >d—had to niter it

before 1 could examine it. The first four
weeks showed no resul s. The next two
showed first signs of imj rovenient. At the

last ex. 10 days ago bljo had stopped, e.g.

1018, no alb., marked imp-- vement in weight,
strength and spirits. Without my previous
experience would not have had much faith in

his recovery. I consider this case remark-
able."

2— "Female—apparently a complete re-

covery.'
'

"Have some others improving I will report

on."
North Carolina iff

A physician in North Carolina who reports

his experience with this agent "running over

a number of -"ears" has been ' 'universally

satisfactory" writes he now has Chronic In-

terstitial Nephritis himself with large trace

of albumen, botu hyaline and granular casts,

blood pressure 180 systolic and 90 diasys-

tolic. He asks whether Comp. One should

help or binder his blood pressure.
As dropsy, common in these cases, is due

to excessive blood pressure forcing the thin

aqueous constituents of the blood thru the

veins and cell walls into the tissues, and com-
monly responds to this agent it follows that

the modification of abnormal blood pressure

in these cases is not only a logical sequence
but automatically attends the declining drop-

sy. (In mild cases the dropsy frequently
responds to this agent without purgation but
when it is excessive or obstinate it is the

safest plan go aid the Renal agent with the

usual heart and eliminative measures such
oases call for.—J. J. F. Co.)

St. Louis iff
I have been turned down by several In-

surance Companies. Albumen 2%.
Three mos. later

—"No question about its

value in Bright's Disease. Am now using it

in every case needing an aphrodisiac. No
failures so far. That is remarkable." We
wrote asking if he meant that he was pre-

scribing it in cases calling for aphrodisiacs
whether due to albumenous drain or not.

The Doctor replies—"Every case—indepen-
dent of Bright's Disease

—

that's exactly what
J mean. '

' ( Altho this preparation contains
nn aphrodisiacs, see formula, some of the
reasons why it acts as an aphrodisiac, as in

this and the case immediately preceding, will

be found in the Rationale on fourth page.)

Pennsylvania f
Have a case of Bright's Disease showing a

large amount of albumen, am anxious to try

it on.
60 ds later—Tests show decided decrease

in albumen but symptoms seem slow to yield.

Check for another course.

Pennsylvania f
Have been looking for just such a prepara-

tion. Please send Rx 1.

30 ds later
— "Alb. less. S.G. 1020 (was

1012). Blood pressure 140 (was 160), heart
condition slightly improved—case shows slow
gradual improvement."

Nebraska if
Patient, relative, 58, alb. 5M>%, s. g. 1006.
60 ds later— "Patient much better, alb.

cut to a trace, s. g. practically normal and
general condition much improved. Am con-
tinuing the treatment."

Los Angeles f -J*f
Am much interested in your preparations.

I prescribed Rx 1 for a patient and in tha
short time it was administered we saw very
encouraging results. Seud late literature.
May take it myself.

Massachusetts •(-

Physician asks for the treatment for a case
of albuminuria, closing, "I desire to give the
treatment a thorough trial."

60 days later
— "The patient is improving.

Send further supply."

Missouri f
Reporting on a case of "severe acute

Nephritis'', alb. 9% with dropsy and anemia
in which alb. and symptoms were eliminated
by the Renal Comp. nearly a year ago the
Doctor now writes that the urine remains
clear.

Pittsburgh iff
Alb. 10%; S.G. 1012. If it does me good

will prescribe.
30 ds later—Have not been on a strict diet,

am hard worked and must eat. However
has decreased about half; s.g. 1019;
bottle Rx 1.

Detroit fff
First Report—Albumen 5%
Second " " Nil—

w

"Am attending to practice ^

vous, listless feeling of a yeai
Tennessee fff

Bright's—"Dropsy from head to foot."
Albumen not stated. Third month dropsical
effusion disappeared. "Was surprised. Have
practiced 40 years."

Texas f
Bright's Disease. Patient 9 year old girl—the Doctor does not disclose the % of al-

bumen—dimply reporting "most pleasing re-
sults."

California
First Report—Albumen
90 days later—Albume

cided improvement.'

'

"This case has been going on since the
Spanish War and was pronounced hopeless
by Dr. S. a friend of mine. The change is

remarkable and I will admit I did not expect
it. ShouH it be permanent it will be almost
unbelievable. I would rather pay for it my-
self than have him stop taking it."

third

(provement.
r ith general im-
vithout the ner-
ago."

f
2%— "constant.'

a trace—with d<

Chicago
Hearing that a Chicago Physician had had

a long distance professional call to treat a

critical case of Bright's Disease we were
particularly interested in knowing the cir-

cumstances and the outcome. From an ex-

tended report we now quote the loiiowing:

"Ajn glad to state that I did go all that
distance on a professional call. Was called

by wire as the case had been pronounced
hopeless by five Physicians. On arrival pro-

ceeded direct to the hospital. The patient

had been in the hospital six wteiis. vv as

carried in unconscious and failed to respond
to treatment further than to regain conscious-

ness. Had not been able to he down or re-

cline on either side. Twenty-four hour urine
teu ounces to one pint. Constant nausea, im-

paired vision, oedema very extensive from
head to feet, the usual picture of a so-called
"hopeless" case. Patient about thirty years
of age. The two doctors in charge "hoped I

would not change the treatment' (Nux & Fer-
rum) as it was only a case of a "few days"
and a change might hasten death. I took full

charge of the case giving maximum doses of

the Kenal agent, aiding with other measures
the symptoms called for. He showed improve-
ment within 24 hours. At end of week the
doctors could hardly believe it, so they took
blood, pressure and examined the eyes, the
patient having stated that improved vision
and loss of nausea were the first changes he
noticed.'

"The patient weighed more than 165
pounds; this was weight at end of two weeks'
treatment when I first dared to have him
moved on the scales. When we got the water
out of him (without tapping) he weighed 139
pounds.'

'

"After six weeks' treatment we had him
removed. He was dressed and able to help
himself, tho he was not permitted to try to

walk. In spite of bad weather he continued
to improve and was able to walk into the
hotel and has continuously improved since.
The cas<> had 50% of albumen and as low as
ten ounces of urine. When taken from the
hospital the case still showed 3% of albumen.
Later analysis showed no albumen and the
quantity of urine normal. He is doing busi-
ness in New York City today (two years
later.—J. J. F. Co.). He looks as well as he
ever did and says he never felt better. Am
taking no risks in this case. He is still us-

ing Compound and keeping a restricted diet

as to moat. I want to thank you for getting
your literature into my hands and I am pass-
ing it on to those not too "iron-clad" to
recognize its usefulness."

Shanghai f
An American nhysician enjoying an im-

portant practice in Shanghai, China, reports
good results in a number of cases of Bright's
Disease in all of which the prognoses were
bad. In one, member of a wealthy family,
patient had been in the hands of the best
European physicians in Shanghai. In bed a
year. Heart seriously involved. Pulse 160.
Usual albumen and heavy casts. Oedema ex-
cessive. He put her on the Renal Comp,
(Rx 1) with salines. The third week the al-

bumen and casts reduced to a trace, the oede-
ma had disappeared and shortly thereafter
patient was out of bed. The Doctor had had
6 cases without a failure which caused him to

add—"These are better results than reported
in your Bulletin." (The Doctor asked what
the practice is as to continuance of the treat-
ment after the albumen has been taken up.
The most experienced advise continuance for
two to three months, the last month in half
doses.—J. J. F. Co.)

(This physician's interest in this treatment
was due to the fact that a relative was in
1901 critically ill with Bright's and when put
on this treatment by attending physician the
latter had exhausted the usual resources and
considered an early fatality inevitable. With-
in 30 days there was a reaction and a few
months later patient returned to his business,
passing away 16 years later due to an acute
return of the disease. Several times during
the 16 years the albumen returned and was
on each occasion reduced by a course of the
Renal Rx. which caused the physician to have
this agent stocked in Shanghai.)

Texas f
Report on 3 cases—all critical—The young

lady (15) is doing well—no oedema—eye-
sight all right—no pain over heart or kidney.
Albumen still continues with a few casts.
Her immense improvement all around has at-
tracted great attention as the family is well-
known, connected with one of our former
United States Senators.

Second case—broken down with dissipa-
tion, swollen from head to foot—retinitis, etc.,

too far gone—succumbed.
Third case—improving rapidly. Oedema

now entirely gone and all other symptoms
much improved. Am pretty well convinced
it is the remedy.

New Jersey ff
Chronic Nephritis for over 10 years.
June 11, S.G. 1008, Alb. 7%, casts numer-

ous.
Aug. 10, S. G. 1014. Alb. 5%, casts few.
"There have been variations in the albu-

men due to the nervous condition but the
condition as a whole is improved, oedema
having disappeared and but few casts now
appearing."

Connecticut iff
"Am pleased to report am improving. The

Alb. (l<7r) disappeared the tenth day. Cys-
titis is better—urine clearing." The Dr.'s
first letter was written in pencil "on a|c of
trembling." The last was written with pen.

Pennsylvania ff
Girl. 17, Alb. 5%, losing weight etc.
1st Report—''Patient has moved—they re-

port she appears better."

Physician
my little gi:

Kentucky iff
writes—"Excuse stationery as
is writing at my dictation. Am
i Bright's Disease. Have not

been in my office for over a year. Will be
glad to try your treatment."" (History shows
ureamic convulsions.)

40 days later
—"The quantity of urine has

not decreased any but the infiammatory pro-

cess seems to be abating, the albumen has
reduced and the terrible rigor pains are not
so severe or often. On the whole I feel I am
improving. (The copious urine, blood casts,

and helplessness of the patient disclosed by
the correspondence, suggested contracted kid-
ney, one of the most refractory forms of

Chrouic Interstitial Nephritis, and we sent a
second half dozen in the hope that it would
begin to reduce the excessive urine blood and
casts, and awaited the second report with
unusual interest.)

Second Report—40 days later
—"Would

have answered before but was waiting to have
my urine examined. I am bound to admit
that I am improved. My urine is consider-
ably improved. It has cleared up and is not
over half the quantity. Very few casts, if

any at all. Albumen is less than 3 per cent;
S. G. 1011. The pains have about left me."

Third Report—"Improving nicely—weight,
strength and spirits much improved; can
walk 6 to 8 squares, stomach nearly normal
again, headaches about subsided, eyes much
better, can eat most anything, albumen less,

casts disappearing, no ureamic convulsions
since taking the Compound." (The Doctor is

now out again and writes from down town
for the first time.)

Fourth ReDort— "Still improving; S. G.
1012. Albumen and casts less,' pain almost
entirely gone and gaining weight and strength.
Have 20 days more of the second treatment
and believe by that time will be relieved."

Fifth Report—Still improving—have gained
15 lbs. last 35 days.

Sixth Report—From a long, final report
we quote—"Think I'm about well. S. G.
1016, alb. trace; heart sound; sleep well;
ravenous appetite; in active practice going
when and where I please. Will write you
about some very interesting cases I have."

The Dr. later reported several cases of
Bright's yielding including one extremely
serious case.

Colorado fif
This physician (63 years of age) Surgeon

for a large Colorado Oorooration, writes ' 'I

am a victim of Bright's Disease myself, aver-
aging about 4 per cent of albumen. Have
been in active practice 39 years. Haven't
had a day's vacation for four years so it was
about time for something to set in."

50 days later—"At first I had to go slow
on account of my stomach but now I can take
three full doses a day and the albumen has
diminished to almost none at all. Some days
no trace of it. Then, possibly a slight trace
for a day or two. And I feel better generally
therefore am much encouraged."

Vermont •$•%•

Female—Albuminuria, age 43, bloats a lit

tie, headaches, digestive disturbance, with loss
of strength.

First Report— "Patient is doing well; Al-
bumen that was 2 to 4 per cent is now none
at times, and she is stronger and doing well
generally."

Second Report—Patient doing finely, is

stronger and bloat has ceased.

Pennsylvania ++{•
Bright's Disease of long standing with

complications involving an operation for
cholecystotomy. Following the first three
weeks of the treatment without giving the
albumen index, the physician reports—a de-
cided change has taken place in my physical
condition." In explanation of delay in
acknowledgment he adds—"I wanted to bo
sure where to give credit before making a
positive statement."

Milwaukee i
Bright's Disease with ascites— Albumen

3%.
Second Report— "Is improving." Albu*

Third" Report— "If she improves like the
last month, I have hopes she will get well."

Massachusetts iii
Chronic Bright's. age 58, S. G. 1010, Alb.

159J,, quantity 2 qts. in 24 hrs. Had lost 25
lbs. and still losing, anaemic, languid, wanted
to lie down continually, generally miserable.

Four weeks later—"3rd day noted change
for the better. Today S. G. is 1015, alb.
5%—have gained 12 lbs. and still gaining

—

good flesh too—wonderful improvement in
strength and giving at least 12 hrs. daily to
my practice. People remark the change. I

consider it a wonderful change—almost be-
yond belief."
Month later— "Alb. 3%. Gaini
ay.'

every

ttf
5. Med Reserve
una wi th easts."
) make urinalysis

alb.

Massachusetts
' 'Discharged from TJ.

Corps for persistent albumi
2nd Report—"No time i

(due to flu) but am feeling bette

Florida ++
Female. "Interstitial Nephr

heavy.'

'

First Report—S. G. 1008, Alb. 1%.
Fourth Week— S. G. 1012, Alb. % of 1%

1 'greatly improved.'

'

Illinois i
Brieht's; girl 16 years—>"If it helps her

will use it in my cases of Bright's.
First Report—Alb. 4%.
Final Report—Alb. "trace." "All symp-

toms better. She thinks she is cured. I ex-
pect to use this Comp. in all my severe
cases

"

In another case reported due to the definite
character of the diagnosis, the physician
writes as follows:

"I have a lady 68 who had been pro-
nounced incurable at Johns Hopkins. I have
the letter she brought from there stating she
had mitral lesion with Chronic Bright's. The
specific gravity was 1004, albumen continuous
for months. Dyspnoea and heart so much
involved I feared she would not make it. In
less than a year I saw the albumen disap-
pear and the specific gravity return to 1020
and since then she has been going any and
everywhere. I may want some of the Renal
Rx for myself if I can stay home long enough
to take it."

Arkansas i
Div. Surg. K. C. S. R-. R. Co. reports on

an employe— "I found a typical case of
Chronic Interstitial Nephritis. On inquiring
as to the treatment found he was on the
Renal Rx and responding. To my great sur-
prise he made a complete recovery and re-

turned to his work out of this Division."
In a later report he wrote that thereafter

he "had given both preparations repeated
tests with happy results," and closed with
the observation that he might have something
to say at the next meeting of the State Medi-
cal Society.

New Jersey i
Chronic Bright's Disease S. G. 1005, Alb.

4%.
1st Report—Beginning to look hopeful.
2nd Report— "Alb. reduced to 1%; all

symptoms have disappeared and patient is

gaining in weight. You will hear from me
again.'

'

Shall use and recommend it every oppor-
tunity.

3rd Report—-Mv patient is getting along
finely. Duplicate with bill.

4th Report—"Patient doing fine—duplicate
again."

Minnesota
Referring to the results reported to him in

an "aggravated case of Bright's Disease"
this physician writes it is "suggested that
we devote a part of our Sanatorium to kid-

ney disease, using your methods of treatment.
I write for full information with the idea of
specializing in Bright's Disease, etc."

Wisconsin fff
"Nephritis since July, 1918. Alb. 5%,

high blood pressure—have tried dieting and
usual treatment."

Three weeks later—alb. is reduced to 3%.
Excuse pencil but am busy plus because I

feel better. (Am taking Tinct Podophyllum
and Pot. Citrate with it.)

Texas fff
Age 73. "S. G. 1008. Alb. over 20 per

cent.'

'

2nd Report— "Alb. 2 per cent. Skin get-
ting more moist—feeling better." (The drop
in the alb. is so heavy the Dr. writes he
questions the accuracy of his own figures.)

3rd Report—S. G. 1012 to 1015. Alb. less
than 1%.

Mississippi
Nine letters from this physician report re-

coveries in "several cases of Bright's Dis-
ease" under the Renal agent, youngest 5
yrs., oldest 72 yrs., one of which was critical.

In one of the letters he says "it is the only
thing I have ever seen", etc.

Virginia "|"H-
"The results are quite satisfactory _and in

advance of my expectations. How "perma-
nent they are time must disclose. Mail fur-
ther literature." (As to permanence, cases
will be found on 4th page dating back 5 to
20 years—J. J. F. Co.)

Missouri f
This physician. Ex-official of the State

Medical Association reports—"The Comp.
seems to have removed all trace "f albumi* i

in my own case. Whether it will return I

cannot say."

Ohio ff
Female. Alb. 3% with casts.
First Report—"Patient responded favora-

bly, alb. decreasing, S. G. 1015, dropsy less-
ened. But a liver trouble is interfering."

Second Report— "She is much better."

Massachusetts
"The decided improvement" shown the

first day (very unusual—J. J. F. Co.) in "a
complicated case of Bright's with severe
dropsy" caused this physician to write for
"all the information possible."

Montana
"Am getting good results in two very

obstinate cases of Bright's Disease and gen-
eral dropsy. Have been prescribing it for
several years with satisfactory results."

California •{-M*
"Bright's Disease of long standing."
First Report—Albnmpn 2%— "Constant".
3 months later—Alb. 1%— "Patient is bet-

ter.'
'

Michigan ff
Dr.'s uncle. Albumen 2%%, heart involved.
First Report— "14th day—the patient has

improved to an appreciable extent."

Texas f
"Using your preparations with uniform

success. Give best price in quantity lots. I

do my own dispensing."

Ohio ifi
It is doing the work. Alb. 4% has dropped

to */* of 1% and have several patients on it

with good results."

Texas if
Male. Alb. 5% S. G. 1002.
First Report Albumen less, S. G. 10 JO, al-

tho I cannot get him to diet.

Kansas f
"Duplicate last order. It seems to do the



Missouri -H*i-
"I have been using successfully, for 7

years, your Compound for Bright's Disease
troth in my practice and in my family, hav-
ing cured myself of Bright's."

The Doctur writes that, five years before,
she was treated by "Leading Seattle and la-
coma Physicians who sent her to Arizona
giving her about six months."
On the way through San Francisco she

learned of this treatment. Two months later
oedema and alb. had disappeared. The Doc-
tor continued the Compound at intervals of
two months for two years and the day she
wrote she stated she was well, and without a
trace of albumen.
The Doctor writes she has "Prescribed it

for no less than a dozen cases" but that in
several of the last cases "it did not bring
the brilliant results it formerly did" and she
asks if there has been a change in the for-
mula. There has been no change. The Doc-
tor simply met some of the failures that are
bound to be encountered.

Colorado f-f-j-
Chronic Nephritis— bad, have passed

blood."
First Report—"Have taken half. Feei

better in every way. Alb. only a trace now.
No casts or other unfavorable conditions."

Missouri }•

"I am sending you copies of urinalyses in
3 more cases. Two are discharged. The
other I expect to discharge soon so far as the
Nephritis is concerned altho I expect to keep
them under strict observation for some time.
I am coming to depend entirely on the Comp.
for the urinary picture tho the anemia and
heart receive due consideration. However,
the Compound is the essential treatment in
these cases. My results are spreading and
the patients represent an increasing field of
practice. The last patient came to me from
Chicago on the advice of friends here. I do
not hesitate to advise my professional friends
to look into the preparation." The urinaly-
ses follow:

First test Final test
1. (W. H.) alb. 3.2% alb. none
2 - (W. B.) " 2J.% " trace
3. (V. W.) " 1.6% " none

Minnesota ft+
Conflict in Diagnosis, 1st, Interstitial Ne-

phritis: 2nd, Diab. Insipidus. S. G-. 1000 to
1012, with large quantities pale urine, casts,
headaches, insomnia, nervous. Am weak bod-
ily and at times mentally. "You are aware
text books claim no treatment is of much
if any benefit." Send Rx 1.

1st Report—While waiting found bottle
Comp. 1 at local drug store, and began tak-
ing "since which time am sleeping better
and S. G. averages better."

2nd Report— "There has been gradual im-
provement in every way," etc.

Maryland +
Nephritis in Extremis—"Fatient (W. T.

J.) one of our wealthiest men, had such
iked oedema of the lung

breathe. In the face of a fatal symptom I

decided to put him on two tablespoonfuls of
Comp. 1 in water everv four hours, day and
night, and nothing else. Skim milk and
water to drink. It acted like the reports say.
It saved his life. The improvement was per-
ceptible hourly. In a few days he will leave
the house to attend to some pressing busi-
ness matters. I learned this—give plenty or
don't give any."

Mississippi ff
Patient in Doctor's family, age 69 albumen

A<; with retinitis. "So far nothing has
helped. Dr. N— advises me to put him on
your treatment."

60 days later—"Albumen a trace, vision
much improved, can read newspapers again,
couldn't tell one person from another four
feet away before beginning this treatment.
Digestion formerly poor, now normal. Won-
derfully improved in every respect. Dupli-

Dr. N— re-
good results

; his interest.

oate with bill, want him to
( Note—Our record shows t

ferred to had previously gott
in a case in his own family, he
—J. J. F. Co.)

Missouri •(••{••}•

My own case—age 49, s. g. 1024, albumen
3%. Heart irregular, etc.

First report —• s.g. 1018. Albumen none.
Heart better, with general improvement.
Cheek herewith for duplicate.

Nebraska
-J--J*

Following a course sent this physician for
a case in his family we are in receipt of the
following:

2 mos. later— "I am using the Comp. in
three cases of albuminuria with marked re-
sults."

Missouri f
"On receiving your Bulletin. I ordered No.

1 immediately for a case of Nephritis that
seemed to hold but little if anv hope She
is doing well and I am writing' for quantity
terms. Send literature to my brother, Dr.

in adjoining county."
Maryland f

Following a case of chronic Nephritis in
extremis, with distressing dropsical disten-
sion, in which Comp. 1 was given as the last
resort, the physician reported a gratifying
reaction at a very critical moment, and closed
a report with— "I have the same confidence
in Comp. 1 I have in calomel, opium, digitalis
and other time-honored agents."

Kentucky -r

"I have two cases of Bright's Disease.
Send 60-day-course. If results justify will
reorder." We sent treatment "for the most
urgent case."

First Report—"At end of first half dozen
albumen tett is negative. Check herein for
duplicate."

Pennsylvania +-i-i-
First Report—Albumen 1%.
Second Report—Albumen reduced— with

general improvement.

South Dakota -;-

This physician put .5 patients on the Renal
agent 1 (J. W.) 1st Report S. G. 1002 Alb.

2nd Report—S. G. 1010 Alb. 6%— all
symptoms improving.

3rd Report— S. G. 1010 Alb. 1%—dropsy
reducing.

4th Report—S. G. 1010 Alb. 1%%—dropsy
practically gone aud symptoms improved in
every way—except micturations. still uncon-
trollable."
2 (D. B.) 1st Report S. G. 1012 Alb. trace.

2nd Report— S. G. 1024 Alb. none

—

"symptoms all relieved."
3 (M. P.) "More relief than anything she
has taken."
4 (H. H.) First month showed improvement
but later succumbed.
5 (A. P.) Failure—no details given.

Washington +
Physician orders for a case of Nephritis.

Patient at one time unconscious and totally
blind with retinitis and looked upon as hope-
less." The Doctor is already getting res-
ponse and sends for the Compound to aid
closing—"It has helped me with 3 bad ones
and 1 expect it to do so again."

40 days later—Patient left here to join her
husband, feeling and seeing better than she
had for three years, with a blood pressure of
160 (54 years old) and % of one per cent of
albumen. Letters to her children here report
her still feeling fine."

90 days later
—"The patient I wrote you

about (blind, unconscious; alb. 7%, etc.)
was in the office today. Little bile in the
urine—that's all. Feeling better than for
ten years. Have a case now that is a corker.
Have taken 21 quarts of fluid from the ab-
domen, (6, 9 and 6 with a drain to hear
from.) Check herein for another dozen.
Please get action. I need it."

50 days later—Referring to the critical
case last mentioned the Dr. writes—"I was
called after a consultation in which two
physicians had given him up. There was gen-
eral anasarca. He was tapped three times.
Pulse 48, urine so bloody it clotted, alb. 12%.
Last test alb. less than 1%, no blood, dropsy
gone except 3 to 5 ins above ankle' and he
has splendid color. Not cured, not even well,
but his general health is so good he has been
fishing and driving an auto and otherwise
enjoying himself for over a month and I have
little doubt of the outcome."
Two weeks later—Referring to last case

—

but patient going

North Carolina +•(
Doctor sent for the treatment for case, age

27 with 3% of albumen, S. G. 1028. (The
patient was in a critical condition that the
first letter did not disclose, viz.: there was
oedema with heart so enlarged patient could
not breathe naturally and had to sleep part
of the time sitting up.)

Four weeks later— "She seems to be im-
proving nicelj, albumen has decreased to 2%,
resting better, the oedema is diminishing con-
siderably, and breathing about normal now.
No casts at present, headaches and spots be-
fore the eyes have disappeared. I believe
with continuance of the treatment she will
make a complete recovery."

Washington f
"Have a patient, a dear friend, (61) with

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis. Has suffered
2 years. Urine scant, albumen 2 to 7%,
shortness of breath, insomnia, losing weight,
palpitation, etc."

Sixty days later—"There was a change
the first 10 days; sleeping better, appetite
improved, palpitation less, urine increased to
4 pts., albumen disappeared. To me a re-
markable improvement. She continued to
improve when stricken with Influenza. You
have a valuable preparation that I believe
would have given her years of comfortable
life could she have escaped the scourge influ-

Chicago f
Physician writes— "I wish, to report case

of Bright's, girl, age 19. Dropsy pronounced,
menses stopped. I got the dropsy under con-
trol and menses restored the twelfth month.
At that time did not know of your treatment.
About four months ago patient returned for
treatment, menses had ceased, albumen 2%.
Gave her Comp. one, tablespoonful doses four
times a day. Seventh week albumen disap-
peared, menses reappeared and regular since."

Colorado -j-

"I have suffered with Bright's Disease
nearly two years. Albumen 3%. Am doing
a little office practice, but no riding."

First Report—"Have taken it almost con-
tinually for five months. For about three
months could see no change except a diuretic
action. Since then the albumen has almost
gone, a trace left, no casts, and feeling much
better." (Another of the cases that accent
the necessity for patience.—J. J. F. Oo.

)

Arkansas—+f
Female—Bright's Disease.
First Report— "Patient is apparentlv bet-

ter; albumen about 8 per cent. Am also giv-
ing it to another natient, a young man, who
Ins kidney trouble with abdominal dropsy.
He has begun to improve. Two other phv-
sicians here and two at Hot Springs had
failed to benefit him."

Second Report—The Doctor writes his male
patient has "entirely" recovered and he is
putting another case on it. He closes

—

"Write Dr. W . I told him about it."
Missouri +{•

Physician writing from his Health Board
says—"Have a case of albuminuria, over 2%,
acute.

First Report—Patient doing fine. There
is a marked diminution of albumen since re-
ceipt of your Renal agent for which I am
very grateful. Patient is up and about but
not working."

Vermont -{•

First Report—Albumen 4%.
5 weeks later—Albumen 1%—"with gen-

eral condition improving."
Two months later—Albumen none. "Pa-

tient at work apparently, as well as ever.Am much pleased."
4th Report—Put a new patient on it (al-

buminuria.) with prompt response. Am put-
ting a third patient on it showing "quite an
amount of albumen."

5th Report—"The case last reported is do-
ing finely. Alb. only a trace—wasting has
ceased—gaining in strength. The other two
cases continue well with no trace of albumen.
The treatment has more than met my expec-
tations.' '

6th Report— "Just had a case nearly solid
albumen. Yesterday (2 weeks later) it was
less than 1%.

7 th Report—Referring to a new case closes— "The other cases are continuing without a
trace of albumen and are apparently well."

Wyoming
-j"i--j-

"Like most practitioners have been care-
less about my health. Was out in the cold
and exposed night and day for 120 days dur-
ing the "flu" epidemic and my kidneys went
back on me. I now have 4% alb., blood
pressure 146. Have been oedematous the
last few mos., and treatment not very satis-
factory."

33 days later—"Am glad to report good
improvement. Oedema is almost gone, only
a trace of albumen and general health im-
proved; amount of urine increased and rarely
have the headaches now. When I began the
treatment I could hardly button a No. 17 col-
lar. A 16 had been my size for years and at
this time a 16 is again plenty large."

Los Angeles +}•}•
"I would very much like to try your treat-

ment as I have been the rounds for 4 years.
S. G. 1018; albumen 4 per cent, some casts,
oedema, etc., smothering some at night re-
quiring me to sit up part of the time. My
mother died of chronic Nephritis. Have quit
my office and am in the country."

Excessive dropsy with shortness of breath
due to enlarged heart requiring patient to
sleep sitting up presented an ugly situation
and the Doctor could not wait but had al-
ready purchased and was on the Compound
and in a Sanitarium when the shipment ar-
rived. With heart measures and Salines thir-
ty pounds of water were eliminated, the Doc-
tor's first report closing—"I am very much
better in every way than I was 6 weeks ago."
(Cases like the above require patience and
we sent another sixty-day course.)

Second report—"Am still improving—My
weight now is 162 lbs. was 200 when I
started taking."

Iowa f
"I have a case of Bright's Disease (an

attorney) on the Renal formula and gaining
wonderfully but what worries is his eye sight.
If atrophy of the optic nerv c is the case what
chance has he? I wish to say however that
since taking the Compound this condition is
no worse—it seems to have checked the fail-
ure of vision."

(We recall a number of reports involving
retinitis (three had progressed to blindness)
in which the vision was reported to have re-
turned as the albumen disappeared. But we
have little data as to permanence altho two
or three cases were reported as still living
and functioning visually a year or two later.
—J. J. F. Co.)

Texas f
Physician reports on three cases:
Mrs. H., albumen 50% is now 10%. Gain-

ing in weight and able to do her house work."
Mrs. C, albumen.33% is now 4%. Looks

and feels well.
Case 3, four-year-old child, albumen solid,

body puffed to twice its normal size, did not
think she could live thru the night. Albu-
men now 6%, swelling almost entirely gone.

Oregon •{•}•

Bright's, female; heart weak and fast, high
blood pressure with oedema of bowels and
limbs.

40 days later—"Oedema almost gone,
pulse stronger and slower; B.P. lower; Urea-
mic conditions have disappeared. Strength
seems nearly normal."

40 days later— "Mrs. S— has about re-
covered, no albumen or casts for some time,
and no oedema. Check herewith for dupli-
cate."

Washington -f-ff
"I still have a small quantity alb. and

Sug. but am so much better it does not worrv
me in the least. If my practice would per-
mit mo to diet properly believe it would dis-
appear in a short time. You state it acts on
some as an aphrodisiac—it has that effect on
me to a marked degree."

Pennsylvania
-J-

First Report—"Am agreeably surprised at
the results in a case of Chronic Bright's.
Patient, female. 42 years (third week) is out
of bed again and partly doing her own work."

2nd Report—"Am well pleased at the re-
sults. Have not yet used it long enough to
judge of the permanency. Am giving it se-
vere tests." (Answers to queries like this
will be found on last page in some cases that
were still living 5 to 20 years after critical
symptoms were abated.—J. J. F. Co.)

San Francisco
A Kidney Specialist who has had a large

number of cases reports that among them he
has successfully treated more than a half
doz. cases of Bright's Disease that had pro-
gressed so far they had to be tapped from
2 to 8 times, and that he never knew of a
recovery in a case of Bright's Disease after
tapping on any other treatment. (This does
not imply this physician had no failures for
such must be heavy in these extreme cases
but it does mean that such frequently justify
a hard fight.—J. J. E. Co.)

California i**i"j*

A San Francisco physician reports progress
in his owu case and adds that in a case of
acute Nephritis in which he prescribed the
Renal Rx that the alb. was reduced and pa-
tient so improved that she had not fouud it
necessary to consult him for a considerable
period. This physician was also in personal
touch with a case that was of particular in-
terest;—viz., Bright's Disease in which the
dropsical distension was so excessive tapping
was required. Had beeu tapped several times
when this agent was added to the treatment.
The dropsy gradually responded making fur-
ther tapping unnecessary. The patient, a
young girl made a recovery and is apparently
well and has been for over a year. The re-
sult of this case caused the Doctor to observe
that he never before knew of a recovery in a
case of Bright's Disease "that was so critical
as to require tapping."

Georgia -j-

The physician reported a "very weak" pe-
tient with the unusually low specific gravity
of 1000 and 50% of albumen. He ordered
the treatment with bill. We were anxious
about the results in a case showing as low
as 1000 S. G. with extreme weakness and
such a large amount of albumen aud desiring
to keep in touch considered the case as under
the demonstration and donated a 60-day
course. The reaction came earlier than usual.
On the second test the S. G. had increased tc
1012, the albumen reducing half. The third
test recorded the disappearance of the al-
bumen, specific gravity of 1020. Patient
again able to do housework. The Dr. closes
"it acted like a charm."

Massachusetts )•}
Physician's son, 18, alb. 2%. 7 yrs. dura-

tion, alb. at times solid in tube.
45 days later. Marked decrease in alb.

(now a.bout half.) This is the only thing I
have ever found that has decreased the alb.
Duplicate C. O. D.

Massachusetts ++•}•
Dr. writes—"Have had Albuminuria 3

years. A friend suggested your preparation."
Twenty days later Dr. reports "alb. 7%%

has reduced over half and am feeling better
in every way.'

'

South Carolina f-j-f"Have had alb. with blood since the flu
in Feb., 1920. Hope it will help me as your
reports show it has helped others."

30 days later—"Am stronger and feeling
better. Blood has disappeared but alb. (3%)
is yet the same."

30 davs later—"My condition is more sat-
isfactory and wish to continue. Check herein
for reorder."

60 days later—"The albumen has disap-
peared—feeling good and strong. Check here-
with for another supply to taper off on. I
feel very grateful."

San Francisco
Bright's Disease requiring tapping. The

patient, a youth had been tapped several
times in a local hospital—when the attending
physicians gave the mother no further encour-
agement and he was taken away. Before the
wounds made by the trocar had healed he was
filling again. The physician called at this
juncture put him on the Renal Agt. (Rx 1)
with heart measures and elimiuatives. The
result was in doubt for nearly three weeks
requiring several more tappings. Albumen
then declined and dropsy gradually dimin-
ished and two months later the physician con-
sented to his being taken home. The youth
was at School four years thereafter.

San Francisco
Not contemporaneous but presented to show

the results in a case in crisis and the treat-
ment. Chronic Interstitial Nephritis in ex-
tremis. The resources of various practition-
ers had been exhausted and the patient was
in coma at the end of a year's struggle;
weight reduced from 180 to 100 lbs. when it
was decided to try the Renal agent (Rx 1).
As nothing was being retained by the stom-
ach, patient was fed and treated per rectum.
The physician emptied the lower bowel with
the high tube and an emulsion. A little
champagne and cracked ice was all that was
given to the stomach for days. Rectal in-
jections of the following were given through
high tube (14 inch) every four hours, day
and night.

Rx—Somatose Drams 1
Bovinine Ozs. %.
Salt Grs. 10.
Milk Ozs. 4.

Fult. Comp. (Rx 1) Ozs. 1.
One Egg.
One tube of pancreatin.

(Mix to body heat, so as not to coagulate
albumen.

)

Cardiac stimulants were administered hy-
podermically. Patients bowels were emptied
every morning preparatory to morning feed-
ing giving the active infusion of senna by the
high tube when very obstinate. Patient was
given two injections and an alcohol rub daily
It is to be observed that the rectal feeding
carried the Renal Comp. Following the first
24 hours the Renal functions began to res-
pond mildly. The third day urine jumped
from 18 ounces to 3 pints. The oedema
gradually ceased, albumen reduced with in-
creased urea and eyesight, began to return.
Improvement was continuous for nearly 60
days when patient decided, against the stren-
uous objection of the physicion, to go South
for a change of scene. As was feared, he left
too soon and had a relapse and although ef-
forts were made to get him back in time for
treatment, the patient passed almost imme-
diately upon arrival. It was the belief of
the physician that the battle was won and re-
covery would have resulted had the patient
followed his instructions another 30 to 60
days.
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South Dakota ft
Dr.'s bister, persistent Albuminuria for 3

yrs. "Have tried almost everything else

without results. Wonder if your system can
help her?"

30 ds later
—"Dropsy steadily decreasing.

Having broken uriuoineter will report later."

15 ds later—Dr. wires, "Express at once
three sixty-day treatments Comp. One."

Oregon f
We wrote a physician who reported fine re-

sults under this treatment in several critical

cases of Bright's Disease to ask what his col-

leagues had to say. We quote from his reply
concerning a' case in extremis— "Doctor ....

had this lady's case and when her people
said they wanted me in consultation he con-

sented and set the time, but he wasn't there

and sent no word. When I had her con-

scious and vision returning and he was told

by one of the children of the improved condi-

tion of her mother, he replied, 'wonder what
he used.' " The Doctor adds that a special-

ist from an adjoining state visited some of

his cases with him and "congratulated me
upon my success."

Kentucky f
Bright's Disease. First Report—Albumen

8%.
Second Report—"Have only had patient

on treatment one week but find improvement
eminent with noticeable results in albumen."
(Note—there is occasionally early response

as noted here but many cases require 2 to 4

weeks to show both albumen and symptoms
modifying.)

Kansas ++
Female—Chronic Interstitial Nephritis.

First Report—S. G. 1000—Simply water.

Alb. heavy, very weak."
Final Report— S. G. 1020— "Greatly im-

proved and much stronger."

Kansas— -f--(-

Physician writes from a Hospital—"I have
used your Rx 1 with gratifying results, the
patient being a member of my family. It

was recommended to me by Dr. G of

Kansas. Send me your literature, etc."
(Reference to our files shows we sent the

Kansas Physician referred to a half doz. of

the Renal agent a year before for a case of

Bright's in his family, but did not get a

report as to the results. The above pro-

fessional recommendation to the Hospital
Physician now shows the case responded.)

Arkansas f-j-+
This Physician wrote concerning his own

case on the advice of a brother Physician,
Vice President of his State Medical Associa-

tion, in another State. Our record showed
the latter was himself taking the Renal agent
for an obstinate case of Bright's. We had
up to that time no report but his results mas-

be inferred from the following extracts from
his letter written to the Physician above:

—

"Since hearing from you I feel anxious
about your case. Write for the Renal Agent,

I believe it will entirely relieve you. Then
you can and will reach many others. I am
going to have a member of our Examining
Board on it at once."

Pennsylvania +
Doctor reports patient with Albumen heavy,

numerous casts, dropsy severe, shortness of

breath, ureamic vomiting, s. g. 1030.
Two weeks later—No change in albumen

or casts. Oedema going down, ureamic vomit-

ing lessened, shortness of breath abating, s. g.

1020.
(From the symptoms we would judge this

patient was in extremis. The first changes
are in the right direction. Sometimes the

alb. shows first response, again the symptoms
evidence the first changes, the modification in

albumen following a little later.)

Pennsylvania +++
This physician (albumen one third of the

tube solid) passed away before the shipment
arrived. His wife asked permission to give
it to one of his relatives who had "persistent
albuminuria." We acquiesced and the case
responded in due course as follows:
1st report—Alb. 2%—"persistent"
2nd " " none—"my Dr. much in-

3rd " " 1/10 of 1% (terested."

California f"f"f

Bright's Disease—Albumen 1%.
Second Report—Albumen none —-"Heart

complications retarding recovery."

New Jersey f-j-}-

Bright's Disease. "Have been fighting it

15 years." (Albumen not stated.)

Second Report. "Began the treatment
four weeks ago. There was a reduction in

the albumen. Being so busy with influenza
cases was taken down with it myself which
increased the albumen of course. J also
have aortic leakage so did not expect as full

results as without these complications. Will
continue.'

'

Idaho

An Idaho Physician who has his own drug
store, in a letter placing an order for early
inter shipment to avoid freezing, closes

3f a case hich
done

thus: "I have yet to h
the Renal Compound Rx 1 has in

good."
Pennsylvania +•}••(•

First Report—Albumen 6%—Many
cations.

Second Report—Albumen 3%.
Later—This case is not responding.

Long thereafter— "Alb. has disappeared
now hope for recovery."

ompli-

Cuicago

Bright's Disease (critical) involved heart,
dropsy head to feet. Laboratory Reports a
week apart. -

1st —S. G. 1032 Alb. 13% Casts, fair number
2nd— " 1019 " 12% " very few
3rd— " 1032 " 9.5% " moderate
4th — " 1021 " 1.5% " none
5th—Much improved—sat up to eat for the

first time. Dropsy reducing."
6th—"The patient is doing finely."
7th — "Is sitting up a little each day."

4 yrs. later—"Doing quite a little work."
2 yrs. thereafter—Patient remarried.
(This case is cited to show the laboratory

reports on the casts.)

Washington -j-

Albumen 2%.
Second Report % of 1%—"Gaining in

weight and every other way."
3 months later

—"Albumen too small for

percentage test, dropsy gone, blood pressure
135, patient doing her own work."

Ohio t
This physician sends for a course due to

the following: "Three years since I had al-

bumen, pus cells and hyaline casts. I took
five bottles of the Renal Rx and everything
cleared up. Recently it has returned."

Later—Case responds the second time. He
now writes "no oedema and digestion and cir-

culation much better."

Illinois f-r

Bright's Disease, Female. "Has had urea-

mic convulsions and been in the hospital with-
in a month."
1st Report—Alb. 4.3%.
2nd Report—Alb. 0.8%—"which I consider
is remarkable '

'

Rationale
OtllC nbined infusions are innocuous, the ingredients as explained below

the experienced therapeutist for the reason that few of the items

of the alcoholic extracts as outlined in the Pharmacopeia,

desirable principles of purely innocuous herbal componen'
added a little

one

the fact that the

will mean practically nothing even I

are used for the catalogued characte

The Diabetic agent combu
Chimaphila. Spiroea, Inula, Uva Ursi, etc., etc.,

any tendency to bowel astringency. With the abov
grain of each to the dose.

The taste is disguised with licorice. Five

sulphite prevents fermentation.

The results of the late John J. Fulto

propositions, viz:

(a) The renal filters (the kidneys) are only functioning properly when the dirTusic

th»- ggcietine renal cells is normally restricted.

(b) The molecules of the phosphates, urea, etc.. etc., that should be eliminated with the renal waste

agent

just

without purgation, b
the common procedu
if this agent was n

alcium

incorporated Potassi Nitras and Sodii Bor

rive per cent of alcohol with a small quantity of

researches may be presented as based on three fundamental

of aubstances through

cases the dropsy is frequently reported to respond to thi:

:essive or the heart is involved and the case proves obstina

te usual heart and eliminative treatment such cases call fo

being given, and giving the maximum dose of the Compound.

Important retail drug stores in large cities and the principal Wholesale Druggists throughout the

United States now carry the Renal agent, FULTON'S COMPOUND Rx 1, and your local druggist can get

it from his wholesaler. If for any reason you are not supplied with it at $1.50 per bottle and will write

us we will give you the address of some nearby wholesaler who will promptly supply your druggist.

all

Bright's Disease and Diabetes, and
atively very large.

The molecules of albumen and sugar found in the eliminations

which in health should be retained to nourish the system, are

From these considerations arose the belief that in health the waste ot .iihumen molecules

was prevented by reason of their relatively large size and hence when found escaping with the urates and

phosphates through the renal filter that it was evidence of weakness or lack of restrictive power in the

secretive renal cells enfeebled by abuse or disease. And as a corollary of that view the postulate was

unavoidable that if an agent could be developed that would sufficiently restore the tonus and re-establish the

contractility of the relaxed or degenerating renal cells so as to oppose the escape of the large albumen mole*

cules, the same principle must necessarily have a corresponding effect to restrain wasting sugar molecules

No matter how diiTcrent Bright's Di; nd Diabet. supposed
agent that

how far apart

ill oppose the escape
Diabefc

the symptoms, treatments and diets are it seeme

of albumen must also oppose the escape of sugar.

And that this revolutionary theory was not illogical will be seen from the following from a medical

writer on Bright's Disease and Diabetes, of international reputation, (Tyson) who, on the subject of

albuminous waste, wrote: "It is conceivable that some change takes place (in the renal cells) to increase

the size of the apertures or pores * * * if we so choose to term them." And the same writer, on wasting

sugar in Diabetes, refers to the "Leakage of sugar through the renal cells which in health have the power
to retain the sugar in the vessels until consumed in the normal way." And following those theories the

author turned to Tannic Acid and Gallic Acid of which he says "I tried both systematically without

any result in diminishing the albuminuria." He also tried Ergot but found it "useless."

Antedating the above observations by more than a decade, the mind of the late John J. Fulton
had turned in the same direction for measures to reestablish the contractility of the secreting ren.il ceils which,

under his theory, were at fault. He believed that milder aspects of the same general principle, sufficiently

bland to be pressed in adequate dosage, would be effective. But no single constituent presented it in

sufficient quantum and it was found necessary to accumulate it by employing a number of items in which
it was carried in by-product. Hence the unusual number of items in the formula, over one-half of which
are not employed for any of the principle characteristics for which they are catalogued in the Pharmacopeia.

Writing on this class of agents a recognized authority says, "The difference in the intensity of

the effects is explained by the fact that some are more energetic than others

other matters which affect their solubility." Hence
they could only be selected and the proportic

end of something like two years of research and experiments with various combinations he evolved a com-
pound, the use of which was attended with gradual absorption of the wasting albumen that is symptomatic

of Bright's Disease.

And as under the postulate formulated above, (that the escape of the large albumen and sugar mole-

cules was in health prevented by reason of the relatively large dimensions of those molecules), it was
obvious that if the contractility of debilitated renal secreting cells could be sufficiently restored to oppose

wasting

As to Permanence of Results
SOME WRITERS CO BACK 30 YEARS TO FIND A CASE OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE IN

WHICH RECOVERY WAS REPORTED AFTER TAPPING (SEE TYSON ON BRIGHT'S DISEASE,
SECOND EDITION, P. 156). TO ACCENT THE NEW RESULTS NOTE THAT MANY OF THE
CASES CITED BELOW AS TO PERMANENCE OF RESULTS, WERE SO CRITICAL AS TO
REQUIRE TAPPING FROM TWO TO TWENTY TIMES.

(Dr. I. M. P.—patient G. W. K.) Albumen so heavy the tube solidified. Dropsy excessive.

Had to be tapped twice, 34 lbs. of water being taken at first tapping. There was retinitis and case

had reached the convulsion stage. Following the change of treatment to the Renal agent, with heart

measures, albumen and dropsy gradually declined and eyesight returned. The fifth month Dr. P. reported

the patient's recovery and return to business. This was in 1905. At last advices, 14 years later (1919)
patient left for Oregon in his usual health.

(Dr. L. M.—patient A. C. D.) Six years old. Albumen was heavy and dropsy critical. The
attending physician advised the parents the case was hopeless. A specialist

was changed to the Renal Comp. with treatment for the heart. Dropsy
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tappings, with outlook problematical till the fifth

month the Physician reported out of danger. This \

the Physician reported the boy at school.

(Another by Dr. L. M.) Patie
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M W3S called. Wounds made by the trocar in tapping
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recovery after tapping under any other
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boy at school at last advices in 1915.

(The Physician just above reported, specializing

in these cases, the writer asked him if he had ever k

treatment. He replied that he had not).

(A. G. B.) Albumen heavy, nervous system depleted with partial paralysis, patient on crutches.

Prognosis distinctly unfavorable when the treatment was changed to the Renal agent. Thereafter the

weekly tests showed declining albumen with corresponding physical improvement. The albumen was
finally eliminated and crutches discarded. This was previous to 1905. At last advices, over eighteen

years later, (November, 1923) the patient (a druggist) strong and active, was behind his counter as usual.

(H. W. W.) Bright's Disease with dropsy so excessive patient had to be tapped thi
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However, the
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correspondingly oppose sugar waste, experiments in Diabetes soon followed

the strength of the active principle, sugar was found to decrease apparently in the

iginal compound prevents the escape of albumen in Bright's Disease. (Literature
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difficulties in trying to make the above theory and postulate cover all the

when polyuria, thirst, emaciation and other Diabetic symptoms began to

two weeks after the sugar was showing definite decrease) it appeared to be the

i, as frequently happened, the physical improvement was in advance of reducing
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JOHN J. FULTON CO.
88 First Street

San Francisco, Calif.

We hand you RENAL DIGEST as requested.

We recently concluded a demonstration to the Physicians of America,
the results of which must be of profound moment to all concerned directly or in-

directly with Bright' s Disease. We tried to reach every Physician in the United

States having Bright ' s Disease himself or in his family. Nearly 300 responded,

some involving dropsy and some reporting they had tried nearly everything else

without results. All were served with a 54 day treatment. It will be seen that

their reports, epitomized in the DIGEST, overwhelmingly attest the ability of

this agent to reduce albumen and symptoms in Bright's Disease.

An interesting feature of the correspondence is the number of

Physicians who put two patients on the treatment and reported both as responding.

See sheet enclosed.

Note particularly the number of cases in the DIGEST in which tapping

had been resorted to. The writer never knew of a recovery under any other treat-

ment in a case requiring tapping.

The use of this treatment is simple. If the heart is affected or

there is dropsy and the patient is taking the usual treatment to moderate those

symptoms, it may simply be added. But where the patient is merely on diet, the

Compound is taken alone. Where there is constipation, it is well to aid by keep-

ing the liver and bowels comfortably acting.

Results may show a little the first week but usually between the

tenth and twentieth days by decreasing albumen and a little later by gradual

softening of the symptoms. Frequently this is reversed, patient beginning to

feel better before the albumen shows much response.

Counselling patience and adherence to diet and careful living, and

anticipating the usual results,

Yours very truly,

JOHN J. FULTON COMPANY

P.S. - Important retail drug stores in all large cities and the principal whole-

sale druggists thruout the country now carry this Compound. If for any reason you

are not promptly supplied with this treatment (FULTON COMPOUND Rx l) at $1.50 per

bottle, if you will write us we will give you the address of some nearby whole-

saler who will supply your local druggist.

Most of those having Chronic Brights do not know anything can be done

and many are resigned. As you begin to mend won't you kindly help us get this

message before them by telling any you may know of this treatment! Or if you

will send us the addresses we will mail the literature.
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OF PARTICULAR INTEREST

were cases in which Physicians put two patients on the treatment "both getting
results. Reports showing similar results in "both cases cumulatively attest
the ability of this agent to reduce albumen and symptoms in Bright 1 s Disease.
For instance :-

CALIFORNIA - Dr. M's report on two critical cases involving tapping, (l), boy,

6 yrs. Dropsy obstinate requiring eight tappings. (2), a mariner, albumen
solid and dropsy so persistent twenty-one tappings were required. Results
were very slow but the Doctor ultimately reported recovery in both cases.

CALIFORNIA - Dr. P. in person reported several recoveries, h±s last being
particularly interesting - involving retinitis, convulsions, albumen solid and
dropsy requiring three tappings, 34 lbs. of water being taken at first tapping.
The Doctor reported patient's return to business the fifth month,

WASHING-TON - Dr. reports recoveries in two extreme cases, (l) Patient "at one
time unconscious, totally blind with retinitis and looked upon as hopeless.
It has helped me in 3 bad ones and I expect it to do so again". 90 days later
albumen trace, sight returned and patient left for home. (2) Condition criti-
cal, albumen 12$, pulse 48, urine so bloody it clotted. Dropsy excessive,
tapped three times taking 6, 9 and 6 quarts. Rush treatment." 70 days later -

"albumen trace, patient going to work".

SHANGHAI - The Doctor reports six cases "without a failure". The last was in
a critical condition. In bed a year. Pulse 160, albumen and heavy casts.

Oedema excessive. The patient was at the steamer to see him off on his visit

to America.

MISSOURI - The Physician after getting a recovery in the case of a relative
(chronic Bright' s Disease) commenced prescribing. Following is one of his

subsequent letters. "I am sending you copy of urinalyses in three more cases;

tv;o are discharged. The other I expect to discharge soon; viz.-

Case 1 (W.H. ) First test alb. 3.2$ Final test none.

Case 2 (W.B.) " " "2.1$ " " trace.
Case 3 (V.W.) " " " 1.6$ " " none.

OHIO - "It is doing the work. Albumen 4$ has dropped nearly 90$ and have
L-everal patients on it with good results."

MONTANA - "Am getting good results in two very obstinate cases of Bright 's

and general dropsy. Have been prescribing it with satisfactory results."

WYOMING - Dr. after reporting recovery in his own case, writes, am also
1;prescribing it with marked success".

MISSOURI - Physician writes, "I have been using your treatment for Bright'

s

Disease successfully for years both in my practice and in my family, having
cured myself of Bright' s".

IDAHO - Physician writes, "I have yet to see a case in which it has not done
good".
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ON CHARACTER AND PERMANENCE OF RESULTS

SOME WRITERS GO BACK 30 YEARS TO EIND A CASE OF BRIGHT 1 S DISEASE IN WHICH
RECOVERY WAS REPORTED AFTER TAPPING. TO ACCENT THE NEW RESULTS NOTE THAT
MANY CASES WERE SO CRITICAL AS TO REQUIRE TAPPING FROM TWO TO TWENTY TIMES.

(Dr. I. M. P . - patient G. W. g t ) Albumen so heavy the tube solidified.
Dropsy excessive. Had to be tapped twice, 34 lbs. of water being taken at first
tapping. There was retinitis and case had reached the convulsion stage. Following
the change of treatment to the Renal agent, with heart measures, albumen and dropsy
gradually declined and eye sight returned. The fifth month Dr. P. reported the
patient's recovery and return to business. This was in 1905. At last advices,
14 years later (1919) patient left for Oregon in his usual health.

(Dr. L. M. ) Patient boy (A) had been tapped several times in a local
hospital and was again filling rapidly. The house physician gave the family no
encouragement and they decided, to take the youth home. Dr. M. was called. Wounds
made by the trocar in tapping had not healed when treatment was changed to include
the Renal agent. Results were in doubt for three weeks requiring several more
tappings. Albumen then declined and dropsy diminished. Two months later the
Physician reported the boy as normal. This was in 1911. The Doctor reported the
boy at school at last advices in 1915.

( A. G. B. ) Albumen heavy, nervous system depleted with partial paralysis,
patient on crutches. Prognosis distinctly unfavorable when the treatment was
changed to the Renal agent. Thereafter the weekly tests showed declining albumen
with corresponding physical improvement. The albumen was finally eliminated and
crutches discarded. This was previous to 1905. At last advices, over eighteen
years later, (November, 1923) the patient (a druggist) strong and active, behind
his counter as usual.

( H. W. W. ) Bright' s Disease with dropsy so excessive patient had to be
tapped three times. Attending Physicians felt there was no hope but the Renal
Compound was given. There was an unusually early response, reaction beginning
within a few days. She did not have to be tapped thereafter and the third month
was reported about her usual activities. This was in 1914. At last advices eight
years later (1922) same report.

(R. C. P. ) Patient, boy, age nine, usual albuminous and dropsical showing.
Patient became so swollen a fatal termination seemed inevitable. The treatment
was then changed to the Renal agent. Dropsy and albumen were eliminated in due
course. Analyses by two independent Physicians confirmed the disappearance of the

albumen and casts, normal s. g. 1022. The results appearing unreasonable, the

youtn was stripped and examined from head to foot, confirming the recovery. This
was in September, 1902. November, 1923, twenty-one years later, patient is a
robust, active business man on Battery Street in this City.

( Mrs. W. E. H. ) Bright' s Disease involving the usual albumen with dropsy.
Dropsy became so excessive tapping was necessary to prolong the patient's life.
Patient had been tapped three times and was again bloating when the Renal agent
was given. Further tapping became unnecessary, the dropsy gradually yielding and
some months later patient was about her usual avocations. This was in 1902. At
last advices, sixteen years thereafter (1918) patient had remarried and was living
in this City.

(R. M. W. ) Patient, editor of a local magazine, albumen with the usual
symptoms. Case resisted treatment and patient was sent South in the hope that the

climate would help. Patient dropped 35 pounds in weight and was still declining
when the Renal agent was resorted to. Case gradually responded weight and
strength returned. This was in August, 1901. At this writing (November, 1923)
twenty-two years later, the patient is at his desk in this City in his usual vigor,
weight over 200 pounds.
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BLOOD PRESSURE IN BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

Physician, who has chronic Interstititial Nephritis, asks whether this
Compound should help or hinder his blood pressure.

As dropsy, common in these cases, is due to excessive "blood pressure
forcing the thin aqueous constituents of the blood thru the veins and cell walls
into the tissues, and has "been shown to respond to this agent, it follows that
declining blood pressure in these cases is not only a logical sequence but auto-
matically follows declining dropsy, as shown by reports like the following:

SOUTH DAKOTA - Bright's, critical; nearly moribund; albumen heavy; dropsy
extreme. Response slow but the Physician's 4th report showed normal as to

albumen; dropsy nearly gone; blood pressure, at one time 200, reduced to normal.
PENNSYLVANIA - Physician reports on case Bright's, as follows: Albumen

less; S.G. 1020 (was 1012); blood pressure 140, was 160; gradual improvement.
OREGON - Doctor writes, "Dropsy almost gone; blood pressure lower;

ureamic conditions have disappeared; no albumen or casts for some time."
ARKANSAS - Physician reports decrease in albumen 75$ and 20 points drop in

blood pressure.
(Nothing is claimed for this preparation in high blood pressure caused by

Arterio Sclerosis (hardening of the arteries) or from any cause except the
abnormal blood pressure caused by inflamed kidneys resisting the movement of the
blood thru them that is often met with in Bright's Disease.)

RETINITIS IN BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

In cases of Bright's Disease which have developed Albumenuric Retinitis
(blindness or suddenly failing vision) some writers take a very hopeless view.

But it will be seen from the following that this aspect also is reported to have
yielded with the other symptoms and in some very hard cases. For instance:

CHICAGO - We condense this Physician's eix page report to the following:
Hospital case of Bright's Disease; albumen very heavy; dropsy from head to feet;

constant nausea; impaired vision; 24 hours elimination but 10 oz. ; "the usual
picture of a so-called hopeless case." The patient had been in the hospital
under treatment six weeks. Had been carried in unconscious and had failed to

respond to treatment further than to regain consciousness when this Physician
was called and on taking charge put the patient on maximum doses of Fulton
Compound Rx 1 with other measures the symptoms called for. "At the end of the
first week the improvement was so definite the hospital Physicians could hardly
believe it so they took his blood pressure and examined his eyes, the patient
having stated that improved vision and loss of nausea were the first changes
he noticed." (Very unusual as improving vision within our experience comes
much later. J.J.F.Co.) The dropsy disappeared without tapping; albumen dis-
appeared; all symptoms yielded and patient was in business at last advices.

MISSISSIPPI - "69, albumen with Retinitis." Doctor writes - "So far
nothing has helped." 60 ds. later - "Albumen trace, wonderfully improved in
every respect. Can read newspapers again. Could not tell one person from
another four feet away before beginning this treatment."

WASHINGTON - "The patient I wrote you about (blind, unconscious, albumen
7%, etc.) was in the office today. Little bile, that's all. Feeling better
than for 10 years."
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OASTS IN BB1QHVS .DISEASE- AND -NEPHRITIS

Realizing that the presence of casts in the urine in chronic Bright '

9

Disease and Nephritis is generally considered as unfavorable to recovery we
here groun some reports in this class of cases recording the disappearance of the
casts with the other symptoms:

ILLINOIS - Bright' s Disease, critical; female, dropsy head to feet.

Laboratory reports, a week apart

:

1st S.G. 1032 Al bumen 13$ Oast s fair number
2nd S.G. 1019 11 • 18$ Casts few
•5rd S.G. 1032 n 9l!

Casts moderate
4th S. 0. 1021 11 l» Casts none
7th Pati ent sitt ing ixp

MASSACHUSETTS - Male, 19, acute Nephritis; Alb. 53$ (bulk); dropsy
excessive; casts of all descriptions; in bed 8 mos.; all efforts of no avail.
Third report - "A wondrous change has come and I look for recovery. " Final
report - "Patient is now working and feels perfectly well." xxx "The microscope
now shows nothing pathological. His was the most desperate case I ever came in
contact with that recovered."

MINNESOTA - Doctor writes - "My own case. S.G. as low as 1000 at times
with both hyaline and granular casts. " 2nd report - Gradual improvement in
every way. 3rd report - "Last tests negative in every way. I am now prescribing
it."

SOUTH DAKOTA - Case in extremis, bed-fast, nearly moribund. Age 70;

Alb. at times nearly solid in the tube, with casts, scant urine, dropsy extreme.
Final report - Patient is walking freely about the house; dropsy is nearly gone;

urine good color, quantity about normal and no abnormal urine constituents.
KENTUCKY - Physician is the patient and wrote from his bed. Had not

been to his office for a year. Usual albumen and casts with ureamic convulsions.
Third report - "Improving nicely, can walk about; no ureamic convulsions since
starting; albumen less; casts disappearing." Final report - "Am in active
practice again. Think I'm about well."

NORTH CAROLINA - Age 27, albumen 3%. Heart so enlarged patient could
not sleep naturally, having to sleep part of the time sitting up. Four weeks
later - Albumen decreased one- third; dropsy diminishing and breathing about
normal; no casts at present and the eye symptom has disappeared. "I believe
she will make a complete recovery. "

SHANGHAI, CHINA - Ar. American physician practicing in Shanghai reporting
six oases of Bright 's treated by him "without a failure" gives details of one
as follows: "Member of a wealthy family. Had been in the hands of some of the
best European physicians in Shanghai. In bed a year; heart seriously involved;
pulse 160; usual albumen, heavy casts, oedema excessive. I put her on Rx 1

with salines. The third week the albumen and casta reduced to a trace. Later,
the dropsy disappeared and shortly thereafter patient was out of bed."
(Note - The reduction in casts noted the third week was unusual. It is well to

note that in a majority of these cases the reports show reduction in casts
require considerable more time than this case records hence patience is im-
portant. J.J.F.CO,

)
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A Quantitative Analytical Report is a Finding of Fact
and Facts are Unimpeachable.

Physicians of all schools have sent in reports from nearly all the
States. Here is another dozen cases of Bright* s Disease in which the physicians
report total disappearance of albumen Tinder this treatment:

West Va Albumen 4.0% Final none
Mo. Albumen 9.2$ Final none
Texas Albumen 20.0$ Final none
So. Dak. " tube solid " Final none
Ohio Albumen 3.0$ Final none
Chicago Albumen 5.0$ Final none
Mo. Albumen 3.2$ Final none
Mo. Albumen 3.0$ Final none
Wash. Albumen 7.0$ Final none
Vermont Albumen 4.0$ Final none
Georgia Albumen 5.0$ Final none
So. Car. Albumen 3.0$ Final none

A quantitative analytical report is a finding of fact and a fact is un-
impeachable and this vital, revolutionary fact is here - ALBUMEN IN BLIGHT'S
DISEASE IN BOTH ACUTE AND CHRONIC FORMS IS POSITIVELY BEING REDUCED BY FULTON
COMPOUND Rx 1, as certified above and confirmed by thousands of urinalyses.
The impossible cannot happen even once. There are no miracles. Everything
that happens is under law and under the same conditions the same law must
operate in the same way continually. There is no such thing as a negative fact.
Every fact is affirmative and a mass of professional reports from Physicians
representing all Schools and Societies is on deposit in this City as an un-
answerable record for all time that wasting albumen in Bright' s Disease in

both acute and chronic forms is responding to this treatment.
As to what the disappearance of albumen means in Bright' s Disease, it is

common knowledge that the case is yielding when the albumen is diminishing.
And that is just what is happening, and patients are living today who eliminated
the albumen, casts and dropsy 10 to 20 years ago. Nothing else in the world
that we know of is showing cases like these. Some of the reports cover cases
that had been tapped as will be seen in the DIGEST.

Over 80$ of hundreds of professional reports record the usual response
to the treatment in patients having fair hearts and 60 to 90 days of life re-
maining. May be taken with the usual heart and eliminative treatment given in
such cases. Is taken alone if patient is simply on diet. Can commence looking
for a little decrease in the albumen in most cases between the 10th and 20th
days, followed shortly thereafter by improvement beginning to show in one or
more of the physical symptoms. Frequently this is reversed, the patient be-
ginning to feel better before the albumen shows much response.

As the action is commonly deliberate and Bright' s Disease and Nephritis
are often of long and slow development, while some cases show early response
many cases show very little improvement with the first quarter of a dozen,
hence patience is a necessity, particularly in cases of considerable duration.
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Charts illustrating reports made by Physicians in 24 cases of BRIGHT 'S DISEASE to show comparatively

the number of days that elapsed between the beginning of the treatment and the elimination of the albumen.
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O This sign in upper right hand corners designates cases in which the patient was a member of the Physician's family.

O O In cases bearing this sign the Physician nimself was the patient.

+ In blocks bearing this sign the percentage of albumen was reported as higher than 6%.

The bottom line in each block means no sum*, or so attenuated it was referred to as a trace.
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